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Listing:

Consider
Acevedo, Kristy
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631630583
288 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 4/19/2016
The Holo Series. Ages: 14 - 18. Grades: 9 - 12.

When mysterious holograms suddenly appear heralding the end of the world, 17-
year-old Alexandra Lucas must battle through the intense effects of her anxiety 
disorder and decide whether to stay on Earth or step through a portal to the 
unknown.

Kristy Acevedo is a YA writer, high school English teacher, and huge Star Trek 
and Harry Potter fan. A member of SCBWI, she has her M.A.T. in English and 
graduated summa cum laude from Bridgewater State University. Consider, her 
debut novel, was one of three winners of the 2015 PEN New England Susan P.
Bloom Children's Book Discovery Award. She lives in Massachusetts with her 
husband, two daughters, and two cats.
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Listing:

Contribute
Acevedo, Kristy
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631630989
336 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 7/11/2017
The Holo Series. Ages: 14 - 18. Grades: 9 - 12.

Consider is a page-turning, fresh look at YA science fiction, with a flawed 
protagonist who is inflicted with a mental disorder, that explores humanity's will to
survive.

Kristy Acevedo is a high school teacher and a huge fan of Star Treck and Harry
Potter. She is the author of Consider, which won the PEN New England Susan 
P. Bloom Children's Book Discovery award. She lives in Fairhaven, 
Massachusetts.
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Listing:

Louisa May Alcott's Fairy Tales and Fantasy Stories
Alcott , Louisa May
University of Tennessee Press .
9780870497582
432 pages
paperback
$34.95
Pub Date:
Edited by Daniel Shealy.

A scholarly collection of the fairy tales and fantasy stories of Louisa May Alcott. A
critical introduction examines the works and places them in the context of 
American fantasy.

Louisa May Alcott was both an abolitionist and a feminist. She is best known for
Little Women (1868), a semi-autobiographical account of her childhood years 
with her sisters in Concord, Massachusetts. Alcott, unlike Jo, never married:.
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Listing:

Little Women
Alcott, Louisa May
Oxford University Press .
9780192737465
368 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2015
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 11 to 14

The latest addition ot the Charming Classic series includes a paperback edition 
of Little Women, the first American children's novel to become a classic, and a 
beautiful gold-tone cameo.

Louisa May Alcott (November 29, 1832 – March 6, 1888) was an American 
novelist best known as author of the novel Little Women and its sequels Little 
Men and Jo's Boys. Raised by her transcendentalist parents, Abigail May and 
Amos Bronson Alcott in New England, she grew up among many of the well-
known intellectuals of the day such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, and Henry David Thoreau. Nevertheless, her family suffered severe 
financial difficulties and Alcott worked to help support the family from an early 
age. She began to receive critical success for her writing in the 1860s.
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B is for Baldwin: An Alphabet Tour of the Baldwin Library of Historical Children's
Literature
Alteri, Suzan (editor)
University Press of Florida . Library Press at UF
9781944455118
142 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2022

The Baldwin Library of Historical Children’s Literature, part of Special and Area 
Studies in the Smathers Libraries at the University of Florida, is one of the largest
and most comprehensive collections of children’s books in the world. This lushly 
illustrated volume offers a glimpse into rarities and wonders of the Baldwin.

Suzan Alteri is the librarian leading the Arne Nixon Center at Fresno State 
University. Suzan previously worked at the Baldwin Library of Historical 
Children’s Literature at the University of Florida, Gainesville. She has been 
honored with multiple awards for her work with children’s literature. Beyond that,
she has scholarly interests in scientific publications written by women.
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Listing:

Airplanes
Amstutz, Lisa J.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635172980
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
How It Works. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Introduces readers to the science that makes airplanes possible. Accessible text,
helpful diagrams, and a “How Does It Work?” feature make this book an exciting 
introduction to understanding technology.

Lisa Amstutz is the author of more than 100 children's books, including 
Applesauce Day (2017) and Finding a Dove for Gramps (2018). Lisa specializes 
in topics related to science and sustainability.
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Listing:

All About Robots
Amstutz, Lisa J.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170702
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Cutting-Edge Technology. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores the fascinating world of robots. With colorful spreads featuring fun facts,
sidebars, and a "How It Works" feature, the book provides an inspiring look at 
this exciting technology.

Lisa Amstutz is the author of more than 100 children's books, including 
Applesauce Day (2017) and Finding a Dove for Gramps (2018). Lisa specializes 
in topics related to science and sustainability.
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Listing:

NASA and the Astronauts
Amstutz, Lisa J.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175691
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to send humans into outer space. Engaging 
text, vibrant photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this 
important advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology
that made it possible.

Lisa Amstutz is the author of more than 100 children's books, including 
Applesauce Day (2017) and Finding a Dove for Gramps (2018). Lisa specializes 
in topics related to science and sustainability.
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Listing:

The Santero's Miracle: A Bilingual Story
Anaya, Rudolfo
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826328472
32 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 2004
10.5 x 8.5. Illustrated by Amy Córdova.

 In this bilingual story of faith, Don Jacobo has a dream that, in the end, is a 
reminder that miracles do happen. Jacobo is teaching his visiting grandson 
Andrés how to become a santero. Christmas is coming, snow is falling in the 
village, and the two are working on a carving of San Isidro, the patron saint of 
farmers.

Rudolfo Anaya, widely acclaimed as one of the founders of modern Chicano 
literature, is professor emeritus of English at the University of New Mexico. He is
best known for the classic Bless Me Ultima. Amy Córdova of Taos, New Mexico,
is an artist, arts educator, and activist, renowned for her highly contextualized 
depictions of Latino cultures. She has illustrated over seventeen children's books
and has been awarded the prestigious American Library Association Pura Belpré
Award twice, in 2008 and 2010. Enrique R. Lamadrid is a literary folklorist and 
cultural historian in the University of New Mexico's Department of Spanish and 
Portuguese.
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Listing:

Tales from Africa
Arnott, Kathleen
Oxford University Press .
9780192750792
224 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 7/20/2000
Oxford Myths and Legends. Ages 11 to 13, Grades 5 to 8

These tales are collected from all across the African continent--from Nigeria to 
Congo to South Africa--and translated from over a dozen languages like Swahili,
Bantu, Fulani, Zulu, and Yoruba.

Ivy Kathleen Arnott (née Coulson, 19 November 1914 – 8 May 2010) was a 
British writer and missionary who is known for writing several books on African 
myths and legends.
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Listing:

Pride and Prejudice
Austen, Jane
Oxford University Press .
9780192789860
416 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/3/2010
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When Elizabeth Bennet first meets Mr Darcy she finds him to be most arrogant 
man she has ever known. He, in turn, is determined not to be impressed by 
Elizabeth's beauty and wit.

Jane Austen (16 December 1775 – 18 July 1817) was an English novelist whose
works of romantic fiction, set among the landed gentry, earned her a place as 
one of the most widely read writers in English literature. Her realism and biting 
social commentary have gained her historical importance among scholars and 
critics. Austen lived her entire life as part of a close-knit family located on the 
lower fringes of the English landed gentry. She was educated primarily by her 
father and older brothers as well as through her own reading.
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Listing:

Tia's Tamales
Baca, Ana
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826350268
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2011
10 x 10. Translated and Illustrated by Noël Chilton

Ana Baca’s bilingual tale of how two children from different generations learn to
make their family recipe for tamales will delight readers of her earlier picture 
books that combine folklore and traditional cuisine.

Ana Baca, a resident of Albuquerque, is the author of a novel, Mama Fela’s Girls
(UNM Press), and three earlier children’s books, most recently Benito’s 
Sopaipillas. Noël Chilton is an artist who illustrated Pop Flops Great Balloon Ride
(Museum of New Mexico Press). She also lives in Albuquerque.
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Curses and Warfare
Baird, Jeri
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631631269
312 pages
paperback
$16.99
Pub Date: 9/12/2017
Tokens and Omens. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Twins Zander and Alexa struggle to prepare the village of Puck’s Gulch to fight of
a coming invasion, but their efforts are stymied by the prejudices and petty 
jealousies of the villagers. And all the while, traitors scheme to prevent the 
villagers from uniting for their mutual defense.

Before becoming an author, Jeri Baird worked as a paper artist, an 
entrepreneurship teacher for at-risk students, a reflexologist, and a rock painter.
As a farm child, she had an assortment of pets, including mice, hamsters, 
rabbits, cats, dogs, ferrets, a rescued sparrow, and a pony. Jeri lives in Colorado
with her husband. When not writing, she enjoys kayaking, motorcycling, and 
visiting her sons.
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Listing:

Enjoy Your Cells
Balkwill, Fran and Rolph, Mic
Oxford University Press . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
9780879695842
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/25/2001
Enjoy Your Cells Series Book 1.

Beneath your skin there is an amazing hidden world of living cells. Millions and 
millions of cells work together, to make everything that is you. But did you know 
that you started life as just one tiny cell? And did you know that everything that 
lives on Planet Earth is also made of these amazing cells? Enjoy Your Cells is a
series of children's books from the acclaimed creative partnership of 
scientist/author Fran Balkwill and illustrator Mic Rolph.

Fran Balkwill is Professor of Cancer Biology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and 
the London Queen Mary School of Medicine. Mic Rolph is a graphic designer 
with much television and publishing experience. Together, they have created 
many books for children, and have won several awards, including the prestigious
COPUS Junior Science Book Prize.
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Listing:

Peter Pan and Other Plays
Barrie, J. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199537839

paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2008
Oxford World's Classics. Edited with an introduction by Peter Hollindale

For some 20 years at the beginning of the century J M Barrie enjoyed enormous
commercial success with a wide variety of plays, but he is best known for Peter 
Pan. It retains its popularity today, both in the original and in adaptations. As well
as being the author of the greatest of all children's plays Barrie also wrote 
sophisticated social comedy and political satire, much of it now newly topical. 
The Admirable Crichton and What Every Woman Knows are shrewd and 
entertaining contributions to the politics of class and gender, while Mary Rose is
one of the best ghost stories written for the stage.

Sir James Matthew Barrie (9 May 1860 – 19 June 1937) was a Scottish author 
and dramatist, the child of a family of small-town weavers, and best remembered
today as the creator of Peter Pan.
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Listing:

Aardvarks
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943311
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of 
aardvarks. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for 
readers. Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a 
sidebar, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in 
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Axolotls
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943328
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of 
axolotls. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for readers.
Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a sidebar, 
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Aye-Ayes
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943335
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of aye-
ayes. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for readers. 
Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a sidebar, 
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Blowfish
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943342
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of 
blowfish. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for 
readers. Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a 
sidebar, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in 
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Claudette Colvin
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940389
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Amazing Young People

Introduces readers to the life and legacy of Claudette Colvin. Vivid photographs 
and easy-to-read text give early readers an engaging and age-appropriate look 
at her role in the Civil Rights Movement.
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Listing:

Clown Fish
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940105
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of clown fish. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension
for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts,
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Dolphins
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940112
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of dolphins. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension 
for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts,
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Japanese Spider Crabs
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943359
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of 
Japanese spider crabs. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid 
comprehension for readers. Features include a table of contents, two 
infographics, fun facts, a sidebar, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and
an index. QR Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources 
to further their learning.
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Listing:

Jellyfish
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940129
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of jellyfish. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension 
for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts,
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Naked Mole Rats
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943373
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of naked
mole rats. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for 
readers. Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a 
sidebar, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in 
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Narwhals
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943380
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Weird and Wonderful Animals. Ages 8 to 9

This title offers a compelling look at the behavior, habitat, and life cycle of 
narwhals. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for 
readers. Features include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a 
sidebar, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in 
the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Octopuses
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940136
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of octopuses. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid 
comprehension for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an 
infographic, fun facts, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index.
QR Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further 
their learning.
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Listing:

Ruby Bridges
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940426
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Amazing Young People

Introduces readers to the life and legacy of Ruby Bridges. Vivid photographs and
easy-to-read text give early readers an engaging and age-appropriate look at her
role in the Civil Rights Movement.
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Listing:

Sea Turtles
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940143
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of sea turtles. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid 
comprehension for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an 
infographic, fun facts, Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index.
QR Codes in the book give readers access to book-specific resources to further 
their learning.
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Sharks
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940150
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of sharks. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for
early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts, 
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Starfish
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940167
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of starfish. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension 
for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts,
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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Listing:

Whales
Bassier, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644940174
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Ocean Animals

Introduces readers to the life cycle, behavior, physical characteristics, and 
habitat of whales. Vivid photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension 
for early readers. Features include a table of contents, an infographic, fun facts,
Making Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book
give readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Baum, L. Frank
Oxford University Press .
9780199540648
336 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 7/15/2008
Oxford World's Classics. Edited with an introduction by Susan Wolstenholme and
With the original illustrations by W. W. Denslow

This new edition is the only one to include many of W.W. Denslow's original 
illustrations. The Introduction considers both the famous MGM film version and 
recent literary theory in a fascinating discussion of this timeless classic of 
children's literature.

Lyman Frank Baum (May 15, 1856 – May 6, 1919) was an American author 
chiefly famous for his children's books, particularly The Wonderful Wizard of Oz 
and its sequels. He wrote 14 novels in the Oz series, plus 41 other novels, 83 
short stories, over 200 poems, and at least 42 scripts.
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Listing:

Pirouette
Bavati, Robyn
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738734811
312 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 11/8/2013
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Simone was raised as a dancer, but she hates performing. Hannah loves nothing
more than dancing, but her adoptive parents think it should only be a hobby. 
When the two girls meet at camp, they discover they’re identical twins. 
Choreographing a plan to switch places, they realize fooling their friends and 
family is harder than they expected. “An excellent debut novel.”—School Library
Journal
 “.  [T]eens from all backgrounds will recognize the family conflicts and the pull of
a forbidden passion.”—Booklist.

Robyn Bavati (Melbourne, Australia) never did become a professional dancer, 
but she’s thrilled to have fulfilled her dream of becoming a writer.
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Spinosaurus
Bell, Samantha S.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175776
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Spinosaurus. Colorful photos and
illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides readers 
through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Samantha S. Bell is the author and/or illustrator of more than 100 books for 
children.
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Listing:

Stegosaurus
Bell, Samantha S.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175783
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Stegosaurus. Colorful photos 
and illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides 
readers through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Samantha S. Bell is the author and/or illustrator of more than 100 books for 
children.
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Listing:

Triceratops
Bell, Samantha S.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175790
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Triceratops. Colorful photos and 
illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides readers 
through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Samantha S. Bell is the author and/or illustrator of more than 100 books for 
children.
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Listing:

Beagles
Bence Reinke, Beth
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176100
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Beagles.
Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this an exciting 
read for animal lovers and report writers alike.
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Tales from West Africa
Bennett, Martin (retold by)
Oxford University Press .
9780192750761
112 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 8/30/2001
Oxford Myths and Legends. Ages 11 to 14, Grades 6 to 8. Illustrated by 
Rosamund Fowler.

This lively collection comes from West Africa, a place 'where stories grow on 
trees'.
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Brave Bird at Wounded Knee: A Story of Protest on the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation
Bithell, Rachel
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631636851
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
I Am America. Illustrated by Eric Freeberg. Ages 8 to 10, Grades 3 to 4

During the 1973 occupation of Wounded Knee, South Dakota, a Lakota girl 
reconnects with her heritage, grapples with clashing views on the conflict, and 
determines who she wants to be.

Rachel Bithell writes about history, culture, and science for kids and their 
caregivers. Her writing has been featured in several national magazines. This is
her first book. As a foster and adoptive parent and former teacher, she has cared
for and taught many children with diverse strengths, interests, backgrounds, and
needs. For all these children, storytelling has served her as an invaluable tool for
connecting and learning. Eric Freeberg has illustrated over twenty-five books for
children, and has created work for magazines and ad campaigns. He was a 
winner of the 2010 London Book Fair's Children's Illustration Competition; the 
2010 Holbein Prize for Fantasy Art, International Illustration Competition, Japan 
Illustrators' Association; Runner-Up, 2013 SCBWI Magazine Merit Award; 
Honorable Mention, 2009 SCBWI Don Freeman Portfolio Competition; and 2nd 
Prize, 2009 Clymer Museum's Annual Illustration Invitational. He was also a 
winner of the Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Award.
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Hungry Coyote
Blackford, Cheryl
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873519649
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Laurie Caple. 3 - 7 years

From winter hunts to picnic foraging, Coyote makes his deliberate way through 
the seasons in his urban habitat. His adventures come to life in this lavishly 
illustrated tale.

Laurie Caple has created artwork for more than twenty books as well as the 
periodicals American Girl and Cricket.
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UFOhs! Mysteries in the Sky
Blumenthal, Deborah and Blumenthal, Ralph
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826364951
40 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 4/15/2022
High Road Books. 8 × 10. 17 color illustrations by Adam Gustavson. Barbara 
Guth Worlds of Wonder Science Series for Young Readers.

A picture book for kids. UFOhs! Mysteries in the Sky is the first book to explore 
the strange, exciting, and unknown world of unidentified aerial phenomena 
specifically for kids. Printed case - no dustjacket

Deborah Blumenthal is an award-winning journalist and the author of fifteen 
picture books for children, including Saving Stella: A Dog’s Dramatic Escape 
from War and The Blue House Dog. She is also the author of numerous YA 
novels and four adult novels. Ralph Blumenthal was an award-winning reporter 
for the New York Times. He is the author of several books, including The 
Believer: Alien Encounters, Hard Science, and the Passion of John Mack (UNM
Press). A distinguished lecturer at Baruch College, he lives in New York City.
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Save the Beach
Bovis, Ali
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943205
112 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sylvie. Ages 7 to 8

When faced with the possible closing of her favorite beach, Sylvie first attempts a
one-person coastal cleanup march on city hall, but thanks to the town clown, she
realizes it will take more than one person to save the beach. Aligned to Common
Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Ali Bovis is a children’s writer and lifelong altruist. Her debut chapter book series,
Sylvie, released in 2020, published by ABDO books. A Georgetown University 
graduate, Ali grew up in New York City and now lives in Bethesda, Maryland with
her husband, two children, and two playful poodle-mixes.
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Sea View Star
Bovis, Ali
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943199
112 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sylvie. Ages 7 to 8

Sylvie can’t wait to raise money for the animal shelter for her Make a Difference
Day project, but with her frenemy, Camilla, and Sylvie’s foster puppy creating 
obstacles along the way, she discovers there is more than one way to make a 
difference. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state 
standards.

Ali Bovis is a children’s writer and lifelong altruist. Her debut chapter book series,
Sylvie, released in 2020, published by ABDO books. A Georgetown University 
graduate, Ali grew up in New York City and now lives in Bethesda, Maryland with
her husband, two children, and two playful poodle-mixes.
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Sylvie Earth Day Extravaganza
Bovis, Ali
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943229
112 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sylvie. Ages 7 to 8

Sylvie’s excitement for the upcoming Earth Day Extravaganza fizzles when her 
cousin, the non-recycler, visits, and she worries about not only saving the entire
world, but the extravaganza itself. Aligned to Common Core standards and 
correlated to state standards.

Ali Bovis is a children’s writer and lifelong altruist. Her debut chapter book series,
Sylvie, released in 2020, published by ABDO books. A Georgetown University 
graduate, Ali grew up in New York City and now lives in Bethesda, Maryland with
her husband, two children, and two playful poodle-mixes.
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Listing:

Sylvie Organizer Extraordinaire
Bovis, Ali
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943212
112 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sylvie. Ages 7 to 8

Sylvie wants to win her school’s talent show so she can be featured in the local 
newspaper to garner buzz for her coat drive, but she struggles to figure out her 
talent. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Ali Bovis is a children’s writer and lifelong altruist. Her debut chapter book series,
Sylvie, released in 2020, published by ABDO books. A Georgetown University 
graduate, Ali grew up in New York City and now lives in Bethesda, Maryland with
her husband, two children, and two playful poodle-mixes.
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Listing:

Giveaways: An ABC Book of Loanwords from the Americas
Boyden, Linda
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826347268
74 pages
hardcover
$17.95
Pub Date: 2010
10 x 8.5

 In her latest book, Linda Boyden shares an alphabet list of indigenous 
loanwords from North, South, and Central America that have found their way into
common usage either nationally or regionally. 'N?n?,” for example, is the 
Hawaiian name for a goose native to the islands and the official state bird.

Linda Boyden is a former elementary school teacher and author of Powwow’s 
Coming (University of New Mexico Press) and The Blue Roses. The latter won 
the 2003 Paterson Prize in its age category, the Wordcraft Circle of Native 
American Writers and Storytellers’ Book of the Year for Children’s Literature, 
2002–2003, and was included on the prestigious CCBC (Cooperative Children’s
Book Center) 2003 Choices list of recommended titles.
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Listing:

Powwow's Coming
Boyden, Linda
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826342652
32 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 2007
10 x 8.5

 Powwow's coming, hear the beat? Powwow's coming, dancing feet. Powwow's 
coming, hear the drum? Powwow's coming, everyone! Frustrated as a 
schoolteacher not being able to find good instructional materials on American 
Indians, Linda Boyden has bypassed the tired stereotype of Indians on 
horseback or hunting game and placed them in today's setting of a powwow.

Linda Boyden is a former elementary school teacher and author of Powwow’s 
Coming (University of New Mexico Press) and The Blue Roses. The latter won 
the 2003 Paterson Prize in its age category, the Wordcraft Circle of Native 
American Writers and Storytellers’ Book of the Year for Children’s Literature, 
2002–2003, and was included on the prestigious CCBC (Cooperative Children’s
Book Center) 2003 Choices list of recommended titles.
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LGBTQ+ Families
Breach, Jen
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637394960
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2023
All Families. Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 3.

This compassionate book explores the dynamics of LGBTQ+ families. Young 
readers learn about the different kinds of LGBTQ+ families, the ways they form, 
the challenges they can face, and strategies for working through those 
challenges.

Jen Breach (they/them) grew up queer and nonbinary in an otherwise cishet 
family of three big brothers, two parents, and one pet duck. Jen has worked as a
bagel-baker, a code-breaker, a ticket-taker and a trouble-maker. They now work
as a writer, the best job ever, in Philadelphia, PA.
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Listing:

Wuthering Heights
Bronte, Emily
Oxford University Press .
9780192733429
384 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2013
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When Heathcliff comes to live at Wuthering Heights as a child he forms a bond 
with his benefactor's daughter, Cathy. As the years pass the pair fall in love, but 
their happiness is short-lived and the events that unfold will bring terrible 
misfortune to the couple.

Emily Jane Brontë (30 July 1818 – 19 December 1848) was an English novelist 
and poet, best remembered for her solitary novel, Wuthering Heights, now 
considered a classic of English literature. Emily was the third eldest of the four 
surviving Brontë siblings, between the youngest Anne and her brother Branwell.
She wrote under the pen name Ellis Bell.
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Listing:

Saving Mountain Gorillas
Bullard, Lisa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934647
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of mountain gorillas in their habitats, how humans 
have threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them.
Clear text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible
and engaging read.

Lisa Bullard is the award-winning author of many books for children, including the
mystery novel TURN LEFT AT THE COW.
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Listing:

Tides
Bullard, Lisa
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850155
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Natural Phenomena. 8 - 11 years.

Explains what causes tides. Beautiful photos, fact-filled text, and helpful 
infographics help readers learn all about the science behind this phenomenon as
well as ways that people study or protect it.

Lisa Bullard is the award-winning author of many books for children, including the
mystery novel TURN LEFT AT THE COW.
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Listing:

We Need Bees
Bullard, Lisa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853682
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Bees by Lisa Bullard Introduces readers to the roles of bees in world 
ecosystems, as well as threats to bee populations and conservation efforts. Eye-
catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's Amazing!" feature make this book
an engaging exploration of the importance of bees.

Lisa Bullard is the award-winning author of many books for children, including the
mystery novel TURN LEFT AT THE COW.
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Listing:

We Need Sharks
Bullard, Lisa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853729
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Sharks by Lisa Bullard Introduces readers to the roles of sharks in 
ocean ecosystems, as well as threats to shark populations and conservation 
efforts. Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's Amazing!" feature 
make this book an engaging exploration of the importance of sharks.

Lisa Bullard is the award-winning author of many books for children, including the
mystery novel TURN LEFT AT THE COW.
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Listing:

Humpback Whale Migration
Burling, Alexis
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850100
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Natural Phenomena. 8 - 11 years.

Explains what causes humpback whales to migrate. Beautiful photos, fact-filled 
text, and helpful infographics help readers learn all about the science behind this
phenomenon as well as ways that people study or protect it.
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Listing:

A Little Princess
Burnett, Frances Hodgson
Oxford University Press .
9780192745507
256 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2013
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When Sara Crewe is sent to boarding school in London, she enters as a wealthy,
well-loved, intelligent girl; never knowing the future she will face. After learning 
that her father has died, her charmed life abruptly ends at the hands of the 
jealous headmistress.

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911). Frances Eliza Hodgson was born in 
Cheetham, near Manchester, England. After her father died in 1852, the family 
eventually fell on straitened circumstances and in 1865 emigrated to the United 
States, settling near Knoxville, Tennessee.
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Listing:

The Secret Garden
Burnett, Frances Hodgson
Oxford University Press .
9780199588220
288 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 5/15/2011
Oxford World's Classics. Edited by Peter Hunt

This edition of Frances Hodgson Burnett's classic tale of redemption and renewal
features a fascinating introduction by Peter Hunt that explores the relationship 
between the book and the 19th-century genres of girls' stories, romances, the 
gothic, and the sensational, and examines the book's symbolic undercurrents.

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (24 November 1849 – 29 October 1924) was an
English-American playwright and author. She is best known for her children's 
stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy (published in 1885-6), A Little Princess
(1905), and The Secret Garden (1911).
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Listing:

Sidney Poitier
Butler-Ngugi, Anitra E.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393208
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life of Sidney Poitier, a Black 
actor whose artistic and cultural contributions have expanded and illuminated the
collective conversation on race. The book includes a table of contents, a 
Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, informative sidebars, quiz
questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index.

Anitra E. Butler-Ngugi has had 20 years experience in K-12 public schools and 
higher education.
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Listing:

The Acclaim of Achilles
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946602
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

Achilles is his father's sixth son. His five brothers all died as infants. To protect 
Achilles from the same fate, his mother Thetis dips him into the River Styx. When
Greece attacks Troy, Achilles joins the fight. Will his mother's treatment keep him
from harm? Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state 
standards. Graphic Planet is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

The Agony of Atlas
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946619
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

When Atlas loses a battle with Zeus, he is exiled to Tartarus. But Atlas escapes 
to live among the Mauri, where he becomes very successful. But Zeus finds out
and punishes Atlas by forcing him to hold the heavens away from the earth. Will
Atlas bear this weight forever? Aligned to Common Core standards and 
correlated to state standards.

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

The Journey of Jason
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946626
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

Jason is of noble birth. His father is Aeson, the rightful king of Iolcos. But he is 
denied the throne by his uncle Pelias. Pelias offers to step aside if Jason brings 
him the Golden Fleece. Will Pelias honor his side of the bargain? Aligned to 
Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

The Might of the Minotaur
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946633
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

Poseidon helps Minos become King of Crete and Minos agrees to sacrifice a 
white bull in his honor. When Minos reneges on the deal, Poseidon teams up 
with Eros to deceive Minos's wife Pasiphae, who then gives birth to a Minotaur.
Minos imprisons the beast in a labyrinth. Will the Minotaur ever escape? Aligned
to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

The Price of Pandora
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946640
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

The gods on Mount Olympus are bored. So Zeus's son Hephaestus populates 
the earth with men and animals for their amusement. Zeus then asks 
Hephaestus to create a woman, whom Zeus names Pandora. When Pandora 
marries, Zeus gives her a jar and tells her not to open it until he says so. Can 
Pandora follow Zeus's instructions, or will curiosity get the best of her?

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

The Pride of Perseus
Campiti, David
North Star Editions . Graphic Planet
9781644946657
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Greek Mythology

Zeus's son Perseus has no wedding gift for King Polydectes so he offers to bring
the king what he most desires. King Polydectes asks for the head of the gorgon
Medusa. A dangerous request, as whomever looks at Medusa turns to stone. 
Perseus gets a reflective shield from Athena and the helmet of invisibility, a 
sword, and winged sandals from Hermes to aid his quest. Will these tools be 
enough to conquer the gorgon? Aligned to Common Core standards and 
correlated to state standards.

David Campiti (born May 9, 1958) is an American animation producer, comic 
book writer, talent agent, and co-founder of Innovation Publishing. As CEO of 
Glass House Graphics, Campiti oversees an international animation studio and 
agency of illustrators, writers, painters, and digital designers, producing artwork 
for such clients as Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Dark Horse Comics, TokyoPop,
Del Rey Manga, Reader's Digest books, and Scholastic Books, as well as 
Disney, DreamWorks, Hasbro, Del Rey, St. Martins Press, and many others.
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Listing:

Star Party
Carlson-Voiles, Polly
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681342597
32 pages
hardcover paper over boards
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/16/2023
Illustrated by Consie Powell.

When children and nature come together at the right moment, something magical
happens. Join Nora and her grandparents as they gaze skyward and wonder: 
Who else is having a star party, just like us?

A two-time winner of the Northeastern Minnesota Book Award, Polly Carlson-
Voiles has been inspired by years of canoe trips, cabin time, and teaching, and 
by her home atop an ancient rock ridge overlooking the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area Wilderness, a perfect place for star-watching. Consie Powell is an artist and
writer who happily snoops in nature's lovely untidy places and inevitably finds 
stories there, begging to be told in images or words, and sometimes both.
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Listing:

Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Through Looking-Glass - New Edition
Carroll, Lewis
Oxford University Press .
9780199558292

paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 10/4/2009
Oxford World's Classics. Edited by Peter Hunt

The 'Alice' books are two of the most translated, most quoted, and best-known 
books in the world. Alice's encounters with the White Rabbit, the Cheshire-Cat, 
the Queen of Hearts, the Mad Hatter, and many other extraordinary characters 
have made them beloved by children. Yet they also appeal to adults fascinated 
by the many layers of satire, allusion, and symbolism about Victorian culture and
politics.

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (27 January 1832 – 14 January 1898), better known
by his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was an English writer, mathematician, logician, 
Anglican deacon and photographer.
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Listing:

How Many Letters Are in Goodbye?
Cassidy, Yvonne
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738747453
432 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 3/8/2016
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Rhea Farrell carries the scars of a childhood accident in which she lost her arm.
But she also carries scars from the loss of her mother, her father’s drinking, and
her confusion around her sexuality. Running away to New York, she turns to her
mother through letters.

Yvonne Cassidy (New York, NY) is an Irish author who has written three novels, 
including How Many Letters Are in Goodbye. When she's not writing, Yvonne 
works at Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen and uses her writing skills for fundraising 
and teaching creative writing.
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Listing:

Keeper
Chance, Kim
North Star Editions . Flux
9781635830125
408 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 1/30/2018
Ages: 14 - 18. Grades: 9 - 12.

When Lainey Styles, an SAT whiz and bookworm, discovers she’s a Keeper—a
witch with the exclusive ability to wield a powerful spell book that has been stolen
by a malevolent wizard—she is forced to leave her life of college prep and 
studying behind to prepare for the biggest test of all: stealing back the book.

Kim Chance is an English teacher from Alabama, currently residing in Michigan
with her husband and three children. When not writing, Kim enjoys spending time
with her family and two crazy dogs, binge-watching Netflix, fangirling over books,
and making death-by-cheese casseroles.
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Listing:

More Than Good Enough
Chappell, Crissa-Jean
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738736440
216 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 1/8/2014
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Trent Osceola’s life is turned upside down when he moves to the Miccosukee 
reservation to live with his father. Reconnecting with a childhood friend for a film
assignment, Trent starts to see himself through her eyes. and he’s not so sure he
likes what he sees.

Crissa-Jean Chappell is the author of Total Constant Order (HarperTeen, 2007),
which earned a bronze medal from the Florida Book Awards, received a VOYA 
“Perfect Ten,” and was named a New York Public Library “Book for the Teen 
Age.” She holds an interdisciplinary Ph.D. in literature, film theory, and 
philosophy from the University of Miami, as well as an MFA in screenwriting.
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Listing:

Stranger on the Home Front: A Story of Indian Immigrants and World War I
Chhabra, Maya and Freeberg, Eric
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631634871
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
I Am America

It's 1916, and Europe is at war. Yet Margaret Singh, living an entire ocean away 
in California, is unaffected. Then the United States enters the war against 
Germany. Suddenly the entire country is up in arms against those who seem "un-
American" or speak against the country's ally, Great Britain. When Margaret's 
father is arrested for his ties to the Ghadar Party, a group of Indian immigrants 
seeking to win India's independence from Great Britain, Margaret's own 
allegiances are called into question.
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Listing:

Bowwow Powwow
Child, Brenda J.
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681340777
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2018
Translation by Gordon Jourdain. Illustrations by Jonathan Thunder. AGES 3–7, 
10 x 10, FULLY ILLUSTRATED, AUTHOR’S NOTE

This playful story by Brenda J. Child is accompanied by a companion retelling in
Ojibwe by Gordon Jourdain and brought to life by Jonathan Thunder’s vibrant 
dreamscapes. The result is a powwow tale for the ages.

Brenda J. Child is a professor of American studies at the University of Minnesota
Twin Cities. Gordon Jourdain teaches at the Misaabekong Ojibwe Language 
Immersion program for Duluth Public Schools. Jonathan Thunder is an award-
winning painter and digital media artist residing in Duluth.
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Listing:

Amanda Gorman
Clinch, Shasta
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393161
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life of Amanda Gorman, a 
National Youth Poet Laureate whose artistic and cultural contributions have 
expanded and illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes
a table of contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, 
informative sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an 
index.

SHASTA CLINCH is a freelance copy editor and proofreader. She lives with her
husband and two lovely littles in New Jersey.
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Listing:

Jordan Peele
Clinch, Shasta
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393192
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life of Jordan Peele, a Black film
director and comedian whose artistic and cultural contributions have expanded 
and illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes a table of
contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, informative 
sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index.

SHASTA CLINCH is a freelance copy editor and proofreader. She lives with her
husband and two lovely littles in New Jersey.
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Listing:

Toni Morrison
Clinch, Shasta
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393185
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and legacy of Toni Morrison,
a Black novelist whose artistic and cultural contributions expanded and 
illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes a table of 
contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, informative 
sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index.

SHASTA CLINCH is a freelance copy editor and proofreader. She lives with her
husband and two lovely littles in New Jersey.
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Listing:

Crocodiles: Wild Reads
Cole, Hannah
Oxford University Press .
9780199119264
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This snappy book about crocodiles covers a wide range of topics, from a chapter
about how crocodiles look after their babies, to how they are fearsome predators.

Hannah Cole is an experienced children's author, who also gives teaching 
support to primary-aged and special-needs children. She lives in Oxford.
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Listing:

The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World's Worst Astronaut
Collins, Tim and Horne, Sarah
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631631924
216 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Long-Lost Secret Diary Series. 8 - 12 years.

Meet Elliean enthusiastic, bumbling teenager who is fascinated with Mars. When
a misunderstanding lands her in the astronaut training program for the first 
human mission to Mars, Ellie is determined to prove her worth.

Tim Collins worked as a copywriter in advertising before becoming a full-time 
author. He is originally from Manchester but now lives in London.
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Listing:

The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World's Worst Dinosaur Hunter
Collins, Tim and Horne, Sarah
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631631962
216 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Long-Lost Secret Diary Series. 8 - 12 years.

The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World's Worst Dinosaur Hunter by Tim Collins,
Sarah Horne Meet Ann-a smart but unlucky teenager keeping a diary of her life 
as she hunts for dinosaur bones. When she gets an opportunity to search for 
fossils in the American West, Ann is determined to turn her luck around and 
show the world her discoveries. The hilarious Long-Lost Secret Diary series put 
readers inside the heads of unlucky people in unfortunate situations. The 
accessible, irreverent stories will keep young readers laughing as they learn the 
importance of not being afraid to learn from one's mistakes. Get Real fact boxes 
featured throughout, as well as a glossary and additional back matter, provide 
historical context and background.

Tim Collins worked as a copywriter in advertising before becoming a full-time 
author. He is originally from Manchester but now lives in London.
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Listing:

The Adventures of Pinocchio
Collodi, Carlo
Oxford University Press .
9780199553983
256 pages
paperback
$10.95
Pub Date: 9/14/2009
Oxford World's Classics. Translated with introduction and notes by Ann Lawson
Lucas

The story of the wooden puppet who learns goodness and becomes a real boy is
famous the world over, and has been familiar in English for over a century.

Carlo Lorenzini (November 24, 1826 – October 26, 1890), better known by the 
pen name Carlo Collodi, was an Italian children's writer known for the world-
renowned fairy tale novel, The Adventures of Pinocchio.
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Listing:

Michael Photographs a Snowflake
Cost, Patricia A. and Peres, Michael
Rochester Institute of Technology Press . FOSSIL PRESS
9781530708048
34 pages
paperback
$9
Pub Date:
8½ × 8½.

This book, written specifically for young, eager elementary school learners, was 
created to share the beauty and science of snowflakes.

Patricia Cost began researching the Bentons in the early 1980s. The results of 
her efforts were initially published as a master's thesis at Rochester Institute of 
Technology and generated inquiries from around the world since, due to the 
nature of their work and to their own reticence, the Bentons had remained mostly
unknown. Her book incorporates further research and contains a comprehensive
listing of Morris Benton's typefaces. Michael Peres is an award winning photo-
educator and biomedical photographer, A professor at Rochester Institute of 
Technology, Peres has been a leader in field for more than 40 years. He has 
lectured and led workshops in more than 15 countries and authored more than 
10 books including the Focal Encyclopedia of Photography -4th Edition and 
Snowflake Science Activity book.Discount:
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Listing:

Kolea: The Story of the Pacific Golden Plover
Coste, Marion
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824819613
32 pages
hardcover
$14.99
Pub Date: September 1998
Illustrated by Fred E. Salmon Jr.. 4 - 8 years.

The kolea (Pacific golden plover) spends the summer in Alaska, and in winter its
plumage turns to gold and brown and it makes its way to Hawaii. This text 
explores how the bird journeys thousands of miles, and discribes its habitat, 
food, nesting and breeding.

Marion Coste has been an elementary teacher and a museum 
educator/administrator at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, Bishop Museum, Honolulu.
Fred E. Salmon is a former professional electrical engineer pursuing an 
avocation in fine art. His mediums of choice are oil and watercolor.
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Listing:

Beautiful Music for Ugly Children
Cronn-Mills, Kirstin
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738732510
288 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 10/8/2012
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Gabe has always identified as a boy, but he was born with a girl’s body. With his
new public access radio show gaining popularity, Gabe struggles with romance, 
friendships, and parents. His entire future is threatened when several violent 
guys find out that Gabe the DJ is also Elizabeth from school.

Kirstin Cronn-Mills is the author of Minnesota Book Award finalist The Sky 
Always Hears Me And the Hills Don’t Mind and Beautiful Music for Ugly Children.
Cronn-Mills received her doctorate degree from Iowa State University and 
currently teaches in North Mankato, Minnesota, where she lives with her 
husband and son.
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Listing:

The Emancipation Proclamation
Cunningham, Kevin
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644931592
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 10 to 12

This title focuses on the creation and impact of the Emancipation Proclamation, 
including its historical context and how it altered the course of the war. Critical 
thinking questions and two “Voices from the Past” special features help readers 
understand and analyze the various views people held at the time.

Kevin Cunningham studied journalism and history at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana.
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Listing:

Oxford Roald Dahl Dictionary: From aardvark to zozimus, a real dictionary of 
everyday and extra-usual words
Dahl, Roald
Oxford University Press .
9780192736482
288 pages
paperback
$15
Pub Date: 7/10/2018

This Oxford Roald Dahl Dictionary takes readers aged 8+ on a phizz-whizzing, 
splendiferous, fantabulous journey deep into the language of Roald Dahl's 
bestselling children's stories. This is a dictionary which will develop language and
literacy skills by igniting the creativity in all readers and writers everywhere.

Susan Rennie Susan Rennie has worked on many dictionaries for both children
and adults, including the Oxford Primary Dictionary, Oxford Primary Thesaurus,
Oxford Oxford English Thesaurus for Schools, and the New Shorter English 
Dictionary. She also writes books in Scots for children and has translated the first
Scots edition of TinTin. Susan is currently a Lecturer in English at the University
of Glasgow where she teaches lexicography and the history of Scots and 
English.
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Listing:

If the Fire Comes: A Story of Segregation during the Great Depression
Daley, Tracy
North Star Editions .
9781631633720
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
I Am America. 8 - 12 years. Illustrated by Eric Freeberg.

It's 1935, and the Great Depression and California drought has left eleven-year-
old Joseph McCoy shining shoes to help his family survive. Through his hard 
work and games with his sister, Joseph has figured out how to get by as one of 
the few black people in a mostly white community. But the order of the town is 
disrupted when an all-black Civilian Conservation Corps camp comes to 
Elsinore, sparking racial tension. It isn't long before prejudice spreads like wildfire
and threatens to force the work camp to leave.

Tracy Daley has helped refine and edit dozens of books throughout her career. 
She has held many positions in publishing including editor, publicity specialist, 
and acquisitions editor. She lives with her husband and three kids in Taylorsville,
Utah, but escapes to the mountains as often as possible.
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Listing:

The Black Tempest
Dalton, Ryan
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631631061
448 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 4/25/2017
The Time Shift Trilogy. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

When warriors from a mysterious ancient kingdom appear, they warn teenage 
twins Malcolm and Valentine Gilbert about an unstoppable foe. As cold advances
and doom draws near, the twins’ only hope lies in learning to wield Time itself, 
and in trusting their strange new friends.

Ryan Dalton is a freelance writer and a writer for the board game Exile Sun. He 
is the author of The Year of Lightning. He lives in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Listing:

The Year of Lightning
Dalton, Ryan
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631630507
344 pages
paperback
$17.99
Pub Date: 1/19/2016
The Time Shift Trilogy. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Fifteen-year-old twins Malcolm and Valentine Gilbert never imagined an old 
house across the street could be so much trouble, but a secret machine inside 
has woken up, and its power is growing. When the twins discover a connection 
between the house and the storms, their situation goes from mysterious to crazy-
stupid dangerous.

Ryan Dalton is a freelance writer and a writer for the board game Exile Sun. He 
lives in Phoenix, Arizona.
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Listing:

The Shaman and the Water Serpent
Dewey, Jennifer Owings and Yazzie, Benton
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826342119
40 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2007
10 x 8.5

 The Shaman and the Water Serpent is a book for children that demonstrates 
how ancient Puebloan peoples carried out their daily lives. Renowned children's
author Jennifer Owings Dewey writes about the Puebloan peoples' relationships
with animals, and Benton Yazzie recreates the rock art depictions of familiar 
animals: deer, antelope, and rabbits.

Jennifer Owings Dewey is a prolific writer and illustrator of children's books, most
recently Antarctica: A Journal of Days. She lives in Santa Fe. Illustrator Benton 
Yazzie (Navajo) lives in Albuquerque.
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Listing:

When the Earth Dragon Trembled: A Story of Chinatown During the San 
Francisco Earthquake and Fire
Dodge Cummings, Judy and Freeberg, Eric
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631634918
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
I Am America

It's 1906, and strict immigration laws have divided Han Liu's family. His mother 
and sister are in China, while he and his father live in San Francisco, California.
Han resists his father's attempts to teach him traditional Chinese values.

Judy Dodge Cummings is a former history teacher and the author of more than 
25 fiction and nonfiction books for children. She lives in south-central Wisconsin.
Her other book in the I Am America series is When the Earth Dragon Trembled:
A Story of Chinatown During the San Francisco Earthquake and Fire. Eric 
Freeberg has illustrated over twenty-five books for children, and has created 
work for magazines and ad campaigns. He was a winner of the 2010 London 
Book Fair's Children's Illustration Competition; the 2010 Holbein Prize for 
Fantasy Art, International Illustration Competition, Japan Illustrators' Association;
Runner-Up, 2013 SCBWI Magazine Merit Award; Honorable Mention, 2009 
SCBWI Don Freeman Portfolio Competition; and 2nd Prize, 2009 Clymer 
Museum's Annual Illustration Invitational. He was also a winner of the Elizabeth
Greenshields Foundation Award.
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Listing:

The Miners' Lament: A Story of Latina Activists in the Empire Zinc Mine Strike
Dodge Cummings, Judy
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631635359
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
I am America Set 4 Series. Illustrated by Eric Freeberg.

It's 1951, and workers at the Empire Zinc mine in Alba, New Mexico, have been 
striking for months. Among them is Ana Maria Garcia's father, who says they 
may need to sell her vihuela to pay rent. But her vihuela was a gift from her 
recently deceased mother, and her dream is to be a corridista, a singer of 
Mexican ballads. As Ana Maria is drawn to the picket line, she is inspired to write
a corrido about her mother and the other women of the mining community.

Judy Dodge Cummings is a former history teacher and the author of more than 
25 fiction and nonfiction books for children. She lives in south-central Wisconsin.
Her other book in the I Am America series is When the Earth Dragon Trembled:
A Story of Chinatown During the San Francisco Earthquake and Fire. Eric 
Freeberg has illustrated over twenty-five books for children, and has created 
work for magazines and ad campaigns. He was a winner of the 2010 London 
Book Fair's Children's Illustration Competition; the 2010 Holbein Prize for 
Fantasy Art, International Illustration Competition, Japan Illustrators' Association;
Runner-Up, 2013 SCBWI Magazine Merit Award; Honorable Mention, 2009 
SCBWI Don Freeman Portfolio Competition; and 2nd Prize, 2009 Clymer 
Museum's Annual Illustration Invitational. He was also a winner of the Elizabeth
Greenshields Foundation Award.
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Listing:

I'll Get There. It Better Be Worth the Trip.: 40th Anniversary Edition
Donovan, John
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738721347
240 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 9/8/2010
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

I’ll Get There. It Better Be Worth the Trip. is best known as the first teen novel to
address homosexuality. Set in 1969, Donovan’s seminal tale centers on Davy 
Ross, a lonely thirteen-year-old who moves to Manhattan to live with his 
estranged mother. Then he meets a boy and experiences something that 
changes his life.

John Donovan was a novelist and a playwright, who also served as the president
of the Children's Book Council. I'll Get There. It Better Be Worth the Trip. was 
originally published in 1969 and reprinted by Dell in 1973.
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Listing:

The Culling
dos Santos, Steven
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738735375
432 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 3/8/2013
The Torch Keeper. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12. 5.19 in x 8 in

Lucian “Lucky” Spark has been recruited for training by the Establishment, a 
totalitarian government. If a recruit fails any level of the violent training 
competitions, a family member is brutally killed. and the recruit must choose 
which one. An undeniable attraction develops between Lucky and another 
recruit, but only one of them can survive. “A heart-pounding page turner.” —
VOYA. Named an ALA Rainbow List Top Ten Book (2014)

Steven dos Santos (Miami, FL) spent most of his working career in the legal field,
even going to law school for a couple of years before realizing that if he was 
going to be telling “creative truths,” he’d prefer to be writing novels.
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Listing:

A Study in Scarlet and Other Sherlock Holmes Adventures
Doyle, Arthur Conan
Oxford University Press .
9780192732835
320 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2011
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

When Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson are called to a sinister house, they 
discover the body of a man whose face is filled with horror. Yet there are no 
signs of a struggle, just some letters written on the wall in blood. The police are 
baffled, but the brilliant Holmes uses his powers of deduction to trace the 
mystery through the damp, murky streets of London and back to the sun-
scorched plains of America.

Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle DL (22 May 1859 – 7 July 1930) was a Scottish
physician and writer who is most noted for his fictional stories about the detective
Sherlock Holmes, which are generally considered milestones in the field of crime
fiction. He is also known for writing the fictional adventures of a second character
he invented, Professor Challenger, and for popularising the mystery of the Mary
Celeste. He was a prolific writer whose other works include fantasy and science 
fiction stories, plays, romances, poetry, non-fiction, and historical novels.Discount:
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Listing:

The Hound of the Baskervilles
Doyle, Arthur Conan
Oxford University Press .
9780192720047
224 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2007
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

The Baskerville family has been haunted for generations by a fearsome hound -
a phantom beast with blazing eyes and dripping jaws. Surely it is just a legend?
Then Sir Charles is found mysteriously dead in the grounds of Baskerville Hall. It
is time to bring in Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson, to discover the truth 
about the family curse.

Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle DL (22 May 1859 – 7 July 1930) was a Scottish
physician and writer who is most noted for his fictional stories about the detective
Sherlock Holmes, which are generally considered milestones in the field of crime
fiction. He is also known for writing the fictional adventures of a second character
he invented, Professor Challenger, and for popularising the mystery of the Mary
Celeste. He was a prolific writer whose other works include fantasy and science 
fiction stories, plays, romances, poetry, non-fiction, and historical novels.
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Listing:

Rabbit and the Bears
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826331311
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2004
Grandmother Stories. 8.5 x 10

 Ji-Stu the Rabbit doesn't spend the beautiful autumn days gathering food for the
winter like some of the animals. Instead he travels with his friend Yona the Bear 
to Mulberry Place, the high mountain homeland of the bears. He has heard Yona
tell stories of the dancing and celebrations. Let someone else gather food! Ji-Stu
will go to the mountains with Yona!

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.
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Listing:

Rabbit and the Fingerbone Necklace
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826347237
32 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 2009
8.5 x 10

 'The power of the bones!' Ji-Stu the Rabbit sings along as he dances around the
fire with a flock of shiny ravens. The ravens have traveled a great distance to 
visit Ji-Stu’s forest, and Ji-Stu is pleased to learn that he alone is invited to their 
dance. He brags, 'Why, even these ravens who live far away in the desert have 
heard of me!' Ji-Stu soon learns that his dancing skills mean nothing to the 
feathered visitors.

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.Discount:
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Listing:

Rabbit and the Well
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826343314
32 pages
hardcover
$18.95
Pub Date: 2008
8.5 x 10

 In Ji-Stu the Rabbit's forest, the rain has stopped falling and the river is drying 
up. Soon the forest creatures will have no water to drink. One day Ji-Stu has an 
idea: there's plenty of water deep in the ground. What the animals need is a well!
All his neighbors agree, and they begin at once to dig a well. Everyone, that is, 
except Ji-Stu the Rabbit!

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.
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Longleaf

Listing:

Rabbit and the Wolves
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826335630
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2005
Grandmother Stories. 8.5 x 10

 In this sixth volume of the Grandmother Stories, Murv Jacob and Deborah 
Duvall blend two ancient Cherokee tales into an adventure story. Ji-Stu, the 
Cherokee trickster Rabbit, sets out to prove that he can magically be transformed
into a great singer whose voice will rival that of Redbird. To gain such fame, Ji-
Stu must travel far from home to a strange land and into a dark forest, where 
shadows prevail and danger lurks behind every tree.

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.Discount:

45%
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Listing:

Rabbit Goes Duck Hunting: A Traditional Cherokee Legend
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826333360
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2004
Grandmother Stories. 8.5 x 10

 Ji-Stu, the Cherokee trickster rabbit, wakes early one morning and decides to 
visit his old friend Otter, who lives up the river. Along the way, he sees a huge 
wood duck sitting on the water and instantly recognizes the Chief of All the Wood
Ducks, who is surrounded by hundreds of smaller ducks. Ji-Stu hurries to tell 
Otter, but when they return the great Chief is gone.

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.
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Listing:

Rabbit Goes to Kansas
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826341815
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2007
8.5 x 10

 Come along as Ji-Stu the rabbit and his friend Wildcat follow the North Star for 
days until they find a giant cottonwood tree. It stands atop a tall hill covered with
sunflowers. According to an old story, this hilltop is home to a tribe of mysterious
birds with shining red heads and brilliant blue bodies. Ji-Stu has seen two of their
feathers, and he is willing to travel as far as he must go to find more!

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.
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Listing:

Rabbit Plants the Forest
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826336910
32 pages
hardcover
$18.95
Pub Date: 2006
8.5 x 10

 Rabbit Plants the Forest is an adventure story based on characters from 
Cherokee tradition, including Ji-Stu (Rabbit) and his friends Otter, Sa-lo-li 
(Squirrel), and the mysterious Wampus Cat. Ji-Stu, the Messenger for all the 
animals, is asked by Otter to tell Sa-lo-li it is a good day to plant. Much to his 
delight, Ji-Stu is invited to help Sa-lo-li plant the hickory nuts, walnuts, pecans, 
and acorns that will become new trees, keeping the forest thick and beautiful. Ji-
Stu and Sa-lo-li only laugh when the elderly squirrel White Oak warns them to 
watch out for Wampus Cat.

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation. Murv Jacob, a descendant of Kentucky Cherokees, is an 
internationally known artist whose illustrations appear in over seventy book and 
video projects. He won the 2003 Oklahoma Book Award for Design and 
Illustration for his drawings in The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals.
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Listing:

The Great Ball Game of the Birds and Animals
Duvall, Deborah L. and Jacob, Murv
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826329134
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 2002
Grandmother Stories. 8.5 x 10

 When the Animals of the southeastern woodlands challenge the Birds to a game
of stickball, two of the smallest Animals are not allowed to play. The Bear, the 
Deer, and the other big animals think they are too small to compete. In this 
ancient Cherokee story the little animals find a way to play in the Great Ball 
Game.

Deborah L. Duvall is an author of books and short stories on Cherokee history 
and tradition, a singer-songwriter, and a professional in financial management. 
She was born and continues to live in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the 
Cherokee Nation.
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Listing:

Trolls
Erickson Rowley, Kris
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850056
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind trolls. Readable text, fun 
facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this 
popular mythical creature.
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Listing:

Werewolves
Eschbach, Christina
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850087
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind werewolves. Readable text,
fun facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this
popular mythical creature.
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A is for Aloha: 2nd edition
Feeney, Stephanie and Moravcik, Eva
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824876548
64 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date: 9/30/2018
8 x 9. Photographs by Jeff Reese. 50 color photos.

A is for Aloha..  Z is for Zori! This updated edition of Hawai‘i’s beloved alphabet 
book has been redesigned with bold color photographs featuring the islands’ 
unique cultures and natural beauty.

Stephanie Feeney is professor emerita of education at the University of Hawai‘i
where she taught and administered early childhood education programs for many
years. Eva Moravcik is professor of early childhood education at Honolulu 
Community College and coordinator of the Leeward Community College 
Children’s Center.
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Listing:

Lulu Is A Rhinoceros
Flom, Jason and Flom, Allison
Diamond Book Distributors . Wicked Cow Studios LLC
9780692070987

hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date: 6/26/2018
Illustrated by Sophie Corrigan.

Everyone thinks Lulu is a bulldog. It's what she looks like on the outside, so it 
must be what she is on the inside. But Lulu know she's not really a dog. Lulu is a
rhinoceros-that's what she sees when she looks in the mirror.
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Listing:

Golden State Warriors All-Time Greats
Flynn, Brendan
North Star Editions . Flux
9781634941662
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 8 to 9

Tracing their roots to Philadelphia, the Golden State Warriors helped expose the
West Coast to the NBA when they moved to the Bay Area.
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Listing:

Portland Trail Blazers All-Time Greats
Flynn, Brendan
North Star Editions . Flux
9781634941723
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 8 to 9

From the pioneers of the 1970s to the global superstars of today, get to know the
players who made the Trail Blazers one of the NBA’s top teams through the 
years.
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Listing:

Anthills
Forest, Christopher
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179576
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that ants use to build anthills. This bookÂ's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps ants survive in the wild.

Christopher Forest is a teacher in Massachusetts. He has also written a variety 
of stories for children and adults. In his spare time he loves to read, jog, play 
guitar, and gaze at the stars.
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Listing:

Beehives
Forest, Christopher
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179590
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that bees use to build hives. This book's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps bees survive in the wild.

Christopher Forest is a teacher in Massachusetts. He has also written a variety 
of stories for children and adults. In his spare time he loves to read, jog, play 
guitar, and gaze at the stars.
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Listing:

Chimpanzee Nests
Forest, Christopher
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179613
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that chimpanzees use to build nests. This 
book's colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the 
engineering that makes this structure such a marvel and helps chimpanzees 
survive in the wild.

Christopher Forest is a teacher in Massachusetts. He has also written a variety 
of stories for children and adults. In his spare time he loves to read, jog, play 
guitar, and gaze at the stars.
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Listing:

Prairie Dog Burrows
Forest, Christopher
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179637
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that prairie dogs use to build burrows. This 
book's colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the 
engineering that makes this structure such a marvel and helps prairie dogs 
survive in the wild.

Christopher Forest is a teacher in Massachusetts. He has also written a variety 
of stories for children and adults. In his spare time he loves to read, jog, play 
guitar, and gaze at the stars.
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Listing:

We Need Bats
Forest, Christopher
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853675
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Bats by Christopher Forest Introduces readers to the roles of bats in 
world ecosystems, as well as threats to bat populations and conservation efforts.
Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's Amazing!" feature make this
book an engaging exploration of the importance of bats.

Christopher Forest is a teacher in Massachusetts. He has also written a variety 
of stories for children and adults. In his spare time he loves to read, jog, play 
guitar, and gaze at the stars.
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Listing:

Monster Poems
Foster, John and Paul, Korky
Oxford University Press .
9780192763068
32 pages
paperback
$10.95
Pub Date: 11/18/2004
Ages  7 to 11, Grades 1 to 5

A collection of poems about one of children's favorite subjects - monsters. Korky
Paul's lively illustrations bring to life this popular poetry book. Features a fantastic
range of poets including Paul Cookson, Brian Moses and Jack Prelutsky. The 
mixture of funny poems and zany illustrations makes this book a great way to 
introduce young children to poetry. Perfect for use in school, as well as for 
reading pleasure at home.
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Listing:

Oxford Children's Rhyming Dictionary
Foster, John
Oxford University Press .
9780192735584
160 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2014

The Oxford Children's Rhyming Dictionary is the perfect tool to help children 
write their own poetry. The alphabetical list of words that rhyme with an index of
sounds make it simple to find a rhyme and reinforce spelling skills. These are 
accompanied by lively illustrations, and amusing and inspiring poems by John 
Foster.
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Listing:

A is for Art Museum
Friedland, Katy
Temple University Press .
9781592139637
44 pages
hardcover
$18.95
Pub Date:
Ages 3 and up. 32 color illustrations

A book of opposites for young readers, based on the Philadelphia Museum of 
Art's collections.

Katy Friedland is Manager of Family and Children's Programs at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. Marla K. Shoemaker is Senior Curator of Education at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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Beaver Dams
Furstinger, Nancy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179583
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that beavers use to build dams. This book's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps beavers survive in the wild.

Nancy Furstinger is the author of nearly 100 books, including many on her 
favorite topic: animals!
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Listing:

Spiderwebs
Furstinger, Nancy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179644
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that spiders use to build webs. This book's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps spiders survive in the wild.

Nancy Furstinger is the author of nearly 100 books, including many on her 
favorite topic: animals!
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Listing:

Warthogs
Furstinger, Nancy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173338
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
warthogs. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Nancy Furstinger is the author of nearly 100 books, including many on her 
favorite topic: animals!
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Listing:

We Need African Rhinos
Furstinger, Nancy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853668
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

Introduces readers to the roles of African rhinos in savanna ecosystems, as well
as threats to rhino populations and conservation efforts. Eye-catching 
infographics, clear text make this book an engaging exploration of the 
importance of African rhinos.

Nancy Furstinger is the author of nearly 100 books, including many on her 
favorite topic: animals!
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We Need Wolves
Furstinger, Nancy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853736
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Wolves by Nancy Furstinger Introduces readers to the roles of wolves 
in world ecosystems, as well as threats to wolf populations and conservation 
efforts. Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's Amazing!" feature 
make this book an engaging exploration of the importance of wolves.

Nancy Furstinger is the author of nearly 100 books, including many on her 
favorite topic: animals!
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Listing:

Oh, Howash, Sweet Pea!
Gabel, Ngareta
University of Hawaii Press . Huia Publishers
9781877283963
32 pages
paperback
$12
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Ali Teo and Astrid JensenTranslated by Hannah Rainforth. 9 - 13 
years.

It's Monday and Sweetpea's lost her shoes again. Who's got them now?

Born in Auckland, from the hapu Te Paatu and Ngati Tara of the Ngati Kahu 
tribe, Ngareta Gabel writes stories for children in Maori. Her first book Tekiteora,
kei hea o hu? won LIANZA’s Te Kura Pounamu Award in 2003. The English 
edition, Oh Hogwash, Sweet Pea!, was a finalist in the Picture Book Category of 
the New Zealand Post Children’s Book Awards in 2004. Gabel is available to visit
schools and Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori.
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Listing:

Dolores Huerta: Labor Organizer
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937242
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Important Women

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and work of Dolores Huerta, 
including the boycotts and marches she led to protect the rights of farmworkers.
Historic images, "Did You Know?" sidebars, and a "Topic Spotlight" special 
feature provide added interest and context.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

I Like Cats
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions .
9781646190508
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Things I Like. Ages 4 to 6

This title invites readers to discover what is fun about cats. Simple text, 
straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect primer on
cats.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

I Like Dogs
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions .
9781646190515
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Things I Like. Ages 4 to 6

This title invites readers to discover what is fun about dogs. Simple text, 
straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect primer on
dogs.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

I Like Horses
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions .
9781646190522
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Things I Like. Ages 4 to 6

This title invites readers to discover what is fun about horses. Simple text, 
straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect primer on
horses.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Cheetah
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193202
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a cheetah. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to cheetahs for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Dolphin
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193219
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a dolphin. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to dolphins for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Penguin
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193226
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a penguin. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to penguins for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Polar Bear
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193233
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a polar bear.
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to polar bears for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Shark
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193240
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a shark. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to sharks for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were a Sloth
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193257
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a sloth. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to sloths for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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If I Were a Wolf
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193264
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of a wolf. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to wolves for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Listing:

If I Were an Alligator
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646193271
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
If I Were an Animal

This book lets young readers experience life from the perspective of an alligator.
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this the perfect 
introduction to alligators for beginning readers.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Michelle Obama: First Lady
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937266
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Important Women

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and work of Michelle Obama,
including her historic role as First Lady of the United States. Historic images, "Did
You Know?" sidebars, and a "Topic Spotlight" special feature provide added 
interest and context.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Spring Animals
Gaertner, Meg
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644931011
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Spring in Here. Ages 5 to 7

This title introduces readers to the changes animals go through in spring. Simple
text, engaging photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to the topic.

Meg Gaertner is a children’s book editor and writer, a Qoya instructor, and a 
swing dancer. Some of her loves include jazz music, making playlists, 
daydreaming, hiking, traveling, and asking big philosophical questions.
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Fairies
Gagliardi , Sue
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850032
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind fairies. Readable text, fun 
facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this 
popular mythical creature.

Sue Gagliardi writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry for children. Her book titles 
include Fairies, Get Outside in Winter, Get Outside in Spring, Hurricane Katrina,
East African Drought of 2011, and California Wildfires.
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Bighorn Sheep
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170887
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
bighorn sheep. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Caribou
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170894
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of 
caribou. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Coyotes
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170900
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of 
coyotes. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Gazelles
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173277
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
gazelles. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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German Shepherds
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176124
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of German 
Shepherds. Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this 
an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Giraffes
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173284
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
giraffes. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Listing:

Golden Retrievers
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176131
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Golden 
Retrievers. Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this 
an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Listing:

Gorillas
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173291
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
gorillas. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Listing:

Hippopotamuses
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173307
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
hippopotamuses. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a 
special reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report 
writers alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Labrador Retrievers
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176148
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Labrador
Retrievers. Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this 
an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Listing:

Meerkats
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173321
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
meerkats. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Satellites
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393000
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at satellites. The 
book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special 
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Listing:

Siberian Huskies
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176162
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Siberian
Huskies. Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this an
exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Space Tourism
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393024
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at space tourism. 
The book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Zebras
Gagne, Tammy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173345
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of 
zebras. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tammy Gagne has written more than 100 books for both adults and children. 
She lives in northern New England with her husband, son, and a menagerie of 
animals.
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Coyote and the Sky: How the Sun, Moon, and Stars Began
Garcia, Emmett
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826337306
32 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 2006
10 x 8.5. Illustrated by Victoria Pringle.

 According to Santa Ana Pueblo legend, the animals' spirit Leader created the 
sun, moon, and stars by using woven yucca mats and hot coals. He selected 
certain animals to climb from their homes in the Third World up to the Fourth 
World. The Squirrel, the Rabbit, and the Badger were all allowed to go. The 
Coyote, however, was forbidden to accompany them because he was always 
causing trouble and stealing food from the others.

Emmett 'Shkeme' Garcia is co-owner of Emergence Productions, a cultural 
exchange program for American Indian youth, and the lead singer of Native 
Roots. Victoria Pringle is a graduate of The Little Red School House, New York,
and attends Bennington College, Vermont.
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The Genius Kid's Guide to Cats
Garcia, Merriam
North Star Editions . North Star Kids
9781952455001
192 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 8/9/2022
Genius Kid’s Guide

From the fluffy Persian to the sleek and silky Abyssianian or spotted Bengal, cats
come in a wide variety of colors and sizes. Their personalities vary, too. The 
Genius Kid’s Guide to Cats details more than 50 cat breeds from around the 
world, explaining each breed’s history, appearance, and behavior.

Merriam Garcia is a freelance writer. She lives in Florida with her partner and 
their beautiful Bombay cat and golden retriever puppy.
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The Genius Kid's Guide to Dogs
Garcia, Merriam
North Star Editions . North Star Kids
9781952455018
192 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 9/6/2022
Genius Kid’s Guide

This guide covers 150 popular dog breeds from all seven of the American Kennel
Club's breed groups. Accessible chapters detail each breed's history, 
appearance, and behavior. Readers also learn about the basics of dog care. 
Packed with adorable photos, key details, and interesting trivia, this book has 
everything readers want to know about their favorite dog breeds--plus plenty of 
info they can use to impress their friends.

Merriam Garcia is a freelance writer. She lives in Florida with her partner and 
their beautiful Bombay cat and golden retriever puppy.
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Listing:

Dwarfs
Geister-Jones, Sophie
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390085
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of dwarfs, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.
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Listing:

Fall Animals
Geister-Jones, Sophie
North Star Editions .
9781644934067
16 pages
Trade paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Fall Is Here.

This title introduces early readers to animals in the fall.
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Listing:

Genies
Geister-Jones, Sophie
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390092
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of genies, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.
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Crocodile
Golkar, Golriz
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383193
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a crocodile uses its strong jaws to crush prey—or 
people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful 
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Golriz Golkar is the author of more than 40 nonfiction books for children. Inspired
by her work as an elementary school teacher, she loves to write the kinds of 
books that students are excited to read. Golriz holds a B.A. in American literature
and culture from UCLA and an Ed.M. in language and literacy from the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. She loves to travel and study languages. Golriz 
lives in France with her husband and young daughter, Ariane. She thinks 
children are the very best teachers, and she loves learning from her daughter 
every day.
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Listing:

Hippopotamus
Golkar, Golriz
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383209
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a hippopotamus uses its huge teeth to bite enemies—
or people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Golriz Golkar is the author of more than 40 nonfiction books for children. Inspired
by her work as an elementary school teacher, she loves to write the kinds of 
books that students are excited to read. Golriz holds a B.A. in American literature
and culture from UCLA and an Ed.M. in language and literacy from the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. She loves to travel and study languages. Golriz 
lives in France with her husband and young daughter, Ariane. She thinks 
children are the very best teachers, and she loves learning from her daughter 
every day.
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Poison Dart Frog
Golkar, Golriz
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383216
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a poison dart frog’s skin releases poison that can kill 
predators—or people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with 
plenty of colorful photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book 
also includes a table of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions,
a glossary, an index, and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have
low reading levels (grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest 
levels of grades 3-7.

Golriz Golkar is the author of more than 40 nonfiction books for children. Inspired
by her work as an elementary school teacher, she loves to write the kinds of 
books that students are excited to read. Golriz holds a B.A. in American literature
and culture from UCLA and an Ed.M. in language and literacy from the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. She loves to travel and study languages. Golriz 
lives in France with her husband and young daughter, Ariane. She thinks 
children are the very best teachers, and she loves learning from her daughter 
every day.
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Stonefish
Golkar, Golriz
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383230
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a stonefish’s spines release poison that can kill 
predators—or people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with 
plenty of colorful photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book 
also includes a table of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions,
a glossary, an index, and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have
low reading levels (grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest 
levels of grades 3-7.

Golriz Golkar is the author of more than 40 nonfiction books for children. Inspired
by her work as an elementary school teacher, she loves to write the kinds of 
books that students are excited to read. Golriz holds a B.A. in American literature
and culture from UCLA and an Ed.M. in language and literacy from the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. She loves to travel and study languages. Golriz 
lives in France with her husband and young daughter, Ariane. She thinks 
children are the very best teachers, and she loves learning from her daughter 
every day.
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Listing:

The Wind in the Willows
Grahame, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780199567560
224 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 7/29/2010
Oxford World's Classics. Edited by Peter Hunt

One of the best-known classics of children's literature, a timeless masterpiece 
and a vital portrait of an age, The Wind in the Willows began originally in 
Kenneth Grahame's letters to his young son, where he first recounted the 
adventures of Rat and Badger, of Mole and Toad--all narrated in virtuoso 
language ranging from lively parody to elaborate fin-de-siecle mysticism.

Kenneth Grahame (March 1859 – 6 July 1932) was a Scottish writer, most 
famous for The Wind in the Willows (1908), one of the classics of children's 
literature.
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Listing:

Rhoda's Rock Hunt
Griffin, Molly Beth and Bell, Jennifer A.
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873519502
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2014
Ages 3 to 7, Grades P to 2

Rhoda is on a long, long hike with her aunt and uncle, each of them carrying 
backpacks of gear as they walk through the north woods. While Auntie June and
Uncle Jonah watch for wildlife and set up their campsites, Rhoda is on the hunt 
for one thing: ROCKS.

Jennifer A. Bell has illustrated over a dozen children’s books, most recently Toe
Shoe Mouse and When a Dad Says “I Love You.”
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The Big Leaf Leap
Griffin, Molly Beth and Davis, Meleck
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681342030
32 pages
hardcover
$17.95
Pub Date: 9/6/2022
Illustrated by Meleck Davis. Fully illustrated in color.

The girl wants a leaf pile to leap in. A big leaf pile, a huge leaf pile, an 
enormously enormous leaf pile! She rakes and rakes and rakes, but there are not
enough leaves in her yard to make the leaf pile of her dreams. And she can’t do 
it alone. She will need some help.

Molly Beth Griffin is the author of several children's picture books, including 
Rhoda's Rock Hunt, Ten Beautiful Things, and Loon Baby. Meleck Davis is a 
web designer/developer, an illustrator, a writer, and a musician. He lives in 
Minneapolis.
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Listing:

Feeling Like a Kid: Childhood and Children's Literature
Griswold, Jerry
Johns Hopkins University Press .
9780801885174
160 pages
hardcover
$25
Pub Date: 11/17/2006
25 color illustrations, 5 halftones

In this engaging and reflective essay, Jerry Griswold examines the unique 
qualities of childhood experience and their reappearance as frequent themes in 
children’s literature.

Jerry Griswold is the director of the National Center for the Study of Children's 
Literature and a professor of English and comparative literature at San Diego 
State University. He is the author of several books and more than two hundred 
published articles.
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This book describes the powers and actions of the goddess Aphrodite. Short 
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This book describes the powers and actions of the god Apollo. Short paragraphs
of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make reading 
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This book describes the powers and actions of the god Ares. Short paragraphs of
easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make reading 
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This book describes the powers and actions of the goddess Athena. Short 
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This book explores thrilling legends about the centaur. Short paragraphs of easy-
to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging and
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This book explores thrilling legends about the chupacabra. Short paragraphs of 
easy-to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging
and accessible.
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This book describes the powers and actions of the god Hades. Short paragraphs
of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make reading 
engaging and accessible.
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This book describes the powers and actions of the goddess Hera. Short 
paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make
reading engaging and accessible.
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This book explores thrilling legends about Pegasus. Short paragraphs of easy-to-
read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging and 
accessible.
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Legendary Beasts Series

This book explores thrilling legends about the phoenix. Short paragraphs of 
easy-to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging
and accessible.
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Greek Gods and Goddesses Series

This book describes the powers and actions of the god Poseidon. Short 
paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make
reading engaging and accessible.
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Legendary Beasts Series

This book explores thrilling legends about the sea serpent. Short paragraphs of 
easy-to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging
and accessible.
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Legendary Beasts Series

This book explores thrilling legends about the Sphinx. Short paragraphs of easy-
to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging and
accessible.
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This book explores thrilling legends about the yeti. Short paragraphs of easy-to-
read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging and 
accessible.
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Greek Gods and Goddesses Series

This book describes the powers and actions of the god Zeus. Short paragraphs 
of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful photos to make reading 
engaging and accessible.
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Over 3,500 authoritative and accessible entries on every aspect of children's 
literature, covering authors, illustrators, works, characters, genres, and much 
more. From Mark Haddon to Harry Potter, Raymond Briggs to Maurice Sendak, 
and Douglas Adams to The Gruffalo. Features entries on English-language 
authors, works, and illustrators from the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, as
well as the UK and Ireland. Coverage of non-English-language authors, whose 
works exist in English translation, including Timothee de Fombelle, Cornelia 
Funke, and Astrid Lindgren.

Daniel Hahn, Freelance author and editor Daniel Hahn is a writer, editor, and 
translator, with some fourty books to his name.
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Ages  6 and Up, Grades 1 and Up

This collection, edited by acclaimed children's author and poet Donald Hall, 
returns the forgotten treasures of American children's poetry. Featuring some of 
the best of children's book illustration-including archival selections from rare and
early editions and pictures from now defunct 19th- and early-20th-century 
children's magazines-this anthology revives not only the classic poems but also 
the atmosphere of the periods in which they were written and read.

Donald Andrew Hall, Jr. (born September 20, 1928), known as Donald Hall is an
American poet, writer, editor and literary critic. A graduate of Phillips Exeter 
Academy, Harvard and Oxford, Hall is the author of over 50 books across 
several genres from children's literature, biography, memoir, essays, and 
including 22 volumes of verse. Regarded as a plainspoken, rural poet, Hall's 
work explores the longing for a more bucolic past and reflects the poet's abiding 
reverence for nature.Discount:
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Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a scorpion uses its tail to sting and paralyze prey—or 
people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful 
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Rachel Hamby is a Children's Writer living in Washington State. She enjoys 
writing short stories for magazine, early-reader and picture book publication. 
Some of her stories can be read on-line at Stories for Children Magazine.
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Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a bite from a taipan injects deadly venom to kill prey—
or people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Rachel Hamby is a Children's Writer living in Washington State. She enjoys 
writing short stories for magazine, early-reader and picture book publication. 
Some of her stories can be read on-line at Stories for Children Magazine.
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Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 9 to 10

This title introduces readers to the skills and technology that came together to 
help the people and animals escaping the 2018 California wildfires. Simple text 
and incredible close-up photographs focus on the amazing rescue work.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding monsters such as 
Big Foot, the kraken, the Loch Ness Monster, and dragons. Features include a 
table of contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with 
content questions help readers process and build upon their monster knowledge.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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48 pages
paperback
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Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding ghosts and see how
the creatures are reflected in different cultures. Features include a table of 
contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with content 
questions help readers process and build upon their ghost knowledge. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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The World’s Most Menacing Mummies
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North Star Editions . A&D Xtreme
9781644946251
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding mummies and see
how the creatures are reflected in different cultures. Features include a table of 
contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with content 
questions help readers process and build upon their mummy knowledge. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding vampires and see 
how the creatures are reflected in different cultures. Features include a table of 
contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with content 
questions help readers process and build upon their vampire knowledge. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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The World’s Scariest Zombies
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North Star Editions . A&D Xtreme
9781644946275
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding zombies and see 
how the creatures are reflected in different cultures. Features include a table of 
contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with content 
questions help readers process and build upon their zombie knowledge. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Xtreme Screams

This title introduces you to one of the world's most popular legendary monsters.
Your readers will learn about the real-life history surrounding werewolves and 
see how the creatures are reflected in different cultures. Features include a table
of contents, glossary, and index. Plus, an Xtreme Challenge page with content 
questions help readers process and build upon their werewolf knowledge. 
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

S. L. Hamilton is a children's author and book designer. She writes nonfiction 
books on a specific theme.
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Justice for George Floyd
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North Star Editions . Core Library
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48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Listing:

Protesting Police Violence in Modern America
Harris, Duchess
North Star Editions . Core Library
9781644945100
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Listing:

Race and Policing in Modern America
Harris, Duchess
North Star Editions . Core Library
9781644945117
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Listing:

Race and the Media in Modern America
Harris, Duchess
North Star Editions . Core Library
9781644945124
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Listing:

The History of Racism in America
Harris, Duchess
North Star Editions . Core Library
9781644945070
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America

Racism is a problem deeply rooted in American society. Slavery and segregation
may no longer be legal, but their legacies still influence the way Black people and
other people of color are treated today. Racism exists in the justice system, 
politics, and the media. Core Library Guide to Racism in Modern America 
introduces readers to some of the history of racism in the country, how it affects
people today, and how some are working toward equal treatment for all people.

Duchess Harris is an African-American academic, author, and legal scholar. She
is a professor of American Studies at Macalester College in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota, specializing in feminism, Law of the United States, and African 
American political movements.
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Listing:

Fables from the Sea
Hayashi, Leslie Ann
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824822248
39 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Kathleen Wong Bishop. 4 - 10 years. Kolowalu Books

A collection of ten fables for children, featuring creatures found in the waters of 
Hawaii and in tropical oceans worldwide. A tiny shrimp remembers an act of 
kindness, a seabird learns to respect the property of others, and a family of 
limpets perseveres in the face of stormy seas.

Leslie Ann Hayashi serves as a district court judge in Honolulu. Bishop is an 
educator coordinator at Shepherd of the Hills Church.
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Listing:

Hayashi: Fables from the Garden
Hayashi, Leslie Ann
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824820367
40 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Kathleen Wong Bishop. 4 - 8 years. Kolowalu Books

A collection of stories for children featuring the plants and animals often seen in
Hawaiian gardens. Illustrated in watercolours, each is designed to teach a 
specific lesson.

Leslie Ann Hayashi serves as a district court judge in Honolulu. Bishop is an 
educator coordinator at Shepherd of the Hills Church.
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Listing:

Koko the Great
Hennedige, Natalie
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789810887582
48 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 2011
Illustrated by Twisstii. 8.75 × 11

Koko is a small boy who lives in a kampong by a river. Life is quiet and peaceful
until one day a tree comes to life as the menacing Green Giant! Can Koko the 
Great save the day? Koko The Great is the second title in the Dreaming Art 
Series where important works by Asian artists are the inspiration for original and
new children’s illustrated stories. Koko’s story was inspired by first generation 
Singaporean artist Liu Kang’s oil painting Life by the River, which is in the 
National Collection.

Natalie Hennedige is a Singaporean theatre director and dramatist. The founder
of Cake Theatrical Productions, a Singapore-based stage production company,
Hennedige has directed, written, and starred in various stage plays in her 
professional career.
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Black Soldiers in the Civil War
Herschbach, Elisabeth
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644931578
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 10 to 12

This title focuses on the hardships and opportunities experienced by black 
Americans during the Civil War, especially those who fought for the Union. 
Critical thinking questions and two “Voices from the Past” special features help 
readers understand and analyze the various views people held at the time.

Elisabeth Herschbach lives with her husband, son, and Jack Russell terrier in 
Prince George’s County, Maryland, where she works as a copy editor and 
occasional writer and translator.
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Listing:

The Boy Who Made Dragonfly: A Zuni Myth
Hillerman, Tony
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826309105
87 pages
paperback
$13.95
Pub Date: 1993

 As readers of Tony Hillerman's detective novels know, he is a skilled interpreter
of southwestern Indian cultures.

Tony Hillerman (1925-2008), an Edgar Award-winning novelist, was best known 
for the Jim Chee Mystery series, which earned him the Navajo people's 
appreciation as 'special friend to the Dineh.' A former reporter and newspaper 
editor, Hillerman was a member of the journalism faculty at the University of New
Mexico from 1965-1987. He served as chairman of the journalism department 
from 1966-1974.
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Listing:

Archaeopteryx
Hirsch, Rebecca E.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175745
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Archaeopteryx. Colorful photos 
and illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides 
readers through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Rebecca E. Hirsch is a freelance science writer and the author of nearly a 
hundred books about science and discovery for children.
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Listing:

Diplodocus
Hirsch, Rebecca E.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175752
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Diplodocus. Colorful photos and 
illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides readers 
through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Rebecca E. Hirsch is a freelance science writer and the author of nearly a 
hundred books about science and discovery for children.
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Listing:

Iguanodon
Hirsch, Rebecca E.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175769
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Iguanodon. Colorful photos and 
illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides readers 
through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.

Rebecca E. Hirsch is a freelance science writer and the author of nearly a 
hundred books about science and discovery for children.
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Listing:

Tyrannosaurus rex
Hirsch, Rebecca E.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175806
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Tyrannosaurus rex. Colorful 
photos and illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text 
guides readers through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and 
habitat.

Rebecca E. Hirsch is a freelance science writer and the author of nearly a 
hundred books about science and discovery for children.
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Mountain Lions
Hogan, Christa C.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170924
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
mountain lions. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Christa C. Hogan writes both fiction and nonfiction for adults and kids.
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Listing:

Space Stations
Hogan, Christa C.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175714
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to create space stations. Engaging text, vibrant
photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this important 
advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology that 
made it possible.

Christa C. Hogan writes both fiction and nonfiction for adults and kids.
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Hiding and Bluffing to Survive
Holmes, Parker
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947685
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

An animal's appearance can keep it safe from predators. Hiding and Bluffing to 
Survive covers how animals blend in with their surroundings or startle predators
with colors or by changing appearance.
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Listing:

Do Gallery Sitters Sit All Day? Things People Really Do in a Museum
How, Ryan
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789811145148
36 pages
paperback
$25
Pub Date: 2018
Illustrated by Anngee Neo. 250 × 250 mm. 32 color illustrations

What is a docent? What does an artwork conservator do? Take a look behind the
scenes of an art museum to discover what goes on inside. With colourful 
illustrations featuring the beautiful architecture of National Gallery Singapore, Do
Gallery Sitters Sit All Day? Things People Really Do in a Museum brings readers
into the daily lives of museum professionals as they prepare exhibitions, receive
artworks and guide visitors around the museum. Suitable for children aged 7 and
above.
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Beneficial Insects
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943243
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

Insects play a vital role in many natural processes around the world. They help 
pollinate flowers, break down dead things, and provide food for many animals 
and people. Beneficial Insects: Bugs Helping Plants Survive looks at how insects
make the world a better place, as well as the threats they face and how people 
can protect them.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Decomposers
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943250
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

When living things die, it is important that they get broken down. Scavengers 
help break dead things into smaller pieces. Decomposers can then turn those 
pieces into nutrients for the soil. Scavengers and Decomposers: Nature's 
Recyclers looks at how animals and other organisms make the world a better 
place by breaking down waste, as well as the threats they face and how people 
can protect them.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Elephants
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942444
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to elephants, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Giraffes
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942468
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to giraffes, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Goblins
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390122
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of goblins, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Gorillas
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942475
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to gorillas, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

Hedgehogs
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942499
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to hedgehogs, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

How Birds Fly
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944318
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement

Birds flap their wings and rise into the air. Science explains how a bird can travel
in the air. How Birds Fly explains how a bird's body lets it fly high as well as the 
forces at work to keep it in the sky. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful 
back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a table of 
contents, infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

How Bugs Jump
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944325
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement

A grasshopper bends its legs and springs off the ground. Science explains how a
bug can leap from place to place. How Bugs Jump explains how a bug's body 
lets it jump high as well as the forces at work to launch it far and high. Easy-to-
read text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this 
subject. Features include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional
resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to 
state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

How Critters Climb
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944332
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement.

A gecko can climb up a smooth glass window. Science explains how critters 
scale seemingly slippery surfaces. How Critters Climb explains how climbing 
animals' bodies let them travel up walls and tree trunks as well as the forces at 
work to keep their feet on the surface. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and 
helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a 
table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. 
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

How Fish Swim
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944349
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement

A fish wiggles its tail to push through the water. Science explains how fish glide 
underwater. How Fish Swim explains how a fish's body lets it slice through the 
water, and the forces at work to keep them swimming along. Easy-to-read text, 
vivid images, and helpful back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. 
Features include a table of contents, infographics, a glossary, additional 
resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to 
state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

How Mammals Run
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944356
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement

A cheetah runs fast to capture its prey. Science explains how many mammals 
dash across land. How Mammals Run explains how many mammals' bodies let 
them chase down prey or escape predators, as well as the forces at work that 
make them so fast. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful back matter give
readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a table of contents, 
infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

How Snakes Slither
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644944363
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
The Science of Animal Movement

A snake slithers in an S shape along the forest floor. Science explains how 
snakes move without limbs. How Snakes Slither explains how a snake's body 
lets it move smoothly across many surfaces as well as the forces at work that 
help them glide across the ground. Easy-to-read text, vivid images, and helpful 
back matter give readers a clear look at this subject. Features include a table of 
contents, infographics, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Lions
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942505
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to lions, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

Ogres
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390139
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of ogres, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

Saving Polar Bears
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934654
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of polar bears in their habitats, how humans have 
threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them. Clear
text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible and 
engaging read.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

Seed Dispersers
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943281
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

Plants grow from seeds. Many seeds have a better chance at growing if they are
carried some distance away from the parent plant. Animals might eat seeds and
poop them out. Or seeds might get caught in their fur or feathers until they rub 
off. Seed Dispersers: Poop, Fur, and Other Ways Animals Scatter Seeds looks at
how animals make the world a better place by scattering seeds, as well as the 
threats they face and how people can protect them.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

Symbiotic Relationships
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644943298
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

Some plants and animals could not survive without a close relationship with 
another living thing. Symbiotic Relationships: Animals and Plants Working 
Together looks at the amazing relationships between living things, as well as the
threats they face and how people can protect them.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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North Star

Listing:

Tigers
Huddleston, Emma
North Star Editions .
9781644942529
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to tigers, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Emma Huddleston lives in the Twin Cities with her husband. She enjoys writing 
children's books, but she likes reading novels even more. When she is not writing
or reading, she likes to stay active by running and swing dancing. She thinks 
America's landmarks are fascinating and wants to visit them all!
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Listing:

The Sweet and Sour Animal Book
Hughes, Langston and students from the Harlem School of the Arts
Oxford University Press .
9780195120301
48 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 11/20/1997
The Iona and Peter Opie Library of Children's Literature. Ages 5 and Up, Grades
K and Up

In 26 never-before-published short and wonderfully clever poems, Langston 
Hughes takes children through both the alphabet and the animal world.

Langston Hughes (1902-1967) was born in Joplin, Missouri, and grew up in 
Kansas, Illinois, and Ohio. He moved to New York City when he was 19 years 
old to attend Columbia University. He was one of the most versatile writers of the
artistic movement known as the Harlem Renaissance. Though known primarily 
as a poet, Hughes also wrote plays, essays, novels, and a series of short stories.
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Listing:

Tom Brown's Schooldays
Hughes, Thomas
Oxford University Press .
9780199537303
466 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 8/15/2008
Oxford World's Classics. Edited with an Introduction and Notes by Andrew 
Sanders

One of the classics of English children's literature, and one of the earliest books
written specifically for boys, this novel's steady popularity has given it an 
influence well beyond the upper middle-class world that it describes. It tells a 
story central to an understanding of Victorian life, but its freshness helps to 
distinguish it from the narrow schoolboy adventures that it later inspired. The 
book includes an introduction and notes by Andrew Sanders.

Thomas Hughes (20 October 1822 – 22 March 1896) was an English lawyer, 
judge and author. He is most famous for his novel Tom Brown's School Days 
(1857), a semi-autobiographical work set at Rugby School, which Hughes had 
attended.
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North Star

Listing:

Coral Reefs
Hulick, Kathryn
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179620
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that corals use to build reefs. This book's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps corals survive in the wild.

Kathryn Hulick is the author of Strange But True: 10 of the World's Greatest 
Mysteries Explained, about the science behind paranormal mysteries, including 
ghosts, aliens, sea monsters and more. A sequel about the future of technology 
comes out in 2020. Hulick also writes regularly for Science News for Students 
and Muse magazine. Her favorite part of writing about science is getting to speak
with researchers in many different fields. Once, she spoke with an expert on 
parallel universes while he was shoveling snow from his driveway. Hulick lives in
Massachusetts with her family and most enjoys hiking, gardening and learning 
about robots.
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Listing:

We Need Butterflies
Hutchison, Patricia
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853699
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Butterflies by Patricia Hutchison Introduces readers to the roles of 
butterflies in world ecosystems, as well as threats to butterfly populations and 
conservation efforts. Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's 
Amazing!" feature make this book an engaging exploration of the importance of 
butterflies.
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OUP

Listing:

Big Cats: Wild Reads
Ireland, Kenneth
Oxford University Press .
9780199119257
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This brilliant book about big cats covers a wide range of topics, from a chapter 
about the solitary jaguar to a pride of lions on a hunt.

Kenneth Ireland is a well-respected OUP author.
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North Star

Listing:

Skyship Academy: Strikeforce
James, Nick
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738736372
360 pages
paperback
$9.99
Pub Date: 10/8/2013
Skyship Academy. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Earth is under attack by the alien Authority from the planet Haven. Cassius and 
his brother Jesse are the keys to defending Earth. But the enemy’s new weapon
sends the resistance into turmoil. Alliances shift, traitors are revealed, and soon
Earth’s last chance at salvation lies in the hands of one brother who must make 
the ultimate sacrifice.

Inspired by the big drama and snappy dialogue of comic books and graphic 
novels by Brian K. Vaughan and Brian Michael Bendis, Nick James began writing
at a young age. His love of fast-paced storytelling led to his action-packed 
science fiction series for young adults, Skyship Academy. James grew up in the
small island town of Anacortes, Washington. He graduated from Western 
Washington University in 2006 and currently works as a substitute teacher in 
Bellingham.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Skyship Academy: The Pearl Wars
James, Nick
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738723419
384 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2011
Skyship Academy. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

A devastated Earth’s last hope is found in Pearls: orbs from space that can 
power entire cities. The Skyship dwellers—political dissidents who live in the 
Earth’s stratosphere—are battling the corrupt Surface government to control the
Pearls. An unexpected encounter triggers remarkable and dangerous powers in 
the two enemies.

Inspired by the big drama and snappy dialogue of comic books and graphic 
novels by Brian K. Vaughan and Brian Michael Bendis, Nick James began writing
at a young age. His love of fast-paced storytelling led to his action-packed 
science fiction series for young adults, Skyship Academy. James grew up in the
small island town of Anacortes, Washington. He graduated from Western 
Washington University in 2006 and currently works as a substitute teacher in 
Bellingham.
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North Star

Listing:

Dragons
Jarosz Alberti, Theresa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850025
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind dragons. Readable text, fun
facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this 
popular mythical creature.

Theresa Jarosz Alberti is a writer, poet, blogger, and creator living in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Mermaids
Jarosz Alberti, Theresa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850049
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind mermaids. Readable text, 
fun facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this
popular mythical creature.

Theresa Jarosz Alberti is a writer, poet, blogger, and creator living in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Unicorns
Jarosz Alberti, Theresa
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850063
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind unicorns. Readable text, fun
facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this 
popular mythical creature.

Theresa Jarosz Alberti is a writer, poet, blogger, and creator living in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Longleaf

Listing:

The Circuit: Stories from the Life of a Migrant Child
Jiménez, Francisco
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826317971
146 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 1997
4.75 x 7

A collection of twelve short stories presented from the perspective of a young 
boy, in which the author narrates his childhood experiences growing up in a 
family of Mexican migrant farmworkers.

Francisco Jiménez is the Fay Boyle Professor of Modern Languages at Santa 
Clara University.
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Listing:

The Progress of Our People: A Story of Black Representation at the 1893 
Chicago World's Fair
Johnson, Anne E.
North Star Editions . Jolly Fish Press
9781631635397
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2021
I am America Set 4 Series. Illustrated by Eric Freeberg.

It's 1893, and Lorraine Williams can't wait to attend the Chicago World's Fair and
see her idol, the Black opera singer Sissieretta Jones. But when activist and 
writer Ida B. Wells urges Black Americans to boycott the fair, Lorraine's father 
forbids Lorraine from going. After all, there is no exhibition about the progress 
that the Black community has made since Emancipation, and the fair has lacked
Black representation since it was first being planned. But Lorraine will do 
anything to see Miss Jones and ensure other Black people can hear Miss Jones
sing.

Anne E. Johnson grew up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and often visited Chicago 
with her family. She went to Queens College for a master's degree in 
musicology, a commute that took her past the remnants of the 1939 world's fair 
nearly every day. One of her favorite albums was a set of spirituals sung by the 
Black opera singer Marian Anderson. Inspired by recent books and recordings 
featuring the Black composers Florence Price and Margaret Bonds, Anne has 
been keen to learn more about Black women in the classical music scene at the 
turn of the twentieth century
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Listing:

The Mukluk Ball
Johnson, Katharine
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681341163
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2018
Illustrated by Alicia Schwab. AGES 3–7. 10 × 10, FULLY ILLUSTRATED

With help from his friends, Karhu dances his way to Finn Town’s liveliest winter 
event, the Mukluk Ball, featuring the tango, the conga, and even the Bear Hug 
Twist. Karhu the bear lives in the piney north woods near the bustling burg of 
Finn Town. When he sees a billboard advertising “Mukluk Ball: Come One, 
Come All,” he wants to go! Unfortunately, a few obstacles stand in his path.

Katharine Johnson wears mukluks all winter in Cloquet, Minnesota; her stories 
have been published in magazines and anthologies. Alicia Schwab has been 
drawing and dancing her whole life. She is the illustrator of Good Grief and Great
Group Skits.
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Listing:

Bigfoot
Jones, Molly
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850018
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind Bigfoot. Readable text, fun 
facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this 
popular mythical creature.
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Listing:

Leatherback Sea Turtle Migration
Jopp, Kelsey
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850117
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Natural Phenomena. 8 - 11 years.

Explains what causes leatherback sea turtles to migrate. Beautiful photos, fact-
filled text, and helpful infographics help readers learn all about the science 
behind this phenomenon as well as ways that people study or protect it.
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Listing:

Ngā Atua: Māori Gods
Kahukiwa, Robyn
University of Hawaii Press . Oratia Books
9780947506261
32 pages
hardcover
$19
Pub Date: 12/31/2017
8.25 x 11. full color illustrations

Takes the reader on a beautiful visual journey while imparting simple and 
effective explanations of the major Māori gods.

Robyn Kahukiwa is an award-winning artist and children’s book writer and 
illustrator and has been a prominent figure in Maori children’s literature since the
1980s.
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Listing:

Cuzzies Find the Rainbow's End
Kapai, Tommy
University of Hawaii Press . Huia Publishers
9780958251709
32 pages
paperback
$9
Pub Date:
4 - 8 years. Cuzzies Adventures. Color illustrations.

Join the adventurous cuzzies - Little Pai and Cutie Pai - as they go in search of 
the rainbow's end, and find a lot more than they expected. In this, the first of the
Cuzzies books, Tommy Kapai introduces a big-hearted, fun-loving whânau, sure
to engage kids and adults alike.

Mike Henry is Associate Dean of the School of Business, Macewan University. 
His career spans the public and private sectors. He received his education at the
University of Ottawa, the University of Alberta, and the University of Southern 
Queensland.
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Listing:

 'We Live in the Shadow': Inner-City Kids Tell Their Stories through Photographs
Kaplan, Elaine Bell
Temple University Press .
9781439907900
208 pages
paperback
$26.95
Pub Date:

The inner-city world of young at-risk teens through their powerful photos and 
stories.

Elaine Bell Kaplan is Associate Professor in the Department of Sociology at the
University of Southern California, and author of Not Our Kind of Girl: Unraveling 
the Myths of Black Teenage Motherhood.
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Listing:

Whispers in the Dark: The Fiction of Louisa May Alcott
Keyser, Elizabeth Lennox
University of Tennessee Press .
9780870499067
288 pages
paperback
$18
Pub Date:

In an effort to clarify Alcott's intent, Elizabeth Keyser examines representative 
works from each of the genres in which Alcott wrote: the sensation stories ‘A 
Whisper in the Dark,’ ‘A Marble Women,’ and ‘Behind a Mask’; the children's 
classics Little Women, Little Men, and Jo's Boys; and the novels for adults 
Moods, Work, and Diana and Persis. Keyser discerns in all three genres self-
portraits or metafictions, that convey what it meant to be a Victorian woman 
writer.

Elizabeth Keyser is associate professor of English at Hollins College, Roanoke,
Virginia.
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Listing:

Over the River and Through the Wood: An Anthology of Nineteenth-Century 
American Children's Poetry
Kilcup, Karen L. and Sorby, Angela (editors)
Johns Hopkins University Press .
9781421411408
592 pages
paperback
$32.95
Pub Date: 12/13/2013
62 b&w illustrations

Rediscover nineteenth-century American children’s poetry with period 
illustrations.

Karen L. Kilcup is a professor of American literature at the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro. Her books include Teaching Nineteenth-Century 
American Poetry and Fallen Forests: Emotion, Embodiment, and Ethics in 
American Women’s Environmental Writing, 1781–1924. Angela Sorby is an 
associate professor at Marquette University in Milwaukee. Her books include 
Schoolroom Poets: Childhood, Performance, and the Place of American Poetry,
1865–1917, and three poetry collections, most recently The Sleeve Waves.
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Listing:

Barking Bella
Kim, Carol and Godbey, Courtney
North Star Editions .
9781631634574
48 pages
Trade paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
Doggie Daycare Set 2 Series

Bella is an adorable fluffy Pomeranian. Unfortunately Shawn and Kat's latest 
Doggie Daycare customer also barks a lot.

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Muddy Mutt
Kim, Carol and Godbey, Courtney
North Star Editions .
9781631634611
48 pages
Trade paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
Doggie Daycare Set 2 Series

Storm is a friendly and goofy mutt. She's the newest Doggie Daycare customer,
and she will be with Shawn and Kat for two weeks. But when the weather turns 
into nonstop rain, the kids learn that Storm loves to roll in the mud.

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

One Trick Puppy
Kim, Carol and Godbey, Courtney
North Star Editions .
9781631634659
48 pages
Trade paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
Doggie Daycare Set 2 Series

Lucky is a playful Irish setter. He's a happy dog until he gets bored.

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Tank’s Forever Home
Kim, Carol and Godbey, Courtney
North Star Editions .
9781631634697
48 pages
Trade paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
Doggie Daycare Set 2 Series

Tank is a bullmastiff named for his great size. At least, that was the name Shawn
and Kat gave the gentle giant after they found him behind the bookstore. The 
kids convince their parents to let them foster the stray while animal rescue looks 
for his owner.

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Blue Ribbon Pup
Kim, Carol and Hanakata, Felia
North Star Editions .
9781631633287
48 pages
paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
Doggie Daycare. 6 - 8 years.

Set in San Francisco. Fifi is a pampered show dog entrusted to Shawn and Kat 
for the week. The siblings are under strict orders to limit the bichon frise's time 
outdoors. But Fifi proves to be a terror. She barks too much, chews on the 
furniture, and even attacks the toilet paper. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to 
keep Fifi under control before their family forces them to close their Doggie 
Daycare business for good?

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Dog Sled Star
Kim, Carol and Hanakata, Felia
North Star Editions .
9781631633324
48 pages
paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
Doggie Daycare. 6 - 8 years.

Set in San Francisco. Star is a playful Siberian husky that needs a lot of 
exercise. She's well-trained, so Shawn and Kat let her off leash at the park. But 
Star gets excited and accidentally knocks a little girl to the ground. Furious, the 
girl's mother insists that Star leave the park. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to 
channel Star's energy before she is banned from the park forever?

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Library Buddy
Kim, Carol and Hanakata, Felia
North Star Editions .
9781631633362
48 pages
paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
Doggie Daycare. 6 - 8 years.

Set in San Francisco. Buddy is an eight-year-old goldendoodle who loves to play
hide-and-seek . . . at least he used to. Buddy is losing his vision and can't do 
many of his favorite activities anymore. So when he comes to Doggie Daycare, 
Shawn and Kat try to find something that will bring the old Buddy back. What will
it take to get Buddy's tail wagging again?

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Most Valuable Puppy
Kim, Carol and Hanakata, Felia
North Star Editions .
9781631633409
48 pages
paperback
$6.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
Doggie Daycare. 6 - 8 years.

Set in San Francisco. Bouncer's name fits him perfectly. The Jack Russell terrier
is definitely full of energy. But when Shawn and Kat agree to take Bouncer for a 
long weekend, they discover just how much energyand mischiefBouncer has. 
Can Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Bouncer calm before he's their first and 
last Doggie Daycare customer?

Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-
behaved dog. Her childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew 
up eating kimchi every day. She writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. 
When shes not writing, she enjoys reading, cooking and traveling, and exploring 
food from different cultures.
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Listing:

Animal Jokes
King, Joe
North Star Editions . Abdo Kids Junior
9781644946305
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2022
Abdo Kids Jokes

Little readers will have lots to laugh about when they check out these animal 
jokes. Each page features a few silly, age-appropriate jokes alongside great 
images. The backmatter includes a list of joke-telling tips and a picture glossary.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
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Listing:

Beware the Bell Witch
Kingsley Troupe, Thomas and Ivy, Maggie
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631632044
136 pages
paperback
$7.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Haunted States of America Series. 8 - 12 years.

Miles Watley is pretty sure hes going to die of boredom when his family moves to
the small town of Adams, Tennessee. The only thing that is remotely interesting 
to him is the Bell Witch Cave that local lore claims is haunted. While exploring 
the cave, he and his brother, Ryder, spot a young girl who simply vanishes into 
the darkness. Shortly after, weird, ghostly things start happening in his familys 
new house, the most perplexing of which is Ryders strange behavior and his 
dads mysterious illness. It becomes clear that the Watleys have something the 
ghost wants. It isnt their house, is it?

Thomas Kingsley Troupe has been making up stories ever since he was in short
pants. Raised in Nordeast Minneapolis, he now lives in Woodbury, Minnesota, 
with his awe-inspiring family.
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Listing:

Ghostly Reunion
Kingsley Troupe, Thomas and Ivy, Maggie
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631632082
136 pages
paperback
$7.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Haunted States of America Series. 8 - 12 years.

City-boy Robby Warner is up north for a family reunion in Hibbing, Minnesota 
where the only thing thats happening is his large, chaotic family. It isnt long 
before he and his cousins decide to escape the crowd to explore all that the town
has to offer. At an outdated bus museum, strange things start to happen, like 
windows closing on their own. When Robby plays back a video he took at the 
museum, he hears a ghostly voice whisper to him. The ghost is looking for 
something hed lost. Will the ghost find what hes looking for, or will he keep 
searching for eternity?

Thomas Kingsley Troupe has been making up stories ever since he was in short
pants. Raised in Nordeast Minneapolis, he now lives in Woodbury, Minnesota, 
with his awe-inspiring family.
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Listing:

Spirits of the Storm
Kingsley Troupe, Thomas and Ivy, Maggie
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631632129
136 pages
paperback
$7.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Haunted States of America Series. 8 - 12 years.

Sara Leung is prepared for a long, quiet night when she tags along on her moms
overnight inventory shift at a discount store in Galveston, Texas. But isnt long 
before the night turns spooky when Sara spots ghostly children playing in the 
aisles of the store. She hears their laughter in the toy section. They send her 
messages. Sara quickly finds there are children everywhere in the store that 
want her help. But what do they need? And are they stuck in the store forever?

Thomas Kingsley Troupe has been making up stories ever since he was in short
pants. Raised in Nordeast Minneapolis, he now lives in Woodbury, Minnesota, 
with his awe-inspiring family.
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Listing:

Trapped in Room 217
Kingsley Troupe, Thomas and Ivy, Maggie
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781631632167
136 pages
paperback
$7.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2018
Haunted States of America Series. 8 - 12 years.

Jayla Walters isn t sure what to expect when her father s job uproots her and her
brother, Dion, to Estes Park, Colorado. But right away, something doesn t seem 
right with their hotel. Jayla soon discovers that their home for the week, Room 
217 of the Stanley Hotel, is the most haunted place in all of Colorado. Barely 
asleep the first night, Jayla watches a ghostly woman walk toward her bed. And 
the ghost visits her room every night. What does the ghost want? And what 
happens when Jayla and Dion get in her way?

Thomas Kingsley Troupe has been making up stories ever since he was in short
pants. Raised in Nordeast Minneapolis, he now lives in Woodbury, Minnesota, 
with his awe-inspiring family.
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The Jungle Book
Kipling, Rudyard
Oxford University Press .
9780192720023
192 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2007
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Mowgli is found in the jungle by wolves who bring him up as one of their own. 
The jungle is no easy place to live for a man-cub, and Mowgli must learn its 
secrets from Baloo the bear, Bagheera the black panther and Kaa the python. 
But their lessons cannot protect Mowgli from every danger - will he escape from
his kidnap by the Monkey-People?

Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English
short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers
in India and stories for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay 
Presidency of British India, and was taken by his family to England when he was
five years old. Kipling's works of fiction include The Jungle Book (1894), Kim 
(1901), and many short stories, including 'The Man Who Would Be King' (1888).
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Listing:

American Beavers
Klepeis, Alicia Z.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170849
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
American beavers. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a 
special reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report 
writers alike.

From circus science to jellybeans, Alicia Klepeis loves to research fun and out-of-
the-ordinary topics that make nonfiction exciting for readers. Alicia began her 
career at the National Geographic Society in Washington, D.C. Alicia is the 
author of over 130 children’s books, both nonfiction and fiction.
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Love Drugged
Klise, James
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738721750
312 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/8/2010
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Fifteen-year old Jamie Bates will do anything to hide the fact that he’s gay. Could
an experimental new drug that’s supposed to “cure” his attraction to guys be the
answer?

James Klise (Chicago, IL) is a high school librarian and adviser for the student 
literary journal, book club, and the Gay-Straight Alliance. His short stories have 
appeared in many journals, including StoryQuarterly, New Orleans Review, 
Ascent, and Southern Humanities Review.
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Listing:

Little Otter Learns To Swim
Knapp, Artie
Ohio University Press .
9780821423400
32 pages
hardcover
$15.95
Pub Date: 9/17/2018
Illustrated by Guy Hobbs.

A beautifully illustrated picture book showing a baby river otter learning to swim,
dive, and play in her natural habitat.

Artie Knapp is the author of forty works of children’s literature, including books, 
videos, stories, and poems.
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It’s Great to Be a Fan in California
Kortemeier, Todd
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850285
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Sports Nation. 10 - 12 years.

Explores the confluence between sports, history, economics, and geography in 
California. Informative text, athlete bios, vibrant pictures, and engaging 
infographics come together to provide a unique perspective of how sports and 
culture relate in this state.

Todd Kortemeier is a sportswriter, editor and children's book author from 
Minneapolis. He is a contributor to TeamUSA.org on behalf of Red Line Editorial,
Inc.
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The Hero Twins: A Navajo-English Story of the Monster Slayers
Kristofic, Jim
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826355331
52 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 2/15/2015
Illustrations by Nolan Karras James. 6.75 x 10.25. 20 color illustrations. Bilingual.
Ages 9 -12+.

Told in Navajo, the Diné language, and English, this story exists in many 
versions, and all demonstrate the importance of thinking, patience, persistence, 
bravery, and reverence.

Jim Kristofic grew up on the Navajo Reservation in northeastern Arizona and has
worked on and off the “Rez' for more than ten years as a river guide, park ranger,
journalist, ranch hand, and oral historian. Nolan Karras James is an artist, 
songwriter, powwow dancer, guitarist, and former rodeo cowboy from Piñon, 
Arizona. His father is Many Goats Clan (Tł’izi Lání) and his mother is Apache 
(Chíshí).
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Listing:

Finding Earthlike Planets
Kruesi, Liz
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175677
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to find Earthlike planets. Engaging text, vibrant
photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this important 
advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology that 
made it possible.
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Listing:

Voyage to Pluto
Kruesi, Liz
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175721
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to send a spacecraft to Pluto. Engaging text, 
vibrant photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this 
important advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology
that made it possible.
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Listing:

Josie Dances
Lajimodiere, Denise
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681342078
32 pages
hardcover
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
Illustrated by Angela Erdrich.

An Ojibwe girl practices her dance steps, gets help from her family, and is 
inspired by the soaring flight of Migizi, the eagle, as she prepares for her first 
powwow. Angela Erdrich is Louise Erdrich’s sister.

Denise Lajimodiere is a retired associate professor of educational leadership at
North Dakota State University living in a cozy cottage by a lake on the Turtle 
Mountain Reservation. She is a citizen of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa.
Fine artist Angela Erdrich is a pediatrician practicing in the Twin Cities and a 
citizen of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa.
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Amadito and the Hero Children: Amadito y los Ninos Heroes
Lamadrid, Enrique R. and Córdova, Amy
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826349798
60 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 2011
Pasó Por Aquí Series in the Nuevomexicano Literary Heritage. 10 x 8

Recent health scares such as H1N1 influenza have exposed children to 
frightening information that can be difficult to process. This thoughtful bilingual 
book helps them understand the abstract concept of largescale sickness and 
appreciate the role children play in the health of their community.

Enrique R. Lamadrid is a literary folklorist and cultural historian in the University
of New Mexico’s Department of Spanish and Portuguese. In 2005, he was 
awarded the Américo Paredes Prize by the American Folklore Society in 
recognition of his work as a cultural activist. Amy Córdova of Taos, New Mexico,
is an artist, arts educator, and activist, renowned for her highly contextualized 
depictions of Latino cultures. She has illustrated over seventeen children’s books
and has been awarded the prestigious American Library Association Pura Belpré
Award twice, in 2008 and 2010.
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Listing:

Thomas H. Begay and the Navajo Code Talkers
Landry, Alysa
Ohio University Press .
9780821425060
152 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 1/31/2023
Biographies for Young Readers. 54 illustrations

The life story of this World War II Navajo Code Talker introduces middle-grade 
readers to an unforgettable person and offers a close perspective on aspects of
Navajo (or Diné) history and culture.

Alysa Landry teaches English, journalism, and creative writing at the Navajo 
Nation's Diné College. She has written for Navajo Times-Diné bi Naltsoos, Indian
Country Today, the Searchlight New Mexico news organization, and other 
publications. Landry attended Emerson College in Boston, Gratz College in 
Philadelphia, Chatham University in Pittsburgh, and Brigham Young University in
Utah.
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Ballet
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173369
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of ballet. Easy-to-read text, vibrant 
photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Ballroom Dance
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173376
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of ballroom dance. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Listing:

Hip-Hop Dance
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173390
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of hip-hop dance. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Listing:

Irish Dance
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173406
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of Irish dance. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Listing:

Modern Dance
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173420
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of modern dance. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Pugs
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176155
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Pugs. 
Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this an exciting 
read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education.
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Tap Dance
Lanier, Wendy Hinote
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173437
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of tap dance. Easy-to-read text, vibrant
photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Wendy Hinote Lanier is a Texan and a former elementary teacher who writes 
and speaks for children and adults on a variety of topics. She holds a B.S. and 
M.S. in Speech Language Pathology and an M. Ed. in Elementary Education. 
She is the author of more than thirty-five books for children and young people as
well as articles and devotions in various publications.
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Listing:

One Frozen Lake
Larson, Deborah Jo / Johnson, Steve / Fancher, Lou
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873518666
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 11/1/2012
Ages 3 to 7, Grades P to 2

Seven hours pass. Not one fish. Has anyone seen a fish? On the surface, it 
might seem like ice fishing, with its hours in a tiny shack awaiting an elusive 
crappie or pike, would not be a great match for kids. However, as scores of 
grandparents and parents know, this unique northern pastime holds special 
magic for a child. One Frozen Lake tells the story of a grandfather and grandchild
on several ice-fishing adventures.

Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher have collaborated on over thirty books for 
children, including Dr. Seuss’s My Many Colored Days and Garrison Keillor’s 
Cat, You Better Come Home.
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Listing:

Journey to a Promised Land: A Story of the Exodusters
Lassieur, Allison
North Star Editions .
9781631632761
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
I Am America series

Journey to a Promised Land: A Story of the Exodusters by Allison Lassieur, Eric
Freeberg Hattie Jacobs has a secret dream: to go to school to become a 
teacher. But her parents were formerly enslaved and are struggling to survive in
Nashville, Tennessee, after Reconstruction.

Allison Lassieur has more than two dozen nonfiction children's books to her 
credit and has contributed to such magazines as National Geographic World and
Scholastic News. Lassieur lives and works in Eastern Pennsylvania.
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Listing:

Lines We Draw: A Story of Imprisoned Japanese Americans
Lee, Camellia and Freeberg, Eric
North Star Editions .
9781631632808
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
I Am America series

It's August 1941 when Sumiko Adachi starts at a new school in Phoenix, Arizona.
In spite of her first-day jitters, she finds a friendly face in Emi Kuno. But 
everything changes after Japan bombs Pearl Harbor, and the United States 
enters World War II. Suddenly the girls are faced with anti-Japanese sentiment 
from classmates and neighbors.
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Listing:

Zeroboxer
Lee, Fonda
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738743387
360 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 4/8/2015
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Carr Luka is a rising star in the weightless combat sport called zeroboxing. But 
Carr gets involved with a far-reaching criminal scheme, threatening his budding 
relationship with his marketing strategist.

Fonda Lee was born and raised in Canada, spent years as a corporate strategist
for Fortune 500 companies, and is now a writer and black belt martial artist living
in Portland, Oregon.
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Listing:

Amazing Paper Airplanes: The Craft and Science of Flight
Lee, Kyong Hwa
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356642
144 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2016
536 color illustrations. 8 x 10

Featuring thirty-two designs, Amazing Paper Airplanes showcases models 
resembling real-world aircraft, including the F-22 fighter jet, a P-51 World War II
plane, the Convair F-102 Delta Dagger—the first supersonic delta-wing 
interceptor airplane of the US Air Force—and more.

Kyong Hwa Lee holds a doctorate in electrical engineering and has worked for 
more than twenty-five years in the aerospace industry. Lee has designed over 
one hundred unique paper airplanes over the last thirty years. His coauthored 
Paper Airplane Fold-a-Day calendar has been popular worldwide since its first 
publication in 2006.
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Listing:

The Weighty Word Book
Levitt, Paul M. and Burger, Douglas A.
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826345554
96 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 2009
9 x 9

 '[ The Weighty Word Book ] will appeal to kids who want to sound as smart as 
they are. It offers a clever, funny way to introduce new words into the vocabulary.
There's one word for every letter of the alphabet--wait until you see what they do
with dogmatic, juxtapose and zealot.'-- The Gazette (Colorado Springs, 
Colorado)

Paul M. Levitt teaches in the department of English at the University of Colorado,
Boulder. Douglas A. Burger is associate professor of English at the University of
Colorado, Boulder. Elissa S. Guralnick is professor of English, College of Music,
at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Janet Stevens has written, adapted, or 
illustrated numerous award-winning books for children.
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Listing:

Weighty Words, Too
Levitt, Paul M. and Guralnick, Elissa S.
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826345585
96 pages
hardcover
$21.95
Pub Date: 2009
9 x 9

 Burdensome Katzenjammer Mystify Wondrous Zany These are five of the 
twenty-six words, one for each letter of the alphabet, that appear in Weighty 
Words, Too . As with the earlier Weighty Word Book , the stories, often fanciful, 
help young readers build their vocabularies.

Paul M. Levitt teaches in the department of English at the University of Colorado,
Boulder. Elissa S. Guralnick is professor of English, College of Music, at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder. Douglas A. Burger is associate professor of 
English at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Katherine Karcz, the illustrator, 
received a BFA from the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, and an MA in 
art education from Montclair State University in Montclair, New Jersey.
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North Star

Listing:

Giants
Lewis, Mark L.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390108
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of giants, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.
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North Star

Listing:

Gnomes
Lewis, Mark L.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637390115
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Fairy Tale Creatures Series

This book introduces readers to tales of gnomes, from ancient myths to modern 
stories.
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Listing:

Little Machinery: A Critical Facsimile Edition
Liddell, Mary
Wayne State University Press .
9780814332665
120 pages
paperback
$24.95
Pub Date: 05/08/09
Landscapes of Childhood Series. Edited by Nathalie op de Beeck. 8.125 x 9.375.
68 illustrations

An updated edition that situates a landmark 1920s children’s picture book in its 
historical and social context.

Nathalie op de Beeck is associate professor of English at Illinois State University.
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Listing:

Children in the Civil Rights Era
Llanas, Sheila
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179743
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Children in History. 9 - 12 years.

Presents true accounts of children who lived during the Civil Rights Era. Personal
narratives, informative infographics, and historical photos make this title a 
compelling and thought-provoking read for young history lovers.

Sheila Griffin Llanas is a writer of library-bound informational books for children 
and teens. She edited her college literary review and received a BA in literature, 
then an MFA in poetry at the University of Iowa.
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Listing:

Snakes: Wild Reads
Llewellyn, Claire
Oxford University Press .
9780199119325
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This fantastic book about snakes covers a wide range of topics. From the 
emerald tree boa to the orange sand viper, find out how snakes hunt, eat and 
survive.

Claire Llewellyn lives in Hertford and is an established non-fiction author for 
children.
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Listing:

Manu, the Boy Who Loved Birds
Loebel-Fried, Caren
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824882723
48 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date: 5/1/2020
9 x 11, full-color illustrations. Latitude 20

After a surprise family visit to Hawai‘i Island, Manu finally understands the 
meaning of his name and how he can help the native birds of Hawai‘i.

Caren Loebel-Fried is an award-winning author and artist from Volcano, Hawai‘i.
Plants, birds, conservation, and the natural world are the foundations for her 
work. Caren has created seven storybooks to date, including Hawaiian Legends
of the Guardian Spirits and Hawaiian Legends of Dreams, all made with the 
ancient art of block printing, taught to her by her mother. Caren’s books have 
been recipients of the American Folklore Society’s Aesop Prize for Children’s 
Folklore and the Hawai‘i Book Publishers Association’s Ka Palapala Po‘okela 
Awards.
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Distro:
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Listing:

The Call of the Wild
London, Jack
Oxford University Press .
9780192728012
128 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 4/2/2009
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Stolen from his life of luxury, Buck finds himself in the frozen Yukon Territory as
part of a team of sled dogs. Half-starved and cruelly treated, Buck must endure 
hardship beyond anything he's experienced before. And through it all, he hears 
the call of wild beckoning him - playing on his most primitive animal instincts.

John Griffith 'Jack' London (born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876 – 
November 22, 1916) was an American author, journalist, and social activist. He
was a pioneer in the then-burgeoning world of commercial magazine fiction and
was one of the first fiction writers to obtain worldwide celebrity and a large 
fortune from his fiction alone. Some of his most famous works include The Call of
the Wild and White Fang, both set in the Klondike Gold Rush, as well as the 
short stories 'To Build a Fire', 'An Odyssey of the North', and 'Love of Life'. He 
also wrote of the South Pacific in such stories as 'The Pearls of Parlay' and 'The
Heathen', and of the San Francisco Bay area in The Sea Wolf.Discount:
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Alligators
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942420
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to alligators, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Bats
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934265
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of bats.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Bullfrogs
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934272
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of bullfrogs.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Butterflies
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934289
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of butterflies.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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Listing:

Crocodiles
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942437
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to crocodiles, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Ecosystem Architects
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644943267
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

Some animals burrow into the ground, letting air and water reach plants’ roots. 
Others build nests in which to raise young. When they’re grown, other animals 
can reuse the nest. Ecosystem Architects: Animals Building Incredible Structures
looks at how animal builders make the world a better place, as well as the threats
they face and how people can protect them.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Giant Pandas
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942451
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to giant pandas, covering their habitat, their physical
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Great White Sharks
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942482
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to great white sharks, covering their habitat, their 
physical characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Military Animals
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644940563
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Inside the Military

This title provides readers with a fascinating look at military animals. Vivid 
photographs and easy-to-read text aid comprehension for readers. Features 
include a table of contents, two infographics, fun facts, a sidebar, Making 
Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book give 
readers access to book-specific resources to further their learning.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Opossums
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934296
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of opossums.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Pollinators
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644943274
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Team Earth. Ages 9 to 11

Many animals move pollen from one flower to another. This helps flowers make 
seeds to grow new plants. Pollinators: Animals Helping Plants Thrive looks at 
how pollinators make the world a better place, as well as the threats they face 
and how people can protect them.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Raccoons
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934302
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of raccoons.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Red Pandas
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942512
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to red pandas, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Robins
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934319
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of robins.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Sacagawea
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644940433
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Amazing Young People

Introduces readers to the life and legacy of Sacagawea. Vivid photographs and 
easy-to-read text give early readers an engaging and age-appropriate look at her
role in the Lewis and Clark Expedition.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Saving American Crocodiles
London, Martha
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934609
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of American crocodiles in their habitats, how humans 
have threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them.
Clear text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible
and engaging read.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Saving Caribou
London, Martha
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934616
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of caribou in their habitats, how humans have 
threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them. Clear
text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible and 
engaging read.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Saving Green Sea Turtles
London, Martha
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934623
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of green sea turtles in their habitats, how humans 
have threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them.
Clear text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible
and engaging read.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Saving Jaguars
London, Martha
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644934630
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Saving Animals.

This title explores the role of jaguars in their habitats, how humans have 
threatened the animal's existence, and efforts being taken to protect them. Clear
text, vibrant photos, and helpful infographics make this book an accessible and 
engaging read.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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North Star

Listing:

Spiders
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934326
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of spiders.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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Listing:

Squirrels
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644934333
24 pages
Trade paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Neighborhood Safari Series

This title describes the habitat, life cycle, and adaptations of squirrels.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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Listing:

Zebras
London, Martha
North Star Editions .
9781644942536
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Wild About Animals

This title introduces readers to zebras, covering their habitat, their physical 
characteristics, and threats to the species. This title features informative 
sidebars, detailed infographics, vivid photos, and a glossary.

Martha London lives in Minnesota. She is a writer and educator. When Martha 
isn't writing, you can find her hiking in the woods.
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Listing:

Animals Count in Grand Canyon National Park
Love, Donna
University of Arizona Press . Grand Canyon Association
9781934656051
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/1/2009

Grand Canyon is one of the prettiest places on earth, but deep inside its rocky 
walls and shaded beneath its towering rim forests, animals count the park as 
home, too. Animals Count in Grand Canyon National Park is a picture book for 
children ages 3 to 6 that features the many animals of Grand Canyon helping the
young reader count to ten.
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Listing:

Children in Japanese American Confinement Camps
MacCarald, Clara
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179767
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Children in History. 9 - 12 years.

Presents true accounts of children forced to live in Japanese American 
confinement camps. Personal narratives, informative infographics, and historical
photos make this title a compelling and thought-provoking read for young history
lovers.

Clara MacCarald is a freelance writer with a master’s degree in ecology and 
natural resources who writes nonfiction books for the educational market
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Listing:

Getting Smelly to Survive
MacCarald, Clara
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947678
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

Odors can tell other animals to stay away or to come close. Getting Smelly to 
Survive covers how animals use smells to defend against predators, mark their 
territories, and attract mates.

Clara MacCarald is a freelance writer with a master’s degree in ecology and 
natural resources who writes nonfiction books for the educational market. Her 
recent titles include The Standing Rock Sioux Challenge the Dakota Access 
Pipeline, How Do Wildlife Crossings Save Animals?, and Bringing Back Our 
Deserts. Clara is the co-leader of the Ithaca SCBWI Shop Talk and a member of
the National Association of Science Writers.
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Listing:

Hunting to Survive
MacCarald, Clara
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947692
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

Many animals need to hunt other animals in order to eat. Hunting to Survive 
covers how animals wait for or seek out prey, as well as the different body parts 
that help them hunt.

Clara MacCarald is a freelance writer with a master’s degree in ecology and 
natural resources who writes nonfiction books for the educational market. Her 
recent titles include The Standing Rock Sioux Challenge the Dakota Access 
Pipeline, How Do Wildlife Crossings Save Animals?, and Bringing Back Our 
Deserts. Clara is the co-leader of the Ithaca SCBWI Shop Talk and a member of
the National Association of Science Writers.
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Distro:

Listing:

Migrating to Survive
MacCarald, Clara
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947708
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

Animals migrate for many reasons, including to find food and avoid extreme 
temperatures. Migrating to Survive covers how and why a variety of animals 
migrate by land, air, and sky.

Clara MacCarald is a freelance writer with a master’s degree in ecology and 
natural resources who writes nonfiction books for the educational market. Her 
recent titles include The Standing Rock Sioux Challenge the Dakota Access 
Pipeline, How Do Wildlife Crossings Save Animals?, and Bringing Back Our 
Deserts. Clara is the co-leader of the Ithaca SCBWI Shop Talk and a member of
the National Association of Science Writers.
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Listing:

Lois Lenski: Storycatcher
Malone, Bobbie
University of Oklahoma Press .
9780806165608
336 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 1/16/2020
36 b&w illus.

Takes us into Lenski’s own world to tell the story of how a girl from a small Ohio 
town became a beloved literary icon.

Bobbie Malone is the author of Rabbi Max Heller: Reformer, Zionist, and 
Southerner and coauthor of Nashville's Songwriting Sweethearts: The Boudleau
and Felice Bryant Story.
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Listing:

Rats: Wild Reads
Mark, Jan
Oxford University Press .
9780199119301
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This fantastic book about rats covers a wide range of topics. Find out about 
traveling rats and rats that live in trees; or read the story of Alex's pet rat, Ratty.

Jan Mark is a prestigious children's author and has been writing children's books
for over 30 years.
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Listing:

Comets
Mattern, Joanne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637392973
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at comets. The book
also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special feature, 
quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This Focus 
Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3 and 
interest levels of grades 3-5.

Joanne Mattern has been involved in the children’s book industry since she 
graduated from college in 1985. After working as an editor at two major 
publishers, she became a full-time freelancer in 1996 and never looked back.
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Listing:

The Moon
Mattern, Joanne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637392980
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at the moon. The 
book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special 
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Joanne Mattern has been involved in the children’s book industry since she 
graduated from college in 1985. After working as an editor at two major 
publishers, she became a full-time freelancer in 1996 and never looked back.
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Listing:

Dinosaurs: Wild Reads
May, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780199119271
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This marvelous book about dinosaurs covers a wide range of topics, from a day 
in the life of a brachiosaurus 200 million years ago to the dinosaur detectives 
who are making new and exciting discoveries about dinosaurs today.

Paul May was born in London and now lives in Norfolk with his partner, Elli, and 
their two children. He has been a teacher for the last 12 years, and currently 
teaches children with learning difficulties in a large Lowestoft primary school. His
first novel for children has just been published ("Troublemakers", Corgi Yearling)
and there are two more in the pipeline, "Cat Patrol" and "Defenders".
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Listing:

Elephants: Wild Reads
May, Paul
Oxford University Press .
9780199119288
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This marvelous book about elephants covers a wide range of topics. Chapter 1 
tells the heart rending story of a family of elephants from the baby elephant 
protected by its mother to the grandmother elephant who is coming to the end of
her life.

Paul May was born in London and now lives in Norfolk with his partner, Elli, and 
their two children. He has been a teacher for the last 12 years, and currently 
teaches children with learning difficulties in a large Lowestoft primary school. His
first novel for children has just been published ("Troublemakers", Corgi Yearling)
and there are two more in the pipeline, "Cat Patrol" and "Defenders".
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Listing:

We Need Plankton
McClanahan, Ben
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853705
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Plankton by Ben McClanahan Introduces readers to the roles of 
plankton in aquatic ecosystems as well as threats to plankton populations and 
conservation efforts. Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's 
Amazing!" feature make this book an engaging exploration of the importance of 
plankton.
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Epicenter

Listing:

Cedar Plank Mask
McNutt, Nan
Epicenter Press . Epicenter Press
9781941890165
34 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 6/11/2019
6 x 9.

The Cedar Plank Maskis the third book in a four part series, preceded by The 
Bentwood Box and The Buttion Blanket. This book is designed for students of 
3rd through 6th greade. The art style represented in this book is called 
Westcoast style by the people who live on the western most tip of Washington 
and west coast of Vancouver Isalnd.

Nan McNutt, an American of British ancestry, grew up on the island of Pohnpei in
Micronesia. Her introduction to Native American people and culture was at the 
University of Washington, where she received her Masters in Education (1979).
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Listing:

The Bentwood Box
McNutt, Nan
Epicenter Press . North West Corner Books
9781941890349
34 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 3/12/2019
9 x 6.

The Bentwood Box is an activity book for kids from ages 9-12, including teaching
guides. It tells the story of how Indians from the Northwest Coast made boxes 
out of bent wooden planks. Introduces activities that provide information about 
the crafts and ways of life of these people.

Nan McNutt, an American of British ancestry, grew up on the island of Pohnpei in
Micronesia. Her introduction to Native American people and culture was at the 
University of Washington, where she received her Masters in Education (1979).
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Listing:

The Button Blanket
McNutt, Nan
Epicenter Press . Epicenter Press
9781941890325
42 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/16/2019
9 x 6.

An activity book for kids ages 9-12, includes teaching guide. It tells the story of a
Kwakiutl girl making her first ceremonial button blanket. Introduces activities that
provide information about the crafts and way of life of the Indians living along the
Northwest Coast of the United States and Canada.

Nan McNutt, an American of British ancestry, grew up on the island of Pohnpei in
Micronesia. Her introduction to Native American people and culture was at the 
University of Washington, where she received her Masters in Education (1979).
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Listing:

Cheetahs
Meinking, Mary
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173253
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of 
cheetahs. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Mary Meinking is a graphic designer by day and writes and illustrates books for 
children at night. Her articles have been published in a dozen different children's
magazines. She lives in Iowa with her family.
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Listing:

Lions
Meinking, Mary
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173314
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of 
lions. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special reading 
feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Mary Meinking is a graphic designer by day and writes and illustrates books for 
children at night. Her articles have been published in a dozen different children's
magazines. She lives in Iowa with her family.
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Listing:

Condor: Spirit of the Canyon
Mesta, Robert
University of Arizona Press . Grand Canyon Association
9780938216971
32 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2007
Illustrated by Lawrence Ormsby.

In this endearing children's tale, a grandfather teaches his grandson the way of 
Condor, North America's largest flying bird and a rare resident of the American 
Southwest.

Robert Mesta is an ornithologist and a member of the Yaqui Tribe of southern 
Arizona.
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Listing:

California’s Redwood Forest
Mihaly, Christy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175844
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Natural Wonders of the World. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explore the past, present, and future of California's Redwood Forest. Beautiful 
photos, fact-filled text, and engaging infographics help readers learn all about 
this natural wonder and how to protect it long into the future.

Christy Mihaly writes children’s books, articles, stories, essays, and poems. She
practiced law for more than 20 years, and is particularly drawn to writing 
nonfiction.
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North Star

Listing:

Elephants
Mihaly, Christy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173260
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Animals of Africa. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
elephants. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Christy Mihaly writes children’s books, articles, stories, essays, and poems. She
practiced law for more than 20 years, and is particularly drawn to writing 
nonfiction.
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Listing:

Moose
Mihaly, Christy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170917
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
moose. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Christy Mihaly writes children’s books, articles, stories, essays, and poems. She
practiced law for more than 20 years, and is particularly drawn to writing 
nonfiction.
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Listing:

Hungry Johnny
Minnema, Cheryl and Ballinger, Wesley
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873519267
32 pages
hardcover
$17.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2014
Ages 3 to 8

 'I like to eat, eat, eat,' choruses young Johnny as he watches Grandma at work 
in the kitchen. Wild rice, fried potatoes, fruit salad, frosted sweet rolls-what a 
feast! Johnny can hardly contain his excitement. In no time, he'll be digging in 
with everyone else, filling his belly with all this good food. But wait. First there is 
the long drive to the community center.

Writer and beadwork artist Cheryl Kay Minnema is a member of the Mille Lacs 
Band of Ojibwe. Artist Wesley Ballinger, also a member of the Mille Lacs Band, 
works for the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission.
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Listing:

Ojibwe Shoulder Bag Kit
Minnesota Historical Society and Mille Lacs Indian Museum
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873518253
24 pages
Multiple Copy Pack
$18.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2013
Ages 6 to 12, Grades 1 to 6

Celebrate the culture of the Ojibwe people while decorating your own shoulder 
bag. In Ojibwe culture, the bandolier bag is an elaborately beaded shoulder bag
historically used to carry tobacco or personal items. Today, these bags are often
displayed at public events such as dances and powwows.
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Distro:
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Listing:

Anne of Avonlea
Montgomery, L. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780192763594
336 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 4/22/2011
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

The sequel to the classic Anne of Green Gables, this engaging story tells of the 
next chapter in Anne's life as she grows up and becomes the teacher at Avonlea
School. She is determined to inspire her pupils and this can sometimes involve 
some unusual teaching methods! Indeed, despite her new-found responsibility, 
she still manages to get into a number of scrapes--as only Anne can!

Lucy Maud Montgomery OBE (November 30, 1874 – April 24, 1942), publicly 
known as L. M. Montgomery, was a Canadian author best known for a series of 
novels beginning in 1908 with Anne of Green Gables. Anne of Green Gables was
an immediate success.
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Montgomery, L M.jpg

Distro:

OUP

Listing:

Anne of Green Gables
Montgomery, L. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780192720009
384 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2007
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Anne Shirley, a young orphan girl is mistakenly sent to Matthew and Marilla 
Cuthbert, a middle-aged brother and sister who have a farm on Prince Edward 
Island. Although they had intended to adopt a boy to help them tend to the farm, 
they keep her on. As Anne makes her way with the Cuthberts, in school and 
within the town, she brings unexpected happiness and joy through good times 
and bad.

Lucy Maud Montgomery OBE (November 30, 1874 – April 24, 1942), publicly 
known as L. M. Montgomery, was a Canadian author best known for a series of 
novels beginning in 1908 with Anne of Green Gables. Anne of Green Gables was
an immediate success.
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pub terms
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Distro:

HFS

Listing:

Can a Coal Scuttle Fly?
Murphy, Camay Calloway
Maryland Center for History and Culture .
9780938420552
32 pages
hardcover
$16
Pub Date: 6/1/1996
8 x 11. Illustrated by Tom Miller.

In this extraordinarily bold and colorful new picture book, a young boy discovers
he can make art from an old coal scuttle, and, with the encouragement of family
and friends, grows up to be an artist!

Camay Calloway Murphy (born January 15, 1927) is a retired American 
educator. The daughter of Jazz bandleader and singer Cab Calloway, Murphy 
was one of the first African-Americans to teach in white schools in Virginia. As an
educator, Murphy emphasized music and multiculturalism. She founded the Cab
Calloway Jazz Institute and Museum at Coppin State University. She was also 
the chairman of Baltimore's Eubie Blake National Jazz Institute and Cultural 
Center and commissioner of Baltimore City Public Schools' Board of Education.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

African Pygmy Hedgehog
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943007
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of hedgehog. Readers will
learn more about the African Pygmy hedgehog’s size, where it lives, what it likes
to eat, and even compare it to regular-sized hedgehog species. Complete with 
adorable and colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to 
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
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no author image.jpg

Distro:

Listing:

Alligator Snapping Turtles
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947593
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
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no author image.jpg

Distro:

Listing:

Burrowing Owls
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947609
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
1=46% and free freight ($30 net or more). 
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no author image.jpg

Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Burrows
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941188
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Caves
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941195
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!

Discount:

46%
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pub terms
1=46% and free freight ($30 net or more). 
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Dens
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941201
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!

Discount:

46%
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pub terms
1=46% and free freight ($30 net or more). 
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Dwarf Caiman
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943014
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of caiman. Readers will 
learn more about the dwarf caiman’s size, where it lives, what it likes to eat, and
even compare it to regular-sized alligator species. Complete with adorable and 
colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to Common Core 
Standards and correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Fennec Fox
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943021
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of fox. Readers will learn
more about the fennec fox’s size, where it lives, what it likes to eat, and even 
compare it to regular-sized hedgehog species. Complete with adorable and 
colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to Common Core 
Standards and correlated to state standards.
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Distro:

Listing:

Foureye Butterflyfish
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947616
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Leaf Chameleon
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943045
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of chameleon. Readers will
learn more about the leaf chameleon’s size, where it lives, what it likes to eat, 
and even compare it to regular-sized chameleon species. Complete with 
adorable and colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to 
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Little Penguin
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943038
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of penguin. Readers will 
learn more about the little penguin’s size, where it lives, what it likes to eat, and 
even compare it to regular-sized penguin species. Complete with adorable and 
colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to Common Core 
Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Junior is an imprint of 
Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Nests
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941218
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!

Discount:
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pub terms
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Distro:

Listing:

Opossums
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947623
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
1=46% and free freight ($30 net or more). 
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Pygmy Marmoset
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644943052
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Mini Animals. Ages 5 to 6

This title looks at one of the tiniest and cutest species of monkey. Readers will 
learn more about the Pygmy marmoset’s size, where it lives, what it likes to eat,
and even compare it to regular-sized monkey species. Complete with adorable 
and colorful photographs that support the simple text. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards.
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Distro:

Listing:

Silver Argiope Spiders
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947630
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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pub terms
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9781644947647.jpg
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Distro:

Listing:

Spicebush Swallowtail Caterpillars
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions . Dash!
9781644947647
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Pranksters

From nervous opossums playing dead to hungry alligator turtles luring fish with 
their worm-like tongues, animals have evolved in the ways they act and look to 
survive. This series looks at six unique animals and the clever ways they have 
adapted. This series is at a Level 2 and is written specifically for emerging 
readers. Aligned to the Common Core standards & correlated to state standards.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Trees
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941225
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!

Discount:
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North Star

Listing:

Webs
Murray, Julie
North Star Editions .
9781644941232
24 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2019
Animal Homes

Where does a fox raise its young? Where does a bird lay its eggs? Readers will 
learn what animals live in burrows, trees, dens and more!

Discount:

46%
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pub terms
1=46% and free freight ($30 net or more). 
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Aretha Franklin
Murray, Tamika M.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393154
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and legacy of Aretha Franklin,
a Black singer and Queen of Soul whose artistic and cultural contributions 
expanded and illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes
a table of contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, 
informative sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an 
index.

Tamika M. Murray is a Marvel Cinematic Universe and Harry Potter fan who 
helps people remotely and in the field. She holds a BA in English Literature, but 
she also has a BS in Social Work. Her writing focuses on entertaining and 
educating readers. Tamika's even an award-winning author of nonfiction books, 
currently writing manuscripts for library and school market publishers. She 
resides in southern New Jersey with her boyfriend and three rambunctious 
kitties.Discount:
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Distro:

UHP

Listing:

Buying Mittens
Nankichi, Niimi
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824821296
32 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Kuroi Ken and Translated by Judith C. HuffmanTranslated by Judith
Huffman. 4 - 8 years.

Buying Mittens is a story that has charmed Japanese children for generations. 
Enchanting illustrations illuminate this gentle tale of a mother's tenderness and a
child's new discoveries.

Nankichi Niimi (July 30, 1913–March 22, 1943) was a Japanese author, 
sometimes known as the Hans Christian Andersen of Japan. Niimi was born in 
Yanabe, in the city of Handa, Aichi prefecture, on July 30, 1913. He lost his 
mother when he was four years old. His literary skill was noticeable at an early 
age.
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Listing:

Artsy: Fun with Southeast Asian Art
National Gallery of Art Singapore
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789811128035
48 pages
paperback
$15.95
Pub Date: 2017
8.25 × 11.7

Inspired by artworks from Singapore’s National Collection, this fun activity book 
encourages young curious minds to observe and explore the world around them.
Artsy: Fun with Southeast Asian Art introduces children to simple visual elements
like line, shape and color while stimulating creative expression. Recommended 
for children aged 4 to 7.
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Penn State

Listing:

When I Grow Up I Want to Paint Like Liu Kang
National Gallery of Art Singapore
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789810879976
36 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 2011
Little Artists. 9.5 × 11

This book introduces the world of Singapore artist Liu Kang to children through 
fun and engaging ideas and activities. The influence of cultural heritage and art 
from Europe and Asia is found everywhere in Liu Kang’s colourful and lively 
paintings. Making pop-up pictures and creating one’s very own Balinese 
headdress provide play-based opportunities to learn about different cultures.
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

Was the Cat in the Hat Black? the Hidden Racism of Children's Literature, and 
the Need for Diverse Books
Nel, Philip
Oxford University Press .
9780190932879
288 pages
paperback
$21.95
Pub Date: 3/29/2019
40 black-and-white illustrations

Gives those who teach, create, edit, or agent children's books potential tools to 
uproot systemic racism. Explores how children's literature obscures its racialized
origins. Examines the common marketing practice of "whitewashing" and the 
growing resistance to it.

Philip Nel is University Distinguished Professor of English at Kansas State 
University. His many books include Crockett Johnson and Ruth Krauss: How an
Unlikely Couple Found Love, Dodged the FBI, and Transformed Children's 
Literature (UP Mississippi, 2012), Tales for Little Rebels: A Collection of Radical
Children's Literature (NYU Press, 2008, co-edited with Julia Mickenberg), The 
Annotated Cat: Under the Hats of Seuss and His Cats (Random House, 2007), 
and Dr. Seuss: American Icon (Continuum, 2004).
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

The Best of Shakespeare: Retellings of 10 Classic Plays
Nesbit, E. and Opie, Iona
Oxford University Press .
9780195132137
112 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 5/13/1999
The Iona and Peter Opie Library of Children's Literature. Ages 10 and Up, 
Grades 5 and Up

E. Nesbit, the classic British children's author, shakes off the burdensome 
complexity of Shakespeare's language and tells the stories at the core of the 
plays with a generous sprinkle of wit and humor.

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of
E. Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She
was also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist 
organisation later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Listing:

The Railway Children
Nesbit, E.
Oxford University Press . Children's Books
9780192744456
320 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 7/19/2017
Oxford Children's Classics

The original and unabridged story of The Railway Children in a beautiful new 
edition. Family! Friendship! Adventure! Mystery! Roberta, Peter, and Phyllis have
their lives turned upside down when their father mysteriously has to go away. 
The railway becomes the centre of their new life, but little do they know what 
wonders and changes it will bring to them - maybe even the answer to Father's 
disappearance .

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of
E. Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She
was also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist 
organisation later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Listing:

Five Children and It
Nesbit, Edith
Oxford University Press .
9780192733436
208 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/10/2013
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Like Nesbit's Railway Children, the story begins when a group of children move 
from London to the countryside of Kent. While playing in a gravel pit the five 
children - Robert, Anthea, Cyril, Jane and their baby brother, known as the Lamb
- uncover a rather grumpy, ugly and occasionally malevolent Psammead or 
sand-fairy, who has the ability to grant wishes.

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of
E. Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She
was also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist 
organisation later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

The Railway Children
Nesbit, Edith
Oxford University Press .
9780192758194
240 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2012
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When their father goes away unexpectedly, Roberta, Peter and Phyllis have to 
move with their mother from their London home to a cottage in the countryside. 
At the local station the children make friends with the porter, Perks, and spend 
their time waving to the passengers on the trains. But although they have many 
adventures on the railway, one question still remains . . . is their father ever 
coming back?

Edith Nesbit (married name Edith Bland; 15 August 1858 – 4 May 1924) was an
English author and poet; she published her books for children under the name of
E. Nesbit. She wrote or collaborated on over 60 books of fiction for children. She
was also a political activist and co-founded the Fabian Society, a socialist 
organisation later affiliated to the Labour Party.
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Listing:

Dogs: Wild Reads: Wild Reads
Newman, Marjorie
Oxford University Press .
9780199119714
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This marvelous book about dogs covers a wide range of topics, covering different
breeds of dogs, their relationship with humans throughout history and how to 
train your dog.

Marjorie Newman is a well-respected OUP author.
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Listing:

Sisters in Blue / Hermanas de azul: Sor María de Ágreda Comes to New Mexico/
Sor María de Ágreda viene a Nuevo México
Nogar, Anna M. and Lamadrid, Enrique R.
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826358219
88 pages
hardcover
$19.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2017
Illustrations by Amy Córdova. Querencias Series. 16 color plates. 10 x 8.5

Sisters in Blue tells the story of two young women—one Spanish, one Puebloan
—meeting across space and time.

Anna M. Nogar is an associate professor of Spanish at the University of New 
Mexico. She is the coeditor of A History of Mexican Literature and Colonial 
Itineraries of Contemporary Mexico: Literary and Cultural Inquiries.
Enrique R. Lamadrid is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Spanish at the 
University of New Mexico. Winner of numerous teaching and writing awards, he 
is the author of many books for a wide variety of audiences. His most recent 
book for young readers is Amadito and the Hero Children / Amadito y los Niños
Heroes.
Amy Córdova is an artist, author, educator, and two-time ALA Pura Belpré 
Honors Award winner for children’s book illustration. She lives in La Cíenega, 
New Mexico.
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Listing:

American Alligators
Omoth, Tyler
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170832
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
American alligators. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a 
special reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report 
writers alike.

Tyler Omoth grew up on a farm in Southeast Minnesota but now lives in sunny 
Tampa, FL with his wife Mary and two adventurous twin toddlers. He writes 
everything from books to blogs and loves every second of it. If he's not at his 
desk writing, he's probably outside somewhere soaking up the sunshine.
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Listing:

American Bison
Omoth, Tyler
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170856
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
American bison. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a 
special reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report 
writers alike.

Tyler Omoth grew up on a farm in Southeast Minnesota but now lives in sunny 
Tampa, FL with his wife Mary and two adventurous twin toddlers. He writes 
everything from books to blogs and loves every second of it. If he's not at his 
desk writing, he's probably outside somewhere soaking up the sunshine.
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North Star

Listing:

American Black Bears
Omoth, Tyler
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170863
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
American black bears. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a
special reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report 
writers alike.

Tyler Omoth grew up on a farm in Southeast Minnesota but now lives in sunny 
Tampa, FL with his wife Mary and two adventurous twin toddlers. He writes 
everything from books to blogs and loves every second of it. If he's not at his 
desk writing, he's probably outside somewhere soaking up the sunshine.
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North Star

Listing:

Bald Eagles
Omoth, Tyler
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170870
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Animals of North America. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the life, diet, habitat, behavior, and physical description of
bald eagles. Colorful spreads, fun facts, diagrams, a range map, and a special 
reading feature make this an exciting read for animal lovers and report writers 
alike.

Tyler Omoth grew up on a farm in Southeast Minnesota but now lives in sunny 
Tampa, FL with his wife Mary and two adventurous twin toddlers. He writes 
everything from books to blogs and loves every second of it. If he's not at his 
desk writing, he's probably outside somewhere soaking up the sunshine.
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Listing:

The Firebug of Balrog County
Oppegaard, David
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738745435
312 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 9/8/2015
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

While his family is haunted by his mother’s recent death, Mack Druneswald looks
for something to burn. When he encounters Katrina, Mack sets out on a path of 
pyromania the likes of which sleepy Balrog County has never seen.

David Oppegaard is the author of the Bram Stoker nominated The Suicide 
Collectors, And the Hills Opened Up, The Ragged Mountains, and Wormwood, 
Nevada.
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KSUP

Listing:

The Inklings Coloring Book
Owen, James A. (illustrator)
Kent State University Press .
9781606352984
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: April 2016
Illustrated by James A. Owen. 8½ x 11. illustrations

Creatively color the world of Oxford’s Inklings.

James A. Owen is an American comic book illustrator, publisher and writer. He is
known for his creator-owned comic book series Starchild and as the author of 
The Chronicles of the Imaginarium Geographica novel series, that began with 
Here, There Be Dragons in 2006.
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Listing:

Oxford Illustrated Children's Dictionary Flexi 2010
Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press .
9780199119936
288 pages
paperback
$18.95
Pub Date: 7/22/2010
Ages  8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Here is a new, easy-to-use, comprehensive dictionary with over a thousand full-
color illustrations, and 20,000 entries. The Oxford Children's Dictionary boasts a
number of features that make it an ideal reference work for young children.
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Listing:

Good Path: Ojibwe Learning and Activity Book for Kids
Peacock,  Thomas and Wisuri, Marlene
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873517836
128 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 12/15/2009
Ages 9 to 14, Grades 5 to 9

Kids of all cultures journey through time with the Ojibwe people as their guide to 
the Good Path and its universal lessons of courage, cooperation, and honor.

Marlene Wisuri’s photographs have been exhibited regionally and nationally.
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Listing:

Four Hills of Life: Ojibwe Wisdom
Peacock, Thomas and Wisuri, Marlene
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873518284
128 pages
paperback
$19.95
Pub Date: 3/1/2011
Ages 9 to 14, Grades 5 to 9

The Four Hills of Life tells the wise and beautiful Ojibwe story about the path we
walk through the seasons of life, from the springtime of youth through the winter
of old age.

Marlene Wisuri’sphotographs have been exhibited regionally and nationally.
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Listing:

The Forever Sky
Peacock, Thomas
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681340982
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 4/1/2019
Illustrated by Annette S. Lee. Ages 3–7. 10 X 10, Fully Illustrated, Glossary

Children's book - Brothers look to the stars and spin stories, some inspired by 
Uncle, some of their own making. The best one involves their grandmother and 
her place in the forever sky.

Thomas Peacock (Fond du Lac Band, Lake Superior Chippewa) is a coauthor of
The Four Hills of Life and The Good Path. Annette S. Lee is a professor of 
astronomy and a professional visual artist. Her communities are Ojibwe and 
D/Lakota, and she is the director of Native Skywatchers.
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North Star

Listing:

Bulldogs
Pearson, Marie
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176117
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Bulldogs.
Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this an exciting 
read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Marie Pearson is an author and editor of books for young readers. Her first dog 
was an Australian shepherd who thought he could herd cats. She currently trains
and competes with her standard poodle in multiple dog sports.
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North Star

Listing:

Yorkshire Terriers
Pearson, Marie
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635176179
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
That’s My Dog. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces readers to the history, behavior, and physical description of Yorkshire
Terriers. Colorful spreads, fun facts, and a special reading feature make this an 
exciting read for animal lovers and report writers alike.

Marie Pearson is an author and editor of books for young readers. Her first dog 
was an Australian shepherd who thought he could herd cats. She currently trains
and competes with her standard poodle in multiple dog sports.
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Listing:

Sadie Braves the Wilderness
Pearson, Yvonne and Ritz, Karen
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681340388
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2017
Ages 3 to 7

Sadie has a lot to learn about camping, hiking, and canoeing, but a family 
adventure leads her to appreciate the wonders of the Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area Wilderness.

Yvonne Pearson is the author of six nonfiction books for grades two to seven and
the recipient of a Minnesota State Arts Board Grant. Karen Ritz has illustrated 
picture books and chapter books on the subjects of animals, families, and 
dramatic events in history. Her work has earned accolades from the National 
Council for the Social Studies, the Junior Library Guild, the Society of Illustrators,
and the Minnesota Book Awards. She lives in St. Paul.
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North Star

Listing:

The Genius Kid's Guide to Sharks
Pembroke, Ethan
North Star Editions . North Star Kids
9781952455032
192 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 10/4/2022
Genius Kid’s Guide

This guide highlights more than 25 different types of sharks, detailing what each
species looks like, where it lives, and what it eats. Readers also learn about 
shark life cycles and where or why shark attacks can happen. Packed with eye-
catching photos, helpful diagrams, impressive stats, and interesting trivia, this 
book has everything readers want to know about these thrilling underwater 
creatures--plus plenty of info they can use to impress their friends.

Ethan Pembroke lives and plays in Alaska. When he’s not fishing with his kids, 
Pembroke likes to read anything he can get his hands on.
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Distro:

Listing:

Fleeing to Survive
Perdew, Laura
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947661
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

Speed is key to escaping predators. Fleeing to Survive covers how a variety of 
animals flee, whether it's on land or in the air or water.

Laura Perdew is the author both fiction and nonfiction for kids, as well as KIDS 
ON THE MOVE! COLORADO, a guidebook for parents traveling through the 
state with kids. She is a middle school teacher turned author, living in Boulder, 
Colorado with her husband and twin boys.
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Distro:

Listing:

Working Together to Survive
Perdew, Laura
North Star Editions . Kids Core
9781644947715
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Animal Survival

Cooperation can be key to survival. Working Together to Survive covers how 
animals work with other animals, and even other species, to get food, stay safe,
and thrive.

Laura Perdew is the author both fiction and nonfiction for kids, as well as KIDS 
ON THE MOVE! COLORADO, a guidebook for parents traveling through the 
state with kids. She is a middle school teacher turned author, living in Boulder, 
Colorado with her husband and twin boys.
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North Star

Listing:

Velociraptor
Peterson, Sheryl
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175813
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Finding Dinosaurs. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores what scientists have uncovered about Velociraptor. Colorful photos and
illustrations help bring each dinosaur to life as easy-to-read text guides readers 
through important discoveries about its appearance, diet, and habitat.
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Listing:

Horses: Wild Reads
Peyton, K. M.
Oxford University Press .
9780199119721
32 pages
paperback
$4.95
Pub Date: 10/11/2009
Wild Reads. Ages 7 and Up, Grades 2 and Up

This marvelous book covers a wide range of topics, from different breeds of 
horse, horse history, and how to look after your horse.

K. M. Peyton was brought up in the suburbs of London and now lives in a cottage
on the Essex marshes with her husband. They have two grown-up daughters. 
Kathleen began writing at school and was obsessed with horses from an early 
age. She has had over thirty novels published, mainly for the teenage market, 
the most well-known of which is the "Flambards" series.
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

The New Oxford Book of Children's Verse
Philip, Neil (editor)
Oxford University Press .
9780192881076
416 pages
paperback
$24.99
Pub Date: 12/17/1998

 Neil Philip has surveyed and mapped the delightfully protean landscape of 
children's poetry in a book that spans some 250 years, from Isaac Watts, the first
true children's poet, to such classic figures as Lewis Carroll, Edward Lear, and A.
A. Milne and contemporary writers such as Richard Wilbur, Sandra Cisneros, 
and Jack Prelutsky. Includes over 350 poems.

Neil Philip has edited more than a dozen anthologies and books for children, 
including The Penguin Book of English Folktales, A New Treasury of Poetry, The
Adventures of Odysseus, The Illustrated Book of Myths, and Christmas Fairy 
Tales.
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Listing:

When I Grow Up I Want to Paint Like Cheong Soo Pieng
Pieng, Cheong Soo
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789810868888
36 pages
paperback
$12.5
Pub Date: 2010
11 × 9.5

This colouring and activity book allows children to create new works of art as 
they learn about one of Singapore’s first generation artists, Cheong Soo Pieng. 
Fun and engaging activities guide and encourage children to draw, colour and 
think about art, encouraging them to express their own interpretations of the 
artworks found within the pages. The book includes background information on 
the artist, a list of artwork details and a glossary that will help parents and 
educators to extend the learning process.
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Listing:

The Jerrie Mock Story: The First Woman to Fly Solo around the World
Pimm, Nancy Roe
Ohio University Press .
9780821422168
168 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 03-15-2016
Biographies for Young Readers. 6 × 9 inches, 51 Illus.

3rd book in this Young Readers series. The circumnavagation took place in 
1964.

Nancy Roe Pimm is the author of several award-winning books for young 
readers. A native of Brooklyn, New York, with three daughters and two 
grandsons, she lives in Plain City, Ohio, with her retired race-car driver husband,
their two dogs, two cats, and a python named Monty.
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Listing:

A Walk in Harlem
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945254
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

Papa surprises Ana & Andrew with a day trip to Harlem in New York City! They 
visit places where famous African American artists lived, wrote, and played 
during the Harlem Renaissance. On the way home, they make some art of their 
own! Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.
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Listing:

Family Reunion
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945209
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

Every summer, the Lewis family gathers in Savannah, Georgia, for a family 
reunion. This year is the 75th anniversary! Ana & Andrew go on a road trip, swim
and play with their cousins, and learn about the importance of family. Aligned to
Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.
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Listing:

Home Run
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945223
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

Ana & Andrew are finally old enough to play team sports! Andrew tries out for the
baseball team. When he is nervous before his first game, Papa tells him to think
of Jackie Robinson, the first African American to play modern Major League 
Baseball. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.
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Listing:

Honoring Heroes
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945216
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

Ana & Andrew think they have seen every fun place in their hometown of 
Washington, DC. They are surprised when Papa takes the family to a spot they 
haven't visited! There, they honor an ancestor who fought for freedom. Aligned to
Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.
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Listing:

Martin's Dream
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945230
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

For Black History Month, Ana & Andrew join a research group at the Community
Center. They learn many interesting things about Martin Luther King Jr.! Later, 
with the help of some other children, they make one of Martin's famous dreams 
come true. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state 
standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.Discount:
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Listing:

Planting Peanuts
Platt, Christine and López, Anuki
North Star Editions . Calico Kid
9781644945247
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Illustrated by Anuki López.

Ana & Andrew get to start a backyard garden! They go along to the nursery to 
pick up peanut seedlings. While they're planting, Mama and Papa tell them about
one of the first African American botanists, George Washington Carver. Aligned 
to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine Platt is a literacy advocate and passionate activist for social justice and
policy reform. She holds a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South 
Florida, M.A. in African and African American Studies from The Ohio State 
University, and J.D. from Stetson University College of Law. A believer in the 
power of storytelling as a tool for social change, Christine’s literature centers on 
teaching race, equity, diversity and inclusion to people of all ages. She formerly 
served as the Managing Director of the Antiracist Research & Policy Center at 
American University under the leadership of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi.
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Listing:

A Day at the Museum
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942567
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 8 years.

Ana & Andrew are excited when Grandma comes to stay. During her visit, the 
family tours the Smithsonian Museum of African American History and Culture 
and learns about important African American achievements. Aligned to Common
Core standards and correlated to state standards. Calico Kid is an imprint of 
Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

A Snowy Day
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942574
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

School is canceled! Ana & Andrew play in the snow with their neighbors and 
learn to make snow ice cream. They save some snow cream in the freezer for 
their cousins in Trinidad who have never seen snow. Aligned to Common Core 
standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

A Snowy Day
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942574
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

School is canceled! Ana & Andrew play in the snow with their neighbors and 
learn to make snow ice cream. They save some snow cream in the freezer for 
their cousins in Trinidad who have never seen snow. Aligned to Common Core 
standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Dancing at Carnival
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942550
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

During Carnival, Ana & Andrew travel to visit their family on the island of 
Trinidad. They love watching the parade and dancing to the music. This year, 
they learn how their ancestors helped create the holiday! Aligned to Common 
Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Dancing at Carnival
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942550
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

During Carnival, Ana & Andrew travel to visit their family on the island of 
Trinidad. They love watching the parade and dancing to the music. This year, 
they learn how their ancestors helped create the holiday! Aligned to Common 
Core standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Going to Ghana
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644942604
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 7 to 8

Ana & Andrew are going to Ghana! Papa is travelling to Ghana and the family 
gets to go too! Ana & Andrew love learning about Ghanaian culture, especially 
the food! While there, they visit Cape Coast Castle to honor their ancestors. 
There, they learn about the origins of the slave trade. Aligned to Common Core 
Standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Harriet Tubman
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943083
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sheroes. Ages 7 to 8

This title introduces readers to Harriet Tubman and how she became a shero to 
free as many slaves as possible through the Underground Railroad.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Sacagawea
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644943106
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Sheroes. Ages 7 to 8

This title introduces readers to Sacagawea and how she became a shero for one
of America’s most famous expeditions.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Summer in Savannah
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942581
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

Ana & Andrew travel to visit their grandparents in Savannah, Georgia. While they
are there, they learn Grandma and Grandpa's church was built by slaves. With 
some help from an unusual source! Aligned to Common Core standards and 
correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Summer in Savannah
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions .
9781644942581
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2019
Ana & Andrew. 5 - 6 years.

Ana & Andrew travel to visit their grandparents in Savannah, Georgia. While they
are there, they learn Grandma and Grandpa's church was built by slaves. With 
some help from an unusual source! Aligned to Common Core standards and 
correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

The Magic Violin
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644942611
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 7 to 8

Ana & Andrew are learning to play the violin! They are excited to join the youth 
orchestra. At first it is fun. But when they start to lose interest, Ana & Andrew 
learn from an important African American about the importance of practicing. 
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

The New Baby
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644942628
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 7 to 8

Ana & Andrew are expecting a sibling! The family is very excited. Mama’s family
arrives from Trinidad, and everyone helps to get ready. When the baby arrives, 
Ana & Andrew learn from Granny that in African American culture, a baby’s 
name often tells an important story. Aligned to Common Core Standards and 
correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

The Perfect Pet
Platt, Christine
North Star Editions . Flux
9781644942635
32 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Ages 7 to 8

Ana & Andrew are getting a new pet! They research different pets before 
choosing the best pet for their family. Then they pick a name for it! With the 
name Ana & Andrew choose, they learn from a famous African American that 
skin color does not affect a person’s abilities. Aligned to Common Core 
Standards and correlated to state standards.

Christine A. Platt is a historian and storyteller of the African diaspora. She holds
a B.A. in Africana Studies from the University of South Florida, M.A. in African 
Studies from The Ohio State University and received her J.D. from Stetson 
University College of Law.
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Listing:

Pollyanna
Porter, Eleanor
Oxford University Press .
9780192732842
240 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/9/2011
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When orphan Pollyanna is sent to live with her bad-tempered aunt, she realizes 
that many of the folk in Beldingsville could use her help. As she brings cheer and
hope to the people around her, and reminds them that every cloud has a silver 
lining, she brightens up many lives. But then Pollyana experiences something so
terrible that she wonders if she'll ever feel glad again.

Eleanor Porter was an American novelist who wrote children's literature, 
romance, and adventure stories. She was most famous for her novel Pollyanna.
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Duke Ellington
Powell, Chyina
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393147
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and legacy of Duke Ellington,
a Black composer and band leader whose artistic and cultural contributions 
expanded and illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes
a table of contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, 
informative sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an 
index.

Chyina Powell is the founder of Powell Editorial, a company that seeks to help 
people tell their stories, She is an editor and writer who enjoys speculative fiction
and Christian literature. She is also the founder of the Women of Color Writers' 
Circle, an international nonprofit organization that encourages and supports 
women in their own writing journey.
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Langston Hughes
Powell, Chyina
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393178
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and legacy of Langston 
Hughes, a Black poet and activist whose artistic and cultural contributions 
expanded and illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes
a table of contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, 
informative sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an 
index.

Chyina Powell is the founder of Powell Editorial, a company that seeks to help 
people tell their stories, She is an editor and writer who enjoys speculative fiction
and Christian literature. She is also the founder of the Women of Color Writers' 
Circle, an international nonprofit organization that encourages and supports 
women in their own writing journey.
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Nina Simone
Powell, Chyina
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393215
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Black Voices on Race

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and legacy of Nina Simone, a
Black singer and activist whose artistic and cultural contributions expanded and 
illuminated the collective conversation on race. The book includes a table of 
contents, a Consider This special feature, a biographical timeline, informative 
sidebars, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index.

Chyina Powell is the founder of Powell Editorial, a company that seeks to help 
people tell their stories, She is an editor and writer who enjoys speculative fiction
and Christian literature. She is also the founder of the Women of Color Writers' 
Circle, an international nonprofit organization that encourages and supports 
women in their own writing journey.
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Storm’s Coming!
Preus, Margi
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681340180
32 pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: October 2016
Illustrations By David Geister. Ages 3–7. 10 x 10, FULLY ILLUSTRATED, 
AUTHOR’S NOTE

Attentive young Sophie lives with her family at a lighthouse on the shore of Lake
Superior. At this essential outpost, everyone has a job to do, whether baking 
bread, fishing for dinner, or caring for the light. And in this isolated place, in a 
time long before smartphones and Internet connections, news arrives only by 
ship, and information is sometimes gathered in unexpected places.

Margi Preus is the author of several award-winning books for young readers, 
including Heart of a Samurai, West of the Moon, and Enchantment Lake. David
Geister has illustrated twenty picture books, including Riding to Washington, The
Voyageur’s Paddle, and Alan and His Perfectly Pointy Impossibly Perpendicular
Pinky.
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Dance Team
Ransom, Candice
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173383
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of dance team. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Candice Ransom is a writer of children’s books and have published 165 books 
for children and young adults. Her work includes picture books, board books, 
easy readers, chapter books, middle grade novels, “tween” fiction, young adult 
fiction, biographies, and nonfiction. More than 45 of her books have been 
translated into 12 languages.
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Listing:

Jazz Dance
Ransom, Candice
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173413
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Shall We Dance?. Ages: 7 - 9. Grades: 2 - 3.

Introduces the history and basic concepts of jazz dance. Easy-to-read text, 
vibrant photos, and dance tips will make readers want to get up and dance.

Candice Ransom is a writer of children’s books and have published 165 books 
for children and young adults. Her work includes picture books, board books, 
easy readers, chapter books, middle grade novels, “tween” fiction, young adult 
fiction, biographies, and nonfiction. More than 45 of her books have been 
translated into 12 languages.
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Listing:

Butterflies
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179460
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Butterflies by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of butterflies. Simple 
text and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Listing:

Cats
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179477
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Cats by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of cats. Simple text and 
colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Listing:

Dance
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850193
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Sports. 5 - 7 years.

Dance by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the sport of dance. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Dogs
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179484
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Dogs by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of dogs. Simple text and 
colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Dolphins
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179491
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Dolphins by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of dolphins. Simple text
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Eagles
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179507
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Eagles by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of eagles. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Horses
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179514
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Horses by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of horses. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Lions
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179521
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Lions by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of lions. Simple text and 
colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Monkeys
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179538
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Monkeys by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of monkeys. Simple 
text and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Pandas
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179545
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Pandas by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of pandas. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Listing:

Sharks
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781635179552
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animals. 5 - 7 years.

Sharks by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the lives of sharks. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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Listing:

Soccer
Rebman, Nick
North Star Editions . North Star Editions
9781641850247
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Sports. 5 - 7 years.

Soccer by Nick Rebman Introduces readers to the sport of soccer. Simple text 
and colorful spreads make this book a perfect starting point for early readers.

Nick Rebman is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. He loves the taste of
popcorn, raspberries, and orange juice.
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The Grand Canyon
Rector, Rebecca Kraft
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175851
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Natural Wonders of the World. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explore the past, present, and future of the Grand Canyon. Beautiful photos, 
fact-filled text, and engaging infographics help readers learn all about this natural
wonder and how to protect it long into the future.

Rebecca Kraft Rector is the author of more than thirty fiction and nonfiction 
books for children.
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Powwow Summer: A Family Celebrates the Circle of Life
Rendon, Marcie R. and Bellville, Cheryl Walsh
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873519106
48 pages
paperback
$7.95
Pub Date: 9/1/2013
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 6

Life is a circle, just like the seasons, from youth through old age. The circle of the
year brings seasonal rituals: a winter of preparation followed by a summer of 
powwows. Sharyl and Windy Downwind and their children travel from their home
on the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota to powwows all around the region. 
For the past year, their oldest daughter, Shian, has been honored as junior 
princess for Bug-o-nay-ge-shig School.

Award-winning photographer Bellville has been shooting since 1968, specializing
in fine art pieces, photo journalism, portraiture, and nonfiction books for young 
readers.
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Reading and Rebellion: An Anthology of Radical Writing for Children 1900-1960
Reynolds, Kimberley / Rosen, Jane / Rosen, Michael
Oxford University Press .
9780198806189
496 pages
hardcover
$34.95
Pub Date: 11/27/2018

Kim Reynolds, Jane Rosen, and Michael Rosen present a new anthology of 
radical writings for children from the first half of the twentieth century. In the 
years 1900 to 1960, large sections of the British population embraced a 
spectrum of left-wing positions with a view to maintaining peace and creating a 
more just, less class riven, more planned, and more enjoyable society for all.

Kimberley Reynolds is the Professor of Children's Literature in the School of 
English Literature, Language and Linguistics at Newcastle University in the UK. 
Jane Rosen is a Librarian who works in Special Libraries. She is currently 
employed in a national museum. Michael Rosen is the Professor of Children's 
Literature at Goldsmiths, University of London.
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Listing:

Children's Literature: A Very Short Introduction
Reynolds, Kimberley
Oxford University Press .
9780199560240
152 pages
paperback
$11.95
Pub Date: 11/7/2011
Very Short Introductions.

This Very Short Introduction provides a lively and comprehensive discussion of 
children's literature--what it is, why it is interesting, how it contributes to culture, 
and how it is studied as literature.

Kimberley Reynolds is Professor of Children's Literature at Newcastle University
and a past president of the International Research Society for Children's 
Literature.
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The Apollo Missions
Richards, Patti
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175653
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to land on the moon. Engaging text, vibrant 
photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this important 
advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology that 
made it possible.
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Listing:

The Space Shuttle Missions
Richards, Patti
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175707
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to develop the Space Shuttle. Engaging text, 
vibrant photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this 
important advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology
that made it possible.
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Kraken
Ringstad, Arnold
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637380574
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2021
Legendary Beasts Series

This book explores thrilling legends about the kraken. Short paragraphs of easy-
to-read text are paired with eye-catching images to make reading engaging and
accessible.
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Listing:

Nana and Abuela
Rojas, Monica
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9781681342542
32 pages
hardcover with dustjacket
$17.95
Pub Date: 3/7/2023
Illustrated by Emiko Rainbow.

As Luna and her grandmothers embark on a fun evening of food and stories and
laughter, a language kerfuffle threatens to spoil their time together.

Monica Rojas has lived on both sides of the Mississippi River, but she currently 
lives in Minneapolis with her wife and two kiddos. Emiko Rainbow is a Japanese
American illustrator. She was called to the arts at a young age, and she followed
her creative passions that led to an illustration BFA. She lives in Eden Prairie, 
Minnesota.\
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Listing:

Big Machines in Space
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937068
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Big Machines

This fun book provides a simple explanation of rockets, spaceships, and other 
vehicles in space. Labeled photos and a photo glossary help make the text 
engaging and easy to read

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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North Star

Listing:

Big Machines in the Air
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937075
16 pages
paperback
$6.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Big Machines

This fun book provides a simple explanation of airplanes, helicopters, and other 
vehicles that fly. Labeled photos and a photo glossary help make the text 
engaging and easy to read.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Bird
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196111
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet birds. The book 
includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for beginning 
readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and index. This 
Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of grades K-1 
and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Cat
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196128
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet cats. The book 
includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for beginning 
readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and index. This 
Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of grades K-1 
and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Dog
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196135
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet dogs. The book 
includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for beginning 
readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and index. This 
Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of grades K-1 
and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Ferret
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196142
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet ferrets. The book
includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for beginning 
readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and index. This 
Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of grades K-1 
and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Fish
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196159
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet fish. The book 
includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for beginning 
readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and index. This 
Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of grades K-1 
and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Guinea Pig
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196166
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet guinea pigs. The
book includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for 
beginning readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and 
index. This Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of 
grades K-1 and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Hamster
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196173
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet hamsters. The 
book includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for 
beginning readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and 
index. This Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of 
grades K-1 and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Lizard
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196180
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet lizards. The 
book includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for 
beginning readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and 
index. This Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of 
grades K-1 and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Rabbit
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196197
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet rabbits. The 
book includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for 
beginning readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and 
index. This Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of 
grades K-1 and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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Listing:

My Pet Snake
Rossiter, Brienna
North Star Editions . Little Blue Readers
9781646196203
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
I Got a Pet!

This adorable book provides an easy-to-read introduction to pet snakes. The 
book includes simple text and vibrant photos, making it a perfect choice for 
beginning readers. It also includes a table of contents, picture glossary, and 
index. This Little Blue Readers book is at Level 2, aligned to reading levels of 
grades K-1 and interest levels of grades PreK-2.

Brienna Rossiter is a writer and editor who lives in Minnesota. She loves learning
random facts by reading books, going to museums, and traveling to new places.
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North Star

Listing:

Building Rockets
Rowell, Rebecca
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173208
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Engineering Challenges. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores the engineering challenges behind building rockets, as well as the 
creative solutions found to overcome those challenges. Accessible text, vibrant 
photos, and an engineering activity for readers provide a well-rounded 
introduction to the engineering process.
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Listing:

Missing Millie Benson: The Secret Case of the Nancy Drew Ghostwriter and 
Journalist
Rubini, Julie
Ohio University Press .
9780821421840
136 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 09-15-2015
36 illustrations. Biographies for Young Readers

The untold story of the original Carolyn Keene.

Julie K. Rubini is the founder of Claire’s Day, a children’s book festival in honor 
of her daughter. She received the
Toledo Area Jefferson Award and serves on Maumee City Council. The author of
Hidden Ohio, a children’s book about
her great home state, Julie enjoys life with her husband Brad, daughter Kyle, and
son Ian.
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Listing:

Virginia Hamilton: America’s Storyteller
Rubini, Julie K.
Ohio University Press .
9780821422694
152 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 6/15/2017
Biographies for Young Readers. Ages 7 to 12, Grades 1 to 6

The biography of one of the most honored authors of children’s literature in the 
twentieth century.

Julie K. Rubini is the founder of Claire’s Day, a children’s book festival in honor 
of her daughter. She received the Toledo area Jefferson award and serves on 
the Maumee city council.
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Listing:

The Fat Girl
Sachs, Marilyn
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738710006
240 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 4/8/2007
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Jeff Lyons is both repelled and fascinated by Ellen de Luca, the fat girl in his 
ceramics class. The “crumbs of kindness” he tosses her way soon turn into 
advice on weight loss, college, clothes. until good-looking Jeff dumps his 
girlfriend to date the fat girl! As Ellen changes, Jeff resents the happy, 
independent young woman he has unleashed.

Marilyn Sachs is the author of more than forty books, including A Pocket Full of 
Seeds, Lost In America, and First Impressions, and was a National Book Award 
finalist for The Bears' House. She lives in San Francisco.
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Listing:

Feathers, Paws, Fins, and Claws: Fairy-Tale Beasts
Schacker, Jennifer and Jones, Christine A. (editors)
Wayne State University Press .
9780814340691
136 pages
hardcover
$24.99
Pub Date: 09/14/15
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies. 8.25 x 10.75. 27 illustrations

A richly illustrated collection of evocative animal stories that offers young adult 
and adult readers a new vision of the fairy-tale past.

Jennifer Schacker is associate professor of English at University of Guelph. 
Christine A. Jones is associate professor of French at the University of Utah.
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North Star

Listing:

Vampires
Seigel , Rachel
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641850070
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Mythical Creatures. 7 - 10 years.

Introduces readers to the fascinating folklore behind vampires. Readable text, 
fun facts, and eye-catching photos invite readers to explore the mythology of this
popular mythical creature.
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Listing:

Black Beauty
Sewell, Anna
Oxford University Press .
9780192727985
272 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/2/2008
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

One of the first and still one of the best-loved animal stories, Black Beauty was 
first published in 1877, just a few months before author Anna Sewell's death. 
Told in the first person, it is the autobiography of a horse, narrated by Black 
Beauty himself. From his simple beginnings under the shady trees in the 
meadow, Black Beauty's life takes many twists and turns--from a riding horse on
a country estate to a cruelly mistreated cab horse on the busy streets of London,
to his final years in happy retirement in the country.

Anna Sewell (30 March 1820 – 25 April 1878) was an English novelist, best 
known as the author of the classic novel Black Beauty.
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Listing:

Bestest. Ramadan. Ever.
Sharif, Medeia
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738723235
312 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 7/8/2011
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

I vow that this will be my first successful fast for Ramadan. My family does this 
every year, even though I’ve been to a mosque exactly twice. My oppressive 
parents also forbid dating, even though Peter might be my soul mate. How can I
get him to notice me? Will I ever feel like a typical American girl?

Medeia Sharif (Miami Beach, FL) is a Kurdish-American author and high school
English teacher. She received her master's degree in psychology from Florida 
Atlantic University. Bestest. Ramadan.
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Listing:

Awesome Art: The Next 20 Works Everyone Should Know
Siew, Sara
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789811129278
92 pages
hardcover
$29.95
Pub Date: 2017
8.25 × 10.43

Explore the awesome world of art through 20 awesome works from Southeast 
Asia! Perfect for the young and young at heart, Awesome Art dispels the notion 
that art is a difficult domain, introducing instead its colourful stories and 
personalities, as well as the diverse styles and forms artworks can take. Besides
learning to understand and look at art, readers will also be able to see how art is 
inextricably connected to the world around us. Beautifully reproduced in full 
colour, the 20 artworks featured in Awesome Art are also accompanied by 
original illustrations, and fun facts and questions.

Sara Siew is an editor at the National Gallery Singapore. She was involved in the
inception of the Gallery’s publications department in 2010, and has to date 
overseen the production of an extensive range of titles including the Awesome 
Art series for children, which she authored.
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Listing:

The Abyss Surrounds Us
Skrutskie, Emily
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738746913
288 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 2/8/2016
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Cassandra Leung’s been a sea monster trainer ever since she could walk, 
raising genetically engineered beast to defend ships crossing the NeoPacific … 
until pirates snatch her from the blood-stained decks.

Emily Skrutskie (Ithaca, NY) has had her short fiction published by Harper Teen
and attends Cornell University. The Abyss Surrounds Us is her debut novel.
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Listing:

The Edge of the Abyss
Skrutskie, Emily
North Star Editions . Flux
9781635830002
296 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 4/18/2017
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Eighteen-year-old Cas Leung struggles with her morality and her romantic 
relationship with fellow pirate Swift as she and the Minnow crew work to take 
down wild sea monsters, dubbed Hellbeasts, who are attacking ships and 
destroying the ocean ecosystem.

Emily Skrutskie is six feet tall. She was born in Massachusetts, raised in Virginia,
and forged in the mountains above Boulder, Colorado. She holds a BA in 
Performing and Media Arts from Cornell University, where she studied an 
outrageous and demanding combination of film, computer science, and game 
design. She lives and writes in Los Angeles.
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Listing:

We Need Prairie Dogs
Smalls, June
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781641853712
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2019
The Animals Files

We Need Prairie Dogs by June Smalls Introduces readers to the roles of prairie 
dogs in grassland ecosystems, as well as threats to prairie dog populations and 
conservation efforts. Eye-catching infographics, clear text, and a "That's 
Amazing!" feature make this book an engaging exploration of the importance of 
prairie dogs.

June Smalls lives in Virginia with her family, and an ever growing number of 
animals. She writes whenever and wherever possible and loves zoos, 
aquariums, museums, nature, and food.
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North Star

Listing:

The Girl and the Grove
Smith, Eric
North Star Editions . Flux
9781635830187
320 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 5/8/2018
Ages: 14 - 18. Grades: 9 - 12.

Author of Geek’s Guide to Love a bestseller. Adopted teen Leila discovers that 
her connection to nature and passion for environmental activism are part of her 
unique and magical genetic makeup, and a grove of trees that holds a mythical 
secret.

Eric Smith is a young adult author and literary agent who grew up in the wilds of
New Jersey. When he isn't working on books (his and other peoples), he can be 
found writing about books for places like Book Riot and Paste Magazine. He lives
with his wife, Nena, and their legion of small furry animals.
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Listing:

Welcome Home
Smith, Eric
North Star Editions . Flux
9781635830040
352 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date: 9/5/2017
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

A unique anthology featuring adoption-themed fictional short stories from a 
diverse range of celebrated Young Adult authors.

Eric Smith is a young adult author and literary agent who grew up in the wilds of
New Jersey. When he isn't working on books (his and other peoples), he can be 
found writing about books for places like Book Riot and Paste Magazine. He lives
with his wife, Nena, and their legion of small furry animals.
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Listing:

Heidi
Spyri, Johanna
Oxford University Press .
9780192728142
384 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2016
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Family! Friendship! Mountains! Mishaps! When Heidi is sent away to live in the 
town she gains a wonderful new friendship, but longs to return to her happy life in
the mountains. Is there any way she can have both? Oxford Children's Classics 
present not only the original and unabridged story of Heidi in a beautiful new 
edition, but also help you to discover a whole world of new adventures with a 
vast assortment of recommendations and activities.

Johanna Spyri (12 June 1827 – 7 July 1901) was a Swiss-born author of 
children's stories, and is best known for her book Heidi. Born Johanna Louise 
Heusser in the rural area of Hirzel, Switzerland, as a child she spent several 
summers in the area around Chur in Graubünden, the setting she later would use
in her novels.
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

Heidi
Spyri, Johanna
Oxford University Press .
9780192743602
384 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 5/1/2016
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Family! Friendship! Mountains! Mishaps! When Heidi is sent away to live in the 
town she gains a wonderful new friendship, but longs to return to her happy life in
the mountains. Is there any way she can have both? Oxford Children's Classics 
present not only the original and unabridged story of Heidi in a beautiful new 
edition, but also help you to discover a whole world of new adventures with a 
vast assortment of recommendations and activities.

Johanna Spyri (12 June 1827 – 7 July 1901) was a Swiss-born author of 
children's stories, and is best known for her book Heidi. Born Johanna Louise 
Heusser in the rural area of Hirzel, Switzerland, as a child she spent several 
summers in the area around Chur in Graubünden, the setting she later would use
in her novels.
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Listing:

Treasure Island
Stevenson, Robert Louis
Oxford University Press .
9780192719980
275 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2007
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When Jim Hawkins discovers a dead man's map it's not long before he's off to 
sea in search of distant treasure. But trouble boarded the ship with him, in the 
shape of the ship's cook, Long John Silver. He is leading a mutinous band of 
pirates who decide they want the treasure for themselves - and will do anything 
to get it.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1850 and 
became one of the world’s most popular writers. He was novelist, essayist, and 
poet - master of a widely acclaimed style. His special literary talent has given his
classic stories of adventure (TREASURE ISLAND, KIDNAPPED, and DAVID 
BALFOUR, among others) a lasting place in the annals of English literature. 
Equally enduring are his compelling story of THE STRANGE CASE OF DR.
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North Star

Listing:

The Latte Rebellion
Stevenson, Sarah Jamila
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738722788
336 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/8/2011
Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12.

Getting called a “towel head” inspires high school senior Asha Jamison with a 
great money-making idea: selling T-shirts promoting the Latte Rebellion, a club 
that raises awareness of mixed-race students. When their “cause” goes viral, 
Asha’s life spirals out of control.

Sarah Jamila Stevenson (Modesto, CA) is a writer, artist, graphic designer, and 
occasional world traveler. Her debut novel, The Latte Rebellion, was featured on
National Public Radio’s Tell Me More program.
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Listing:

Ballad: A Gathering of Faerie
Stiefvater, Maggie
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738714844
360 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2009
A Lament Novel. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12. 5.19 in x 8 in

James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who 
feeds on the creative energies of exceptional humans until they die. While 
collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala unexpectedly fall in 
love. When James realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he plunges into a soul-
scorching battle with the Faerie Queen.

After a tumultuous past as a history major, calligraphy instructor, wedding 
musician, technical editor, and equestrian artist, Maggie Stiefvater is now a full-
time writer and New York Times bestselling author of the Shiver trilogy, The 
Scorpio Races, and The Raven Boys. Maggie lives in the middle of nowhere, 
Virginia, with her charmingly straight-laced husband, two kids, four neurotic dogs,
and a 1973 Camaro named Loki.
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Listing:

Lament: The Faerie Queen's Deception
Stiefvater, Maggie
North Star Editions . Flux
9780738713700
336 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 10/8/2008
A Lament Novel. Ages: 12 - 18. Grades: 7 - 12. 5.19 in x 8 in

Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out 
she can see faeries.

After a tumultuous past as a history major, calligraphy instructor, wedding 
musician, technical editor, and equestrian artist, Maggie Stiefvater is now a full-
time writer and New York Times bestselling author of the Shiver trilogy, The 
Scorpio Races, and The Raven Boys. Maggie lives in the middle of nowhere, 
Virginia, with her charmingly straight-laced husband, two kids, four neurotic dogs,
and a 1973 Camaro named Loki.
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Listing:

12 Huia Birds
Stokoe, Julian
University of Hawaii Press . Oratia Books
9780947506124
32 pages
hardcover
$19
Pub Date: 12/31/2016
8.25 x 11. full color illustrations

12 Huia Birds is a captivating and uplifting celebration of one of New Zealand’s 
loveliest birds by an exciting author-illustrator team.

Julian Stokoe is a transmedia and animation director with a background in TV 
and design. He is director of mobile media developer Yoozoo. Julian lives with 
his wife and family in Laingholm, Auckland.
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North Star

Listing:

Animal Coverings
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192076
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of coverings that animals have. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to animal coverings.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Animal Ears
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192083
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of ears that animals have. Simple
text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect introduction 
to animal ears.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Animal Eyes
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192090
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of eyes that animals have. Simple
text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect introduction 
to animal eyes.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Distro:

North Star

Listing:

Animal Horns
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192106
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of horns that animals have. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to animal horns.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Animal Legs
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192113
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of legs that animals have. Simple
text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect introduction 
to animal legs.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Animal Mouths
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192120
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of mouths that animals have. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to animal mouths.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Animal Noses
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192137
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of noses that animals have. 
Simple text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to animal noses.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Animal Tails
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646192144
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Animal Parts Series. 5 - 7 years

This title introduces young readers to the kinds of tails that animals have. Simple
text, vibrant photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect introduction 
to animal tails.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Barbara Jordan: Civil Rights Leader
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937259
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Important Women

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and work of Barbara Jordan, 
including her important contributions to the civil rights movement. Historic 
images, "Did You Know?" sidebars, and a "Topic Spotlight" special feature 
provide added interest and context.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Box Jellyfish
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383179
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a box jellyfish uses its tentacles to poison prey—or 
people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful 
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Distro:

Listing:

Cassowary
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Apex
9781637383186
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Deadliest Animals

This book describes how a cassowary uses its long claws to kick predators—or 
people! Short paragraphs of easy-to-read text are paired with plenty of colorful 
photos to make reading engaging and accessible. The book also includes a table
of contents, fun facts, sidebars, comprehension questions, a glossary, an index,
and a list of resources for further reading. Apex books have low reading levels 
(grades 2-3) but are designed for older students, with interest levels of grades 3
-7.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Life in the Arctic
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190584
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in the arctic. Simple 
text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to life in the arctic.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Life in the Desert
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190591
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in deserts. Simple 
text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to life in the desert.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Life in the Forest
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190607
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in forests. Simple 
text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to life in the forests.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Life in the Mountains
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190614
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in the mountains. 
Simple text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the 
perfect introduction to life in the mountains.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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North Star

Listing:

Life in the Ocean
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190621
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in oceans. Simple 
text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the perfect 
introduction to life in the ocean.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Life in the Rain Forest
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions .
9781646190638
24 pages
paperback
$8.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2020
Animals Live Here. Ages 5 to 6

This title introduces readers to the kinds of animals that live in rain forests. 
Simple text, straightforward photos, and a photo glossary make this title the 
perfect introduction to life in the rain forest.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Ruth Bader Ginsburg: Supreme Court Justice
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937235
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Important Women

This fascinating book introduces readers to the life and work of Ruth Bader 
Ginsberg, including her famous decisions as a justice on the Supreme Court. 
Historic images, "Did You Know?" sidebars, and a "Topic Spotlight" special 
feature provide added interest and context.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

Space Exploration
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393017
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at space exploration.
The book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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Listing:

The Sun
Stratton, Connor
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637393031
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at the sun. The book
also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special feature, 
quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This Focus 
Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3 and 
interest levels of grades 3-5.

Connor Stratton loves ice-skating, eating popcorn, and watching movies with 
friends. He lives in Minnesota.
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OUP

Listing:

Party Shoes
Streatfeild, Noel
Oxford University Press .
9780192720108
320 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/15/2008
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

When Selina receives a parcel from her godmother in America it causes much 
excitement among her and her cousins, and, to Selina's delight, the parcel 
contains a beautiful party dress and a pair of party shoes. But delight turns to 
dismay when she realizes that she may never have an occasion to wear such a
wonderful outfit - until, that is, she and her cousins come up with an idea of 
organizing a pageant. . .

In 1938 Noel Streatfeild won the Carnegie Medal for her book 'The Circus is 
Coming'
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Listing:

Little Crow: Leader of the Dakota
Swain, Gwenyth
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873515030
112 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 3/8/2004
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 6

In this carefully researched biography of the Dakota leader, the first ever written 
for children, author Gwenyth Swain presents a compelling portrait of the leader,
warrior, and politician at the centre of the Dakota War of 1862.

Gwenyth Swain is the author of over twenty books for children, including Dred 
and Harriet Scott: A Family’s Struggle for Freedom (MNHS Press), the novel 
Chig and the Second Spread, the picture book I Wonder As I Wander, and 
Bookworks: Making Books by Hand, winner of a Minnesota Book Award.
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Listing:

Dred and Harriett Scott: A Family's Struggle For Freedom
Swain, Gwenyth
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873514835
112 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 2/9/2004
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 6

In Dred and Harriet Scott: A Family's Struggle for Freedom, Swain looks at the 
Dred Scott Decision in a new and remarkably personal way. By following the 
story of the Scotts and their children, Swain crafts a unique biography of the 
people behind the famous court case. In the process, she makes the family's 
journey through the court system and the ultimate decision of the Supreme Court
understandable for readers of all ages.

Gwenyth Swain is the author of over twenty books for children, including the 
novel Chig and the Second Spread, the picture book I Wonder As I Wander, and
Bookworks: Making Books by Hand, winner of a Minnesota Book Award.
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UPF

Listing:

Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Taylor, Maggie
University Press of Florida .
9780985878405
152 pages
hardcover
$75
Pub Date: 7/1/2012
Illustrated by Maggie Taylor.

According to Harold Bloom, Lewis Carroll redefined children's books: Alice is the
most mature, intelligent, and reflective character, hounded by petulant, stupid, 
and petty grown-ups.

Maggie Taylor is a digital artist who has exhibited her work throughout the United
States and abroad. Her images are featured in Maggie Taylor's Landscape of 
Dreams and Solutions Beginning with A.
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Listing:

Aukele the Fearless
Thompson, Vivian L.
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824814458
80 pages
paperback
$11.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Elly Tepper. 9 - 12 years. Kolowalu Books

The story of Aukele, a Polynesian folk hero, recounts the adventures of a young
chief who sails for an unknown land, undertakes a perilous quest, and 
overcomes formidable opponents.

Vivian L. Thompson, author, playwright, and tutor in literacy, is a long-time 
resident of Hawaii. She has thoroughly explored Hawaii's rich cultural heritage to
retell its tales, myths, and legends to today's readers. Elly Tepper is a multimedia
artist and printmaker.
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Listing:

Māui: Sun Catcher
Tipene, Tim
University of Hawaii Press . Oratia Books
9780947506148
32 pages
hardcover
$19
Pub Date: 12/31/2016
8.25 x 11. Full colour illustrations throughout

A beautifully illustrated retelling of a key Polynesian myth.

Tim Tipene (Ngā�ti Kurī, Ngā�puhi) is the award-winning author of nine 
children’s picture books and junior novels including Kura Toa, Haere and Taming
the Taniwha. A pioneering youth and self-defence counsellor, he leads the 
Warrior Kids programme. Tim lives with his family in West Auckland. Rob Ruha
Rotorua-based musician and academic.
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Listing:

3 Toes
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356109
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

The final book of the Mesaland Series follows Three-Toes as he pops in and out
of mischief on the sunny mesa. This series was originally published between 
1943 and 1949.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Listing:

Baby Jack and Jumping Jack Rabbit
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356048
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

Join Baby Jack in the first book of the Mesaland Series as he explores the desert
and encounters other creatures, including a little bee, a grasshopper, and a pile 
of big red ants.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty- two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico.
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Longleaf

Listing:

Big Fat
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356055
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

The fifth book of the Mesaland Series tells the story of lovable, lumbering prairie
dog Big Fat.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Listing:

Cocky
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356062
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

Cocky, a rollicking little roadrunner, joins baby jack rabbit Hop-a-long and the 
other creatures of the desert in the fourth book of the Mesaland Series.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Listing:

Dumbee
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356079
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

 “An engaging account of the adventures of a bumblebee.”—Fort Worth Star-
Telegram.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Longleaf

Listing:

Hop-a-long
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356086
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

In the second book of the Mesaland Series, Baby Jack grows up and is renamed
Hop-a-long.

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Longleaf

Listing:

Quills
Tireman, Loyd
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826356093
48 pages
hardcover
$12.95
Pub Date: 10/1/2015
Layout and Illustrations by Ralph Douglass. Adapted by Evelyn Yrisarri. 
Mesaland Series. 6 x 8.

In the sixth book of the Mesaland Series, meet a strange little animal sprinkled 
with needle-sharp quills—Mr. Porcupine!

Born in Orchard, Iowa, Loyd Tireman (1896–1959) was a pioneer in bilingual and
community education. In 1927 Tireman began his thirty-two-year career at the 
University of New Mexico as a professor of elementary education. In 1947 
Tireman established a curriculum materials center, which grew into a library 
located at the University of New Mexico College of Education. Ralph Douglass 
(1895–1971) was a professor in the Department of Art at the University of New 
Mexico. Evelyn Yrisarri was a member of the National Storyteller’s League of 
Washington, DC, and specialized in storytelling for young children.
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Listing:

Bird Nests
Tornio, Stacy
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635179606
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2018
Animal Engineers. 4 - 7 years.

Explains the process and materials that birds use to build nests. This book's 
colorful photos, clear text, and -A Closer Look- feature highlight the engineering 
that makes this structure such a marvel and helps birds survive in the wild.

Stacy Tornio is an author and journalist with nearly 20 books to her name and 
more than 15 years working in media, digital content, and marketing. Her books 
focus on nature, gardening, and getting kids outside.
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Listing:

Stories of Mexico's Independence Days and Other Bilingual Children's Fables
Torres, Eliseo and Sawyer, Timothy L.
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826338860
70 pages
paperback
$16.95
Pub Date: 2005
7 x 10

 This collection of six bilingual children's stories takes a regional and historical 
emphases. Sixteen provides the background of September 16, Mexico's day of 
independence from Spain, and places it in a present-day context with which 
children can easily identify. '

Eliseo 'Cheo' Torres is vice president of student affairs at the University of New
Mexico. Timothy L. Sawyer, Jr., is a public information representative at the 
University of New Mexico.
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Listing:

Across a Broken Shore
Trueblood, Amy
North Star Editions .
9781635830422
360 pages
paperback
$14.99
Pub Date: 11/5/2019
14 - 18 Years.

Set in San Francisco's Richmond District and talks about the building of the 
Golden Gate Bridge.

Amy Trueblood grew up in California only ten minutes from Disneyland which 
sparked an early interest in storytelling. As the youngest of five, she spent most 
of her time trying to find a quiet place to curl up with her favorite books. After 
graduating from the University of Arizona with a degree in journalism, she 
worked in entertainment in Los Angeles before returning to work in Arizona.
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Listing:

Maui and the Secret of Fire
Tune, Suelyn Ching
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824813918
31 pages
hardcover
$14.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Robin Yoko Burningham. 4 - 8 years. Kolowalu Books

Maui forces the mud hens to tell him the secret of how to make fire.
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Listing:

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Twain, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780192729163
400 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/25/2010
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Join Huckleberry Finn and runaway slave, Jim, as they escape from their 
tormentors and head down the Mississippi River. They have many adventures on
the voyage and trouble is always close at hand. Throughout everything their 
friendship remains strong but will this be enough to give Jim his freedom once 
and for all?

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better 
known by his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He
wrote The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn (1885),[2] the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'. 
Twain grew up in Hannibal, Missouri, which provided the setting for Huckleberry
Finn and Tom Sawyer. After an apprenticeship with a printer, he worked as a 
typesetter and contributed articles to the newspaper of his older brother, Orion 
Clemens.Discount:
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Distro:

OUP

Listing:

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Twain, Mark
Oxford University Press .
9780192719997
291 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 9/10/2007
Oxford Children's Classics. Ages 8 and Up, Grades 3 and Up

Meet the boy who can find trouble without even looking. At school, at home, in 
church and outdoors, if there's mischief afoot, Tom Sawyer will be in the thick of 
it! In addition to his everyday stunts and trying to impress the adored Becky 
Thatcher, Tom experiences a dramatic turn of events when he witnesses a 
murder, runs away, and returns to attend his own funeral and testify in court.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 – April 21, 1910), better 
known by his pen name Mark Twain, was an American author and humorist. He
wrote The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel, Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn (1885),[2] the latter often called 'the Great American Novel'. 
Twain grew up in Hannibal, Missouri, which provided the setting for Huckleberry
Finn and Tom Sawyer. After an apprenticeship with a printer, he worked as a 
typesetter and contributed articles to the newspaper of his older brother, Orion 
Clemens.Discount:
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Listing:

Little Pierrot Vol. 2: Amongst the Stars
Varanda, Alberto and Varanda, Alberto
Diamond Book Distributors . Magnetic Press
9781941302613
52 pages
hardcover
$14.99
Pub Date: 3/13/2018

Little Pierrot and Mr. Snail's imaginative adventures take them to the stars and 
beyond! They might fly to the moon on the wings of a well-worn book, or cloud-
watch with the new girl in school. Little Pierrot is ever the dreamer, but Mr. Snail 
is there to bring him back down to earth.
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Asteroids
Ventura, Marne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637392966
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at asteroids. The 
book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special 
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Marne Ventura is the author of many books for kids, both fiction and nonfiction. 
She enjoys writing about science, technology, engineering and math, arts and 
crafts, and the lives of creative people. A former elementary school teacher, 
Marne holds a master’s degree in education from the University of California. 
She and her husband live on the central coast of California.
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Listing:

Building Fighter Jets
Ventura, Marne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635173185
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2017
Engineering Challenges. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Explores the engineering challenges behind building fighter jets, as well as the 
creative solutions found to overcome those challenges. Accessible text, vibrant 
photos, and an engineering activity for readers provide a well-rounded 
introduction to the engineering process.

Marne Ventura is the author of many books for kids, both fiction and nonfiction. 
She enjoys writing about science, technology, engineering and math, arts and 
crafts, and the lives of creative people. A former elementary school teacher, 
Marne holds a master’s degree in education from the University of California. 
She and her husband live on the central coast of California.
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Listing:

Detecting Earthquakes
Ventura, Marne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635170573
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2017
Detecting Disasters. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

Examines how scientists study earthquakes. With colorful spreads featuring fun 
facts, sidebars, a disaster preparedness checklist, and a "How It Works" feature,
this book provides an exciting look at the science of disaster detection.

Marne Ventura is the author of many books for kids, both fiction and nonfiction. 
She and her husband live on the central coast of California.
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Listing:

Engineering for Space Disasters
Ventura, Marne
North Star Editions .
9781644934579
32 pages
Trade paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2020
Engineering for Disaster Series

This title explores the advances engineers have made to prevent space disasters
and to minimize their damage.

Marne Ventura is the author of many books for kids, both fiction and nonfiction. 
She enjoys writing about science, technology, engineering and math, arts and 
crafts, and the lives of creative people. A former elementary school teacher, 
Marne holds a master’s degree in education from the University of California. 
She and her husband live on the central coast of California.
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Listing:

The Planets
Ventura, Marne
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781637392997
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 8/1/2022
Space

This fascinating book offers young readers an up-close look at the planets. The 
book also includes a table of contents, fun facts, a "That's Amazing!" special 
feature, quiz questions, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. This 
Focus Readers title is at the Beacon level, aligned to reading levels of grades 2-3
and interest levels of grades 3-5.

Marne Ventura is the author of many books for kids, both fiction and nonfiction. 
She enjoys writing about science, technology, engineering and math, arts and 
crafts, and the lives of creative people. A former elementary school teacher, 
Marne holds a master’s degree in education from the University of California. 
She and her husband live on the central coast of California.
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Listing:

Around the World in Eighty Days
Verne, Jules
Oxford University Press .
9780192758200
224 pages
hardcover
$9.95
Pub Date: 6/18/2012
Oxford Children's Classics.

To go around the world in eighty days, some might say, is impossible. But that's
exactly what Phileas Fogg sets out to do. With a wager of L20,000 riding on his 
success, Phileas travels by train, steamship and even elephant - but will he make
it back to London in time to collect his winnings? This timeless classic will thrill 
readers old and new. In 1872 Phileas Fogg wins a bet by traveling around the 
world in seventy-nine days, twenty-three hours, and fifty-seven minutes.

Jules Gabriel Verne (8 February 1828 – 24 March 1905) was a French novelist, 
poet, and playwright best known for his adventure novels and his profound 
influence on the literary genre of science fiction. Verne was born to bourgeois 
parents in the seaport of Nantes, where he was trained to follow in his father's 
footsteps as a lawyer, but quit the profession early in life to write for magazines 
and the stage. His collaboration with the publisher Pierre-Jules Hetzel led to the
creation of the Voyages Extraordinaires, a widely popular series of scrupulously 
researched adventure novels including Journey to the Center of the Earth, 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and Around the World in Eighty 
Days. Verne is generally considered a major literary author in France and most 
of Europe, where he has had a wide influence on the literary avant-garde and on
surrealism.
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Listing:

Building Reusable Rockets
Vogt, Gregory L.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175660
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to build reusable rockets. Engaging text, 
vibrant photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this 
important advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology
that made it possible.
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North Star

Listing:

Missions to Mars
Vogt, Gregory L.
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781635175684
48 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2018
Destination Space. Ages: 9 - 12. Grades: 4 - 6.

Explores scientists' thrilling quest to send spacecraft to Mars. Engaging text, 
vibrant photos, and informative infographics help readers learn about this 
important advancement in exploring space, as well as the people and technology
that made it possible.
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North Star

Listing:

Colin Kaepernick: Football Star
Walker, Hubert
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937372
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Biggest Names in Sports. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

This exciting book introduces readers to the life and career of football star Colin
Kaepernick. Colorful spreads, fun facts, interesting sidebars, and a map of 
important places in his life make this a thrilling read for young sports fans.

Hubert Walker enjoys running, hunting, and going to the dog park with his best 
pal. He grew up in Georgia but moved to Minnesota in 2018. Overall, he loves 
his new home, but hes not a fan of the cold winters.
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Listing:

Stephen Curry: Basketball Star
Walker, Hubert
North Star Editions . Focus Readers
9781644937358
32 pages
paperback
$9.95
Pub Date: 1/1/2021
Biggest Names in Sports. Ages: 8 - 11. Grades: 3 - 5.

This exciting book introduces readers to the life and career of basketball star 
Stephen Curry. Colorful spreads, fun facts, interesting sidebars, and a map of 
important places in his life make this a thrilling read for young sports fans.

Hubert Walker enjoys running, hunting, and going to the dog park with his best 
pal. He grew up in Georgia but moved to Minnesota in 2018. Overall, he loves 
his new home, but hes not a fan of the cold winters.
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Listing:

The Cooking with Kids Cookbook
Walters, Lynn and Stacey, Jane (with Gabrielle Gonzales)
University of New Mexico Press .
9780826357298
176 pages
spiral
$24.95
Pub Date: 10/15/2016
Foreword by Cheryl Alters Jamison & Deborah Madison. 8 x 10. 15 color photos,
33 color illustrations, 35 drawings

Written for families to use together, this cookbook includes Cooking with Kids’ 
most enthusiastically kid-tested dishes, along with tips for engaging children in 
the kitchen and in the garden. Geared toward grade school - middle school age.

Lynn Walters is the executive director of Cooking with Kids. Before founding the
organization, she was a restaurateur. She holds a PhD in communication from 
the University of New Mexico. Jane Stacey, a graduate of the New York 
Restaurant School, is a program director at Cooking with Kids. Gabrielle 
Gonzales is pursuing a PhD in sociology at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara.
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Listing:

Fishtastic! A Tale of Magic and Friendship
Weaver, Tess
University of Iowa Press .
9781609387709
32 pages
hardcover
$15
Pub Date: 4/1/2021
Illustrated by Jennifer Black Reinhardt. Full-color illustrations throughout. 11 1/2
× 9. Published by Hancher Auditorium

All the trout at the Fishtastic Theater School can breathe out of water—except for
Etta, the school’s costume designer. No matter how hard she tries, Etta can’t 
unlock her Fishtastic magic. When the theater troupe swims down the Iowa River
to perform at Iowa City’s Hancher Auditorium, Etta discovers something very 
important that they’ve left behind.
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Listing:

Salted Fish
Wei, Yeo Wei
Penn State University Press  . National Gallery Singapore
9789810864446
48 pages
paperback
$14.95
Pub Date: 2010
10.25 × 9.25

Lynn is visiting the National Art Gallery for the first time with her favourite toy 
Cotton Bunny. Both of them notice a funny smell in one of the galleries. The 
smell seems to be coming from one of the paintings! Lynn and Cotton Bunny are
about to embark on a journey that they will never forget, a journey where art, 
memory, and the present meet.

Yeo Wei Wei was born in Singapore. She read English at the University of York 
before she completed her PhD at University of Cambridge in 2000. Her short 
stories have appeared in journals and anthologies. Her other publications include
essays on art and literature, a children's picture book, translations of Chinese 
poetry.
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Listing:

Mama Loved To Worry
Weidt, Maryann
Minnesota Historical Society Press .
9780873519946
32 Pages
hardcover
$16.95
Pub Date: April 2016
Illustrations By Rachael Balsaitis. Ages 3–7, 10 X 10, Fully Illustrated

Life on Daisy Dell Farm can be worrying, and Mama is a world-class worrywart, 
earning the top prize at the Pickapeck County Fair. With summer’s volatile 
weather to watch, Mama’s attention is pulled in all directions. And then there’s 
Baby Eli, always getting into some sort of mischief.

Librarian Maryann Weidt is the author of several children’s books, including the
Minnesota Book Award–winning Daddy Played Music for the Cows. Rachael 
Balsaitis is a graphic designer and illustrator working in the Twin Cities.
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Listing:

Timucua Indians -- A Native American Detective Story
Weitzel, Kelley G.
University Press of Florida .
9780813017389
164 pages
paperback
$12.95
Pub Date: 3/15/2000
UPF Young Readers Library, 7 x 10, illus.

 Florida's Native American Heritage for Young Readers: --Interactive Format --
Language and Reasoning Exercises --72 Illustrations 'The Timucua Indians 
provides young readers with a hands-on introduction to the first Floridians and 
the methods that archaeologists and historians use to study them.
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Listing:

And the Birds Appeared
Williams, Julie Stewart
University of Hawaii Press .
9780824811945
29 pages
hardcover
$13.99
Pub Date:
Illustrated by Robin Yoko Burningham. 4 - 8 years. Kolowalu Books

Retells the traditional legend of how Maui, a boy with magical powers, made the
birds appear on Hawaii.
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Listing:

Black History in Its Own Words
Wimberly, Ron
Diamond Book Distributors . Image Comics
9781534301535
88 pages
hardcover
$16.99
Pub Date: 2/14/2017
Ages 13 to 16.

A look at Black History framed by those who made it. BLACK HISTORY MONTH
IN ITS OWN WORDS presents quotes of dozens of black luminaries with 
portraits & illustrations by Ronald Wimberly. Featuring the memorable words and
depictions of Angela Davis, Jean-Michael Basquiat, Kanye West, Zadie Smith, 
Ice Cube, Dave Chappelle, James Baldwin, Spike Lee and more.

Ronald Wimberly (born 1979) is an American cartoonist and illustrator.
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Listing:

United to Strike: A Story of the Delano Grape Workers
Zenk, Molly
North Star Editions .
9781631632846
160 pages
paperback
$8.99
Pub Date: 9/1/2019
I Am America. 8 - 12 years. Illustrated by Eric Freeberg.

Budding reporter Tala Mendoza thinks life in 1965 Delano, California, is boring. 
But that's before her father and other members of the local Filipino grape 
workers' union vote to strike. While the strike brings Filipino and Mexican 
farmworkers together, it threatens to tear Tala and her best friend, Jasmine, 
apart. Can Tala and Jasmine's relationship withstand the strain and length of the
Delano Grape Strike?

Molly Zenk was born in Minnesota, grew up in Florida, lived briefly in Tennessee
before settling in Colorado. She is married to a mathematician/software engineer
who complains there is not enough math or information about him in her author 
bio. They live in Arvada, Colorado with their three daughters.
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